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Summary of Risk Factors

The following is a summary of the principal risks we face, any of which could adversely affect our business, operating results,
financial condition or prospects:

• The markets in which we participate are intensely competitive, and if we cannot compete effectively against current and future
competitors, including government-run health insurance exchanges, our business, operating results and financial condition could
suffer.

• Our business may be harmed if we lose our relationship with health insurance carriers or our relationship with health insurance
carriers is modified.

• We derive a significant portion of our revenue from a small number of health insurance carriers, and any impairment of our
relationship with them or impairment of their business could adversely affect our business, operating results and financial condition.

• If we are unable to successfully attract and convert qualified prospects into members for whom we receive commissions, our
business, operating results and financial condition would be harmed.

• Our business may be harmed if we do not enroll subsidy-eligible individuals through government-run health insurance exchanges
efficiently.

• Our business, operating results and financial condition will be adversely impacted if we are unable to retain our existing members.
• Our marketing efforts may not be successful or may become more expensive, either of which could adversely affect our business,

operating results and financial condition.
• If our carrier advertising and sponsorship program is not successful, our business, operating results and financial condition could be

harmed.
• Our business is seasonal in nature, and if we are not successful in responding to changes in the seasonality of our business, our

business, operating results and financial condition could be harmed.
• Changes in our management or key employees could affect our business, operating results and financial condition.
• Our business success depends on our ability to timely hire, train and retain qualified licensed insurance agents, or benefit advisors,

and other employees to provide superior customer service and support our strategic initiatives while also controlling our labor costs.
• Our business may be harmed if we are not successful in executing on our operational and strategic plans, including our growth

strategies, cost-saving and enrollment quality initiatives.
• Our failure to effectively manage our operations and maintain our company culture as our business evolves and our work practices

change could harm us.
• Our operations in China involve many risks that could increase expenses, expose us to increased liability and adversely affect our

business, operating results and financial condition.
• Our self-insurance programs may expose us to significant and unexpected costs and losses.
• The marketing and sale of Medicare plans are subject to numerous, complex and frequently changing laws, regulations and

guidelines, and non-compliance with or changes in laws, regulations and guidelines could harm our business, operating results and
financial condition.

• Changes and developments in the health insurance industry or system, including changes in laws and regulations, could harm our
business, operating results and financial condition.

• From time to time, we are subject to various legal proceedings which could adversely affect our business.
• We may be unable to operate our business if we fail to maintain our health insurance licenses and otherwise comply with the

numerous laws and regulations applicable to the sale of health insurance.
• Increasing regulatory focus on privacy and data security issues and expanding laws could impact our business and expose us to

increased liability.
• Any legal liability, regulatory penalties, complaints or negative publicity related to us or our services could harm our business,

operating results and financial condition.
• Our commission revenue could be negatively impacted by changes in our estimated conversion rate of an approved member to a

paying member, our forecast of average plan duration or our forecast of likely commission amounts.
• Our operating results will be impacted by factors that impact our estimate of the constrained lifetime value of commissions per

approved member.
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• If commission reports we receive from carriers are inaccurate or not sent to us in a timely manner, our business and operating results
could be harmed and we may not recognize trends in our membership.

• We do not receive information about membership cancellations from our health insurance carriers directly, which makes it difficult for
us to determine the impact of current conditions on our membership retention and to accurately estimate membership as of a specific
date.

• Our agreements with our lender and our convertible preferred stock investor contain restrictions that impact our business and expose
us to risks that could materially adversely affect our liquidity and financial condition.

• Operating and growing our business is likely to require additional capital, and if capital is not available to us, our business, operating
results and financial condition may suffer.

• If we fail to properly maintain existing or implement new information systems, our business may be materially adversely affected.
• Our business is subject to security risks and, if we experience a successful cyberattack, a security breach or are otherwise unable to

safeguard the confidentiality and integrity of the data we hold, including sensitive personal information, our business will be harmed.
• We may not be able to adequately protect our intellectual property, which could harm our business and operating results.
• Our future operating results are likely to fluctuate and could fall short of expectations, which could negatively affect the value of our

common stock.
• Our actual operating results may differ significantly from our guidance.
• The price of our common stock has been and may continue to be volatile, and the value of your investment could decline.
• Our convertible preferred stock investor has rights, preferences and privileges that are not held by, and are preferential to, the rights

of our common stockholders, which could adversely affect our liquidity and financial condition, result in the interests of our
convertible preferred stock investor differing from those of our common stockholders and make an acquisition of us more difficult.

• We are subject to risks associated with public health crises, pandemics, natural disasters, changing climate conditions and other
extreme events, including legal, regulatory and social responses thereto, which have and could have an adverse effect on our
business.

• We face risks related to heightened inflation, recession, financial and credit market disruptions and other economic conditions.

Our Risk Factors are not guarantees that no such conditions exist as of the date of this report and should not be interpreted as an affirmative
statement that such risks or conditions have not materialized, in whole or in part.
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CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

In addition to historical information, this Annual Report on Form 10-K contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of
Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”) and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended (the “Exchange Act”). The words “expect,” “anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,” “target,” “goal,” “project,” “hope,” “intend,” “plan,”
“seek,” “continue,” “may,” “could,” “should,” “might,” “forecast,” “depends,” “predict” and variations or the negative of such words and similar
expressions are intended to identify such forward-looking statements. These statements include, among other things, statements regarding
the following:

• our expectations relating to estimated membership and approved members;
• our estimates regarding the constrained lifetime value of commissions and commissions receivable;
• our expectations relating to revenue, operating costs, cash flows and profitability;
• our expectations regarding our strategy and investments;
• our expectations regarding our business, industry and market trends, including market opportunity, consumer demand and our

competitive advantage;
• our expectations regarding our individual and family business, Medicare Supplement and other ancillary products, including

anticipated trends and our ability to enroll individuals and families into qualified health plans;
• our expectation regarding our growth strategies and cost-saving initiatives;
• the impact of future and existing laws and regulations on our business;
• the impact of public health crises, pandemics, natural disasters, changing climate conditions and other extreme events;
• the impact of macroeconomic conditions, including adverse events or perceptions affecting the U.S. or international financial

systems, inflationary pressures and the political climate on our business;
• our expectations regarding commission rates, conversion rates, plan termination rates and duration, membership retention rates and

membership acquisition costs;
• our expectations regarding insurance agent licensing and productivity;
• our expectations regarding beneficiary complaints, customer experience and enrollment quality;
• our expectations relating to the seasonality of our business;
• expected competition, including from government-run health insurance exchanges and other sources;
• our expectations relating to marketing and advertising investments and expected contributions from our marketing and strategic

partnership channels;
• the timing of our receipt of commission and other payments;
• our critical accounting policies and related estimates;
• liquidity and capital needs;
• political, legislative, regulatory and legal challenges;
• the merits or potential impact of any lawsuits filed against us; and
• other statements regarding our future operations, financial condition, prospects and business strategies.

We have based these forward-looking statements on our current expectations about future events. These statements are not
guarantees of future performance and involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions that are difficult to predict. Our actual results may differ
materially from those suggested by these forward-looking statements for various reasons, including our ability to retain existing members and
enroll new members during the annual healthcare open enrollment period, the Medicare annual enrollment period, the Medicare Advantage
annual open enrollment period and other special enrollment periods; changes in laws, regulations and guidelines, including in connection
with healthcare reform or with respect to the marketing and sale of Medicare plans; competition, including competition from government-run
health insurance exchanges and other sources; the seasonality of our business and the fluctuation of our operating results; our ability to
accurately estimate membership, lifetime value of commissions and commissions receivable; changes in product offerings among carriers on
our ecommerce platform and changes in our estimated conversion rate of an approved member to a paying member and the resulting impact
of each on our commission revenue; the concentration of our revenue with a small number of health insurance carriers; our ability to execute
on our growth strategy and other business initiatives; changes in our management and key employees; our ability to hire, train, retain and
ensure the productivity of licensed insurance agents, or benefit advisors, and other employees; exposure to security risks and our ability to
safeguard the security and privacy of confidential data; our relationships with health insurance carriers; the success of our carrier advertising
and sponsorship program; our success in marketing and selling health insurance plans and our unit cost of
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acquisition; our ability to effectively manage our operations as our business evolves and execute on our transformation plan and other
strategic initiatives; the need for health insurance carrier and regulatory approvals in connection with the marketing of Medicare-related
insurance products; changes in the market for private health insurance; consumer satisfaction of our service and actions we take to improve
the quality of enrollments; changes in member conversion rates; changes in commission rates; our ability to sell qualified health insurance
plans to subsidy-eligible individuals and to enroll subsidy-eligible individuals through government-run health insurance exchanges; our ability
to derive desired benefits from investments in our business, including membership growth and retention initiatives; our reliance on marketing
partners; the success and cost of our marketing efforts, including branding, online advertising, direct-to-consumer mail, email, social media,
telephone. television, radio and other marketing efforts; timing of receipt and accuracy of commission reports; payment practices of health
insurance carriers; dependence on our operations in China; the restrictions in our debt obligations; the restrictions in our investment
agreement with our convertible preferred stock investor; our ability to raise additional capital; compliance with insurance, privacy,
cybersecurity and other laws and regulations; the outcome of litigation in which we may from time to time be involved; the performance,
reliability and availability of our information technology systems, ecommerce platform and underlying network infrastructure, including any
new systems we may implement; public health crises, pandemics, natural disasters, changing climate conditions and other extreme events;
general economic conditions, including inflation, recession, financial, banking and credit market disruptions; our ability to effectively
administer our self-insurance program; and those identified under the heading “Risk Factors” in Part I, Item 1A. of this report and those
discussed in our other Securities and Exchange Commission filings. Given these risks and uncertainties, you are cautioned not to place
undue reliance on such forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements included in this report are made only as of the date
hereof. Except as required by applicable law, we do not undertake, and specifically decline, any obligation to update any of these statements
or to publicly announce the results of any revisions to any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events,
changes in assumptions or otherwise.

Because these forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties, there are important factors that could cause our actual
results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements.
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PART I

ITEM 1.    BUSINESS

Overview

eHealth, Inc. and its subsidiaries, referred to throughout this report as “eHealth,” the “Company,” “we,” “us” or “our”, is a leading
private health insurance marketplace with a technology and service platform that provides consumer engagement, education and health
insurance enrollment solutions. Our mission is to expertly guide consumers through their health insurance enrollment and related options,
when, where, and how they prefer. Our platform leverages technology to solve a critical problem in a large and growing market by aiding
consumers in what has traditionally been a complex, confusing and opaque health insurance purchasing process.

Our omnichannel consumer engagement platform differentiates our offering from other brokers and enables consumers to use our
services online, by telephone with a licensed insurance agent, or benefit advisor, or through a hybrid online assisted interaction that includes
live agent chat and co-browsing capabilities. We have created a consumer-centric marketplace that offers consumers a broad choice of
insurance products that includes thousands of Medicare Advantage, Medicare Supplement, Medicare Part D prescription drug, individual,
family, small business, and other ancillary health insurance products from over 180 health insurance carriers nationwide. Our plan
recommendation tool curates this broad plan selection by analyzing customer health-related information against plan data for insurance
coverage fit. This tool is supported by a unified data platform and is available to our ecommerce customers and our benefit advisors. We
strive to be the most trusted partner to the consumer in their life’s journey through the health insurance market.

Our Business Model

We operate our business in two segments: (1) Medicare and (2) Employer and Individual (“E&I”). In the fourth quarter of 2023, the
Individual, Family and Small Business segment was renamed “Employer and Individual”. The E&I segment name change was to the name
only and had no impact on our historical financial position, results of operations, cash flow or segment level results previously reported. Our
Medicare segment represents the majority of our business and constituted approximately 90% of our revenue in 2023. We derive the majority
of our revenues from commission payments paid to us by health insurance carriers related to insurance plans that have been purchased by
members who used our services. Our platform and services are free to the consumer, and, as an insurance agency, we do not take on
underwriting risk.

In our Medicare segment, we have benefited from (1) demographic trends, with an average of approximately 10,000 people
projected to turn 65 every day for the next several years; (2) the strong value proposition of the Medicare Advantage program, which we
believe has provided overall superior health outcomes compared to traditional Medicare and a wide selection of plans that are increasingly
offering extra benefits, including gym memberships, medical transportation and nutritional services; (3) the increasing proportion of the
Medicare eligible population that is choosing commercial insurance solutions such as Medicare Advantage and Medicare Supplement plans,
rather than obtaining healthcare through the original Medicare program; and (4) consumers’ growing propensity to comparison shop,
including for healthcare insurance. In addition, our digital platform provides us with a strong competitive advantage as adoption of the Internet
for research, social interaction, shopping, and other daily needs is continuously growing for seniors.

In our E&I segment, we temporarily reduced our investment in member acquisition as we focused on reengineering key operational
processes. While our new enrollment growth in this business has slowed down, we have benefited from the favorable plan retention
dynamics with our existing customers.
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Our management evaluates our business performance and manages our operations in the following two segments:

Medicare Segment

Through a combination of demand generation strategies, we actively market a large selection of Medicare-related health insurance
plans and, to a lesser extent, ancillary products such as dental and vision insurance and indemnity plans, to our Medicare-eligible
consumers. Our Medicare ecommerce platform, which can be accessed through our websites (www.eHealthMedicare.com,
www.PlanPrescriber.com and www.GoMedigap.com), and telephonic enrollment capabilities enable consumers to research, compare and
purchase Medicare-related health insurance plans, including Medicare Advantage, Medicare Supplement, and Medicare Part D prescription
drug plans. To the extent that we assist in the sale of Medicare-related insurance plans as a health insurance agent, either online,
telephonically, or through a hybrid online assisted enrollment, we generate revenue from the commissions we receive from health insurance
carriers. Our commissions may include certain bonus payments, which are generally based on attaining predetermined target sales levels or
other objectives, as determined by the health insurance carriers. For Medicare Advantage and Medicare Part D prescription drug plans, our
commissions also include regular administrative payments related to administrative services we perform.

In the first effective plan year of a Medicare Advantage and Medicare Part D prescription drug plan, for which we are the broker of
record, we receive a fixed, annual commission payment from insurance carriers generally after the plan is approved by the carrier and
becomes effective. If applicable, after the health insurance carrier approves the application but during the effective year of the plan, we are
paid a fixed commission payment that is prorated for the number of months remaining in the calendar year. Additionally, if the plan is the first
Medicare Advantage or Medicare Part D prescription drug plan issued to the member because the beneficiary just became eligible for these
products or has previously been covered through the traditional Medicare program, we may receive a higher commission amount that covers
a full 12-month period, regardless of the month the plan was effective. Beginning with the second plan year and for as long as the member
remains on that plan, we typically receive fixed, monthly commissions for Medicare Advantage and Medicare Part D prescription drug plans
and generally continue to receive commissions until either the plan is cancelled or we otherwise do not remain the agent on the plan.
Commission payments we receive for Medicare Supplement plans sold by us typically are a percentage of the premium on the plan and are
paid to us monthly until either the plan is cancelled or we otherwise do not remain the agent on the plan.

For Medicare Supplement plans, our commissions generally represent a flat amount per member per month or a percentage of the
premium amount collected by the carrier during the period that a member maintains coverage under a plan. Premium-based commissions
are reported to us after the premiums are collected by the carrier, generally on a monthly basis. We generally continue to receive the
commission payment from the relevant insurance carrier until the health insurance plan is cancelled or we otherwise do not remain the agent
on the plan.

Medicare Advantage and Medicare Part D prescription drug plan pricing is approved by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (“CMS”), an agency of the United States Department of Health and Human Services, and is not subject to negotiation or discounting
by health insurance carriers or our competitors. Similarly, Medicare Supplement plan pricing is set by the health insurance carrier and
approved by state regulators and is not subject to negotiation or discounting by health insurance carriers or our competitors.

Employer and Individual Segment

We actively market individual and family health insurance plans (“IFP”) and small business health insurance plans through our
ecommerce platform, which can be accessed through our websites (www.eHealth.com and www.eHealthInsurance.com), and generate
revenue as a result of commissions we receive from health insurance carriers whose health insurance plans are purchased through us, as
well as commission override payments we receive for achieving sales volume thresholds or other objectives. In addition, we market a variety
of ancillary products, including but not limited to, short-term, dental and vision plans. These ancillary products are offered to individual and
family and small business consumers and are also sold on a standalone basis. The commission payments we receive for individual and
family, small business, and ancillary health insurance plans are either a percentage of the premium consumers pay for those plans or a flat
amount per member per month, and vary
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depending on the carrier that is offering the plan, the state where the plan was sold and the size of the business. Commission payments are
typically made to us on a monthly basis until either the plan is cancelled or we otherwise do not remain the agent on the plan. Health
insurance pricing, which is set by the health insurance carrier and approved by state regulators, is not subject to negotiation or discounting by
health insurance carriers or our competitors.

Non-Commission Revenue Sources

Within our two operating segments, we earn commission revenue, as well as non-commission revenue, or other revenue, which
includes online sponsorship and advertising, non-broker of record arrangements, performance of other services, technology licensing and
lead referral revenue.

Online Sponsorship and Advertising. We generate revenue from our sponsorship and advertising program that allows carriers to
purchase advertising space for non-Medicare products on our website and potentially Medicare plan related advertising on separate websites
that we develop, host and maintain. In addition, in connection with our Medicare plan advertising program, we may engage in other activities,
including marketing. In return for our services, we typically are paid either a flat amount, a monthly amount, or, in our individual and family
health insurance sponsorship advertising program, a performance-based fee based on metrics such as submitted health insurance
applications.

Non-Broker of Record. In certain arrangements, we facilitate beneficiary enrollment in Medicare-related health insurance plans with
health insurance carriers without remaining the agent of record. Under these arrangements, we receive one-time fees determined by contract
terms and our services are complete once the submitted application is approved by the relevant health insurance carrier. We recognize fee
income based upon the fee we expect to receive for selling the plan after the carrier approves an application.

Other Services. We generate revenue from agreements with carriers to perform various post-enrollment services for members in
Medicare health insurance plans. We typically are paid a fixed fee upon completion of the specific service and the revenue is recognized in
the period the service was completed.

Technology Licensing. We generate revenue from licensing the use of our health insurance ecommerce technology. Our technology
platform enables health insurance carriers to market and distribute health insurance plans online. Health insurance carriers that license our
technology typically pay us implementation fees and performance-based fees that are based on metrics such as submitted health insurance
applications.

Lead Referrals. We may generate revenue from the sale of individual and family health insurance leads generated by our
ecommerce platforms and our marketing activities.

Additional financial information about our company is included in Part II, Item 7, Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial
Condition and Results of Operations and Item 8, Financial Statements and Supplementary Data, of this Annual Report on Form 10-K.

Industry Background

The purchase of health insurance is a high-stakes decision for a consumer. Historically it has been a complex, time-consuming and
paper-intensive process. The complexity and large number of plan options with a variety of coverage, provider networks, and out-of-pocket
cost combinations can make it difficult to make informed health insurance decisions. The Internet’s convenient, information-rich and
interactive nature offers the opportunity to provide consumers with more organized and transparent information, a broader choice of plans
and a more efficient and accurate process than have typically been available from traditional health insurance distribution channels. We
believe that the Internet is becoming an increasingly important channel for researching and enrolling into health insurance plans, similar to
other consumer-focused industries such as travel, financial services and shopping.
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Medicare is a federal program that provides persons sixty-five years of age and older, and some persons under the age of sixty-five
who meet certain conditions, with hospital and medical insurance benefits. Medicare beneficiaries choose between Medicare Fee-For-
Service and Medicare Advantage plans. Medicare Fee-For-Service is a government plan where the consumer is responsible for select health
care related payments with no limit on out-of-pocket expenses and can be used at any doctor or hospital that accepts Medicare. To increase
coverage, Medicare Fee-For-Service beneficiaries can purchase commercially offered Medicare Supplement plans. Medicare Advantage is
an alternative to Medicare Fee-For-Service that provides health and drug coverage in a single offering from private health insurance carriers
that CMS has contracted with under the Medicare Advantage and Medicare Part D prescription drug programs. Under these programs, the
government pays health insurance carriers per enrollee to cover health care expenses rather than the government making payments directly
to providers under Medicare Fee-For-Service. Medicare Advantage plans are required to cover the same services as Medicare Fee-For-
Service and usually cover a variety of other health care services and include a cap on out-of-pocket spending for the consumer. In many
cases, Medicare Advantage plans only allow consumers to use doctors who are in the specific plan’s network.

Individual and family products are typically purchased by consumers under 65 years of age that do not have coverage through their
employer. Small business group health insurance addresses the health insurance needs of businesses typically with 100 or fewer employees
and is evolving towards products such as Individual Coverage Health Reimbursement Arrangements (“ICHRA”), which are available to
businesses with employees of any size. Individual, family and small business health insurance has historically been sold by independent
insurance agents and, to a lesser degree, directly by insurance companies. Many of these agents are self-employed or work for small
agencies, and they typically service only their local communities. In addition, many of these agents sell health insurance from a limited
number of insurance carriers (in some cases only one), resulting in a reduced selection of plans for the consumer.

Our Growth Strategies

We believe that our consumer-centric omnichannel distribution model provides us competitive strengths in customer engagement
and health insurance distribution and creates opportunities for growth in our core Medicare business and in other areas of the health
insurance market. We intend to pursue the following strategies to further advance our business.

Pursue Deliberate Enrollment and Revenue Growth

In 2022, we purposefully slowed down our enrollment volume and revenue growth as we worked to implement a number of
transformation initiatives aimed at increasing the effectiveness of our sales and marketing organizations and rationalizing our cost structure.
In 2023, we successfully returned to growth on an enhanced operational foundation with an emphasis on enrollment quality, member
experience, and engagement. We expect to build on this foundation in 2024 by pursuing further enrollment growth while continuing to
enhance key aspects of our platform.

We intend to pursue deliberate, targeted growth focusing on products, demand generation channels, fulfillment processes, and
market segments that best leverage our competitive differentiation. We believe that consumers are increasingly favoring choice and the
ability to comparison shop to achieve optimal health insurance coverage. Our omnichannel choice model that supports telephonic, online-
unassisted and online-assisted interactions with eHealth is well aligned with the evolving needs and preferences of our customers and allows
us to reach a large portion of the Medicare and broader health insurance markets.

Continue To Build Out Our Unified Omnichannel Marketing Engine

In 2023, we scaled our existing successful demand generation channels and launched new channels, some on a full-scale basis and
others in a pilot mode. We expect to continue to expand and diversify our channel mix through a disciplined, test-based approach as we
pursue enrollment growth.

We also completed a comprehensive rebrand to more effectively communicate eHealth’s differentiated value proposition and to
reflect the transformational work that has taken place over the past two years. We plan to
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communicate this value proposition in our branded materials throughout the customer journey, starting with a consistent message across our
marketing channels, during customer interaction with our omnichannel platform as they research and shop for plans, and extending to post-
enrollment member engagement activities. We will continue our efforts to achieve greater customer loyalty and brand recognition as a
trusted, transparent advisor in a complex health insurance industry.

Our marketing outreach will be optimized through audience targeting strategies and a disciplined, return-on-investment driven
approach to lead generation. Our audience segmentation and targeting reflects the diverse nature of our end markets. For example,
customers who are just aging into Medicare and looking for their first plan respond to marketing materials and interact with our platform
differently from those who are familiar with the program and are looking to switch from an existing plan to a new one. We believe a more
tailored approach geared to specific needs of an audience will lead to further improvement in lead quality and enhance customer
engagement. We also will continue to align our marketing engine more closely with the new structure of our telesales organization by
emphasizing local-market and product-specific campaigns.

Focus on Enrollment Quality and Member Retention

Our goal is to build a leadership position in our industry by establishing our omnichannel distribution platform as the gold standard for
customer experience. We believe that success and sustainability of Medicare brokers is increasingly determined by customer satisfaction,
retention, and other quality tracking metrics. This trend is redefining the competitive landscape in our business and has created significant
competitive advantages for agents and brokers that emphasize member experience and collaborate with carriers on attaining quality goals.

Through continued improvements to our online experience and plan recommendation engine, enhancement to agent training, and
comprehensive post-enrollment retention strategy, we strive to present Medicare beneficiaries with choices that best align with their unique
circumstances and assist them in making future decisions should their insurance plan needs or personal circumstances change.

As a next phase of our retention strategy, we have introduced additional initiatives including updating our member onboarding
experience, launching our loyalty program and personalized communications with our new and existing customers over a variety of channels
meant to foster year-round awareness of eHealth and the services we provide. We also developed targeted retention programs for audiences
with higher propensity for attrition, which include coordinated marketing outreach and specialized training for our benefit advisors to cater to
specific member needs.

Drive Higher Conversions on our Platform

We plan to continue improving consumer experience and conversion rates across our entire omnichannel platform, regardless of
how a customer first interacts with eHealth or how the final enrollment is made. This includes increasing the effectiveness of our telesales
organization through a redesigned hiring, training, and career pathing program. We are also expanding the percentage of our benefit
advisors who specialize in specific geographies and/or products, which has demonstrated a positive impact on the depth of their expertise
and effectiveness in serving our customers. The changes to our demand generation strategy are also expected to contribute to higher
conversion rates through better lead quality.

On the technology side, we plan to further enhance customers’ shopping and enrollment experience on our platform through multiple
touchpoints. This includes advanced plan recommendation tools, online educational content, real-time customer data verification, and new
platform features aimed at bridging online and offline experience, such as online chat and agent co-browsing. Our goal is to allow customers
to interact with us on their terms, moving seamlessly between our website, advisor enrollment center, and electronic communications with
licensed benefit advisors, and to provide them with personalized and consistent end-to-end experiences across mobile and website
throughout critical customer journeys.

Diversify Our Revenue Streams

We intend to leverage our technology leadership, carrier relationships and distribution capabilities to pursue the diversification of our
core business and revenue base. This will include investing for growth in existing product
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lines outside of the core Medicare Advantage business, including Medicare Supplement, individual and family and small business plans and
ancillary products. We also expect to add new products and services and explore adjacent markets within the broader health insurance
industry.

Going forward, the E&I segment will be an important element of our diversification plan, and we expect to pursue both direct-to-
consumer strategies as well as business-to-business strategies for employers of all sizes, including the emerging ICHRA opportunity.
Another important element of our diversification program involves supplementing our core broker-of-record business with dedicated carrier
arrangements and business process outsourcing deals that leverage our advisor enrollment center capabilities to help field inbound call
volumes for specific carriers.

Carrier Relationships

We have developed strategic relationships with leading health insurance carriers in the United States, enabling us to offer thousands
of health insurance plans online. We have relationships with over 180 Medicare-related, individual and family, small business and ancillary
health insurance plan carriers, including large national carriers and well-established regional carriers. Many of these major carriers have
been selling their products through us for over ten years. In many cases, we have back-office integration with major carriers allowing us to
submit applications efficiently and cost-effectively, which is an area of competitive differentiation for our business. We typically enter into
contractual agency relationships with health insurance carriers that are non-exclusive and terminable on short notice by either party for any
reason.

Our Platforms and Technology

Our ecommerce platforms and consumer engagement solutions are built to provide market-leading information, decision support,
customer engagement, and transactional services to a broad group of health insurance consumers nationwide while prioritizing accessibility
to health insurance. Our ecommerce platforms organize and present voluminous and complex health insurance information in an objective
format that empowers individuals, families, and businesses to research, analyze, compare, and purchase a wide variety of health insurance
plans.

Our technology platform also allows eHealth to provide omni-channel capabilities to our customers who can shop and enroll in health
insurance through an intuitive online interface, by speaking with a live benefit advisor or utilizing one of the hybrid enrollment methods such
as agent chat and co-browsing tools. These omni-channel capabilities represent a differentiated offering relative to other brokers in our
sector.

We have a technology and content team that is responsible for ongoing enhancements to the features and functionality of our
ecommerce platforms, which are critical to maintaining our technology leadership position in the industry. Many of our technology and content
employees are employed by our Xiamen, China subsidiary.

Elements of our platforms include:

Plan Comparisons and Recommendations. We offer online comparison and recommendation tools that process and simplify
voluminous information across thousands of health insurance plans that are available through our platform. Our technology enables
consumers to compare and evaluate health insurance options based on each consumer’s specific needs and plan characteristics such as
price, plan type, coverage limits, deductible amount, co-payment amount, and in-network and out-of-network benefits. After entering relevant
information on our website or giving such information to one of our licensed benefit advisors, our platforms allow consumers to instantly
receive a list of applicable health insurance plans and rate and benefit information in an easy-to-understand format. Our proprietary
recommendation algorithms are carrier-agnostic and were designed based on the several million customer assistance interactions that we
have facilitated.

Online Application and Enrollment Forms. Health insurance applications vary widely by carrier and state. Our proprietary
application tool lets us capture each insurance application’s unique business rules and build a corresponding online application. Our online
application process offers our consumers significant improvements
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over the traditional, paper-intensive application process. It employs dynamic business logic to help individuals and families correctly complete
the application and enrollment forms in real time. This reduces delays resulting from application rework, a significant problem with traditional
health insurance distribution, where incomplete applications are mailed back and forth between the consumer, the traditional agent, and the
carrier. We further simplify the enrollment process by accepting electronic signatures.

Customer and Carrier Data Interchange. Our digital data interface technology integrates our online application process with health
insurance carriers’ technology systems, enabling us to deliver our consumers’ applications to health insurance carriers electronically. Our
digital interface technology also expedites the loading of insurance product inventory into our various shopping experiences and accelerates
the application process by eliminating manual delivery. We also receive alerts and data from carriers, such as notification of approval or a
request from a carrier for a consumer’s medical records for underwriting purposes, which we then relay electronically to the consumer. These
features of our service help prevent applications from becoming delayed or rejected through inactivity of the consumer or the carrier.

Advisor Enrollment Center Technology Systems. Our proprietary agent-assist management systems enable us to provide a full
range of personalized customer service tasks efficiently while complying with Medicare and health insurance regulatory requirements. Our
benefit advisors have script-on-screen tools that align to customer and compliance needs and leverage a common back-office platform that
powers our direct-to-consumer shopping experience. Our systems also have customer relationship management tools that can track each
consumer throughout the application process, obtain real-time updates from the carrier, generate automated emails specific to each
consumer and access a cross-sell engine and dashboard to identify and track cross-sell opportunities. Our auto-email system is feature-rich
with HTML capability, customizable merge tags, granular segmentation and tracking capability.

Customer Center. Our customer center enables members to create a secure personal profile that stores their prescription drug
regimen, preferred doctors and pharmacies, current coverage, and other relevant data. This data is available to members and our licensed
benefit advisors that they contact. After members create a customer center account, our technology will import details provided to an agent
over the telephone to the account. The following are important benefits of our customer center:

• Empower Medicare beneficiaries to take control of their personal information — Our customer center puts our members in the
driver's seat by helping them track and update the information they need when it is time to reconsider their coverage options.

• Identification of Medicare plan options — With their relevant information securely stored in our customer center, it is easier for
shoppers to find the best plan options for their personal needs and budget, and also incentivizes them to return to us when their
needs change.

• Drive retention through communication — Our customer center allows beneficiaries to track the status of their applications over
time and connects them with us if they have questions.

Information Security

Information security is an integral part of our business. We emphasize that information security is “everyone’s responsibility.” We are
committed to maintaining information security through responsible management, appropriate use, and protection according to relevant legal
and regulatory requirements and our contractual relationships. We maintain an office of the chief information security officer (“CISO”) focused
on information and systems technology and corporate governance to drive a common security framework practice. The CISO office
concentrates on technology, behaviors, and safeguarding information from unauthorized or inappropriate access, use, or disclosure. The
audit committee of our board of directors oversees information and cybersecurity risks and periodically reviews the status with our CISO. We
utilize various industry-recognized information security frameworks, including SOC-2, Health Information Trust Alliance (HITRUST), National
Institute of Standards and Technology, Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard, Center for Internet Security (“CIS”) Controls, and CIS
Benchmarks. For more information about our cybersecurity risk management and governance, see Part I, Item 1C, Cybersecurity, of this
Annual Report on Form 10-K.
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Intellectual Property

We rely on a combination of patent, trademark, copyright and trade secret laws in the United States and other jurisdictions, as well
as confidentiality procedures and contractual provisions, to protect our proprietary technology and our brand. We also have filed patent
applications that relate to certain of our technology and business processes.

Marketing

We focus on building brand awareness, increasing Medicare, individual, family and business customer visits to our websites and
telephonic sales centers, converting these visitors into members and retaining these members as long-term advocates. Our marketing
initiatives are tailored to each consumer segment, ensuring each message resonates, is deployed into the channels that are relevant to each
segment and connects throughout the entirety of the end-to-end experience. Our priority channels across audiences include:

Direct Marketing. Our direct marketing consists of channels that drive consumers to call our advisor enrollment centers directly or
access our website, including direct mail, search engines such as Google, paid social platforms like Facebook, email marketing, search
engine optimization, radio, and television/video (including linear, connect television devices, and over the top media).

Marketing Partners. Our marketing partner channel comprises a network of partners that drive consumers to our ecommerce
platform and advisor enrollment centers. These partners include health care industry participants, such as insurance carriers; affiliate
organizations; online advertisers and content providers that are specialists in paid and unpaid (algorithmic) search, as well as specialists in
other types of Internet marketing; pharmacies and hospital networks; financial and online services partners in industries such as banking,
insurance and mortgage; and off-line lead generators who specialize in traditional direct marketing channels, such as direct mail.

Strategic Partner Marketing. Our strategic partner marketing channel consists of co-branded direct marketing with partners to serve
their constituencies across key industry vertical categories. We also offer a suite of product integrations to assist in optimizing partner traffic
through our online and telephonic flows and provide business process outsourcing that leverages our advisor enrollment center capabilities
to help field inbound call volumes for specific carriers. This in turn drives value for our strategic partner by helping fill a need of their clients.

Competition

The market for selling health insurance plans is highly competitive. Our competitors include government entities, including
government-run health insurance exchanges; health insurance carriers; other health insurance agents and brokers; and companies that use
the Internet and other means to attract individuals interested in purchasing health insurance and generate revenue by referring these
individuals to us or one of our competitors.

Other agents and brokers. We compete with agents and brokers who offer and sell health insurance plans utilizing traditional offline
distribution channels as well as the Internet. Our current competitors include the tens of thousands of local insurance agents across the
United States who sell health insurance plans in their communities. A number of these agents as well as larger brokers operate websites and
provide an online shopping experience to a varying degree for consumers interested in purchasing health insurance. In addition, there are a
number of direct-to-consumer Medicare platforms that generate demand through a combination of online and traditional marketing channels
and fulfill it through their call center operations.

Government. In connection with our marketing of Medicare related health insurance plans, we compete with the federal
government’s original Medicare program. CMS also offers Medicare plan online enrollment, information and comparison tools and has
established call centers for the sale of Medicare Advantage and Medicare Part D prescription drug plans. CMS has regulatory authority over
the Medicare Advantage and Medicare Part D prescription drug program and can influence the competitiveness of Medicare Advantage and
Medicare Part D
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prescription drug plans compared to the original Medicare program, as well as the compensation that health insurance carriers are allowed to
pay us.

Insurance carriers. Many health insurance carriers directly market and sell their plans to consumers through call centers and their
own websites. Although we offer health insurance plans for many of these carriers, they also compete with us by offering their plans directly
to consumers and, to a much lesser extent, to small businesses. Health insurance carriers have become more experienced in marketing their
products directly to consumers, both over the Internet and through more traditional channels, which has resulted in increased competition.

Internet marketers and other advertisers. There are many Internet marketing companies and other advertisers that use the
Internet and other means to find consumers interested in purchasing health insurance and are compensated for referring those consumers to
agents and health insurance carriers. We compete with these companies for individuals who are looking to purchase health insurance.

Seasonality

The majority of our commission revenue is recognized in the fourth quarter of each calendar year under Accounting Standards
Codification, Revenue from Contracts with Customers (“ASC 606”), which we adopted using the full retrospective transition method on
January 1, 2018. We have historically sold a significant portion of Medicare plans for the year in the fourth quarter during the Medicare
annual enrollment period, when Medicare-eligible individuals are permitted to change their Medicare Advantage and Medicare Part D
prescription drug coverage for the following year. During 2023, 2022, and 2021, 56%, 45%, and 49%, respectively, of our Medicare plan-
related applications were submitted during the fourth quarter. As a result, we generate a significant portion of our commission revenues
related to new Medicare plan-related enrollments in the fourth quarter.

Beginning January 1, 2019, CMS revived the Medicare Advantage open enrollment period during which Medicare Advantage plan
enrollees may enroll in another Medicare Advantage plan or disenroll from their Medicare Advantage plan and return to original Medicare.
The Medicare Advantage open enrollment period is scheduled to occur between January 1 and March 31of each year. As a result, we expect
to generate higher commission revenue in the first quarter compared to the second and third quarters.

The annual open enrollment period for individual and family health insurance takes place in the fourth quarter of the calendar year,
as prescribed under the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and related amendments in the Health Care and Education
Reconciliation Act. During 2023, 2022, and 2021, 46%, 55%, and 38%, respectively, of our individual and family plan-related applications
were submitted during the fourth quarter. As a result, we generate a significant portion of our commission revenues related to individual and
family plan-related enrollments in the fourth quarter. In the states where the Federally Facilitated Marketplace (“FFM”) operates as the state
health insurance exchange, individuals and families generally are not able to purchase individual and family health insurance outside of the
annual enrollment period, unless they qualify for a special enrollment period as a result of certain qualifying events, such as losing employer-
sponsored health insurance or moving to another state. Extended open enrollment or special enrollment periods may change the seasonality
of our individual and family health insurance business. For example, the COVID-19 related special enrollment period for individual and family
health insurance that ended on August 15, 2021 caused increased sales of individual and family health insurance plans outside of the open
enrollment period.

We incur a significant portion of our marketing and advertising expenses in the fourth quarter as a result of the Medicare annual
enrollment period and the open enrollment period under the Affordable Care Act. We expect this seasonal trend in marketing and advertising
expenses to continue in the foreseeable future.

Full-time internal benefit advisors represent the majority of our telesales capacity. We plan to maintain our internal telesales benefit
advisors year-round, net of natural attrition, and expect to increase our internal benefit advisors’ utilization outside of the enrollment periods
by expanding our offerings of ancillary products and carrier call center outsourcing programs. We typically start ramping our telesales
capacity during the second quarter, in preparation for the fourth quarter Annual Enrollment Period. The magnitude of new agent hiring is
driven by our
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enrollment growth goals for that year. Our customer care and enrollment expenses are typically highest in the fourth quarter and lowest in the
second quarter.

Macroeconomic Conditions

Recent macroeconomic events, including rising consumer prices and interest rates, have led to uncertainty as it pertains to
consumer shopping patterns. Given that our core product, Medicare Advantage, is characterized by low premiums, including a large selection
of zero premium plans, the demand for our services is relatively unimpacted by the economic cycles. At the same time, purchasing power of
consumers and businesses has a greater impact on activity in the individual and family and business markets.

We believe the COVID-19 pandemic had a lasting impact on consumer behavior when it comes to selecting and utilizing health
insurance. We believe that more seniors have become more likely to shop for Medicare products online or over the phone versus a face-to-
face meeting with a traditional broker, which could have a positive impact on comparison Medicare platforms such as ours.

Additionally, we have seen and may continue to see cost savings from the shift to remote and distributed work for all of our
employees in areas including events, travel, utilities, and other benefits. Certain of these cost savings may continue beyond the resolution of
the COVID-19 pandemic in connection with our remote first workplace model, as described below.

Government Regulation and Compliance

Insurance and Healthcare Regulations. The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, as amended by the Health Care and
Education Reconciliation Act which became law in March 2010 (collectively, the “Affordable Care Act”), have primarily impacted our business
of selling individual, family and small business insurance plans. The Affordable Care Act, among other things, established annual open
enrollment periods for the purchase of individual and family health insurance. Individuals and families generally are not able to purchase
individual and family health insurance outside of the annual enrollment periods, unless they qualify for a special enrollment period as a result
of certain qualifying events, such as losing employer-sponsored health insurance or moving to another state. Moreover, in order to be eligible
for a subsidy, qualified individuals must purchase subsidy-qualifying health plans, known as qualified health plans, through a government-run
health insurance exchange during the open enrollment period or a special enrollment period. While they are not required to do so,
government-run exchanges are permitted to allow agents and brokers to enroll individuals and families into qualified health plans through
them. The FFM run by CMS operated some part of the health insurance exchange in 33 states during the last health care open enrollment
period. Our enrollment of individuals and families into qualified health plans to date has generally occurred through the FFM.

We currently distribute health insurance plans nationwide. The health insurance industry is heavily regulated. Each of these
jurisdictions has its own rules and regulations relating to the offer and sale of health insurance plans, typically administered by a department
of insurance. State insurance departments have administrative powers relating to, among other things: regulating premium prices; granting
and revoking licenses to transact insurance business; approving individuals and entities to which, and circumstances under which,
commissions can be paid; regulating advertising, marketing and trade practices; monitoring broker and agent conduct; and imposing
continuing education requirements. We are required to maintain valid life and/or health agency and/or agent licenses in each jurisdiction in
which we transact health insurance business.

In addition to state regulations, we also are subject to federal laws, regulations and guidelines issued by CMS that place a number of
requirements on health insurance carriers and agents and brokers in connection with the marketing and sale of Medicare Advantage and
Medicare Part D prescription drug plans. We are subject to similar requirements of state insurance departments with respect to our marketing
and sale of Medicare Supplement plans. Medicare plans are not generally able to be purchased outside of an annual enrollment period that
occurs in the fourth quarter of the year, subject to exception for individuals aging into Medicare eligibility and for individuals who qualify for a
special enrollment period as a result of certain qualifying events. In addition, Medicare Advantage plan enrollees may enroll in another
Medicare Advantage plan or disenroll from their Medicare Advantage plan and
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return to original Medicare during the Medicare Advantage open enrollment period that generally occurs in the first quarter of the year. CMS
and state insurance department regulations and guidelines include a number of prohibitions regarding the ability to contact Medicare-eligible
individuals and place many restrictions on the marketing of Medicare-related plans. For example, we or our health insurance carrier partners
are required to file with CMS and state departments of insurance certain of our websites, our advisor enrollment center scripts and other
marketing materials we, or in some cases our partners, use to market Medicare-related plans and require publication or additional notice and
disclaimers. In some instances, CMS or state departments of insurance must approve the material before we use it. In addition, the laws and
regulations applicable to the marketing and sale of Medicare-related plans are ambiguous, complex and, particularly with respect to
regulations and guidance issued by CMS for Medicare Advantage and Medicare Part D prescription drug plans, change frequently. CMS
frequently proposes and implements new regulations, or amends or clarifies existing regulations, in ways that may make operating our
business more difficult. For example, in recent years, CMS has expanded the set of materials requiring filing or approval and added required
disclaimers to certain types of marketing and communications. Most recently, CMS has proposed new rules to limit compensation to brokers
and agents like us for certain types of services in connection with Medicare Advantage and Medicare Part D prescription drug programs.

Data Privacy and Security Regulations. We are subject to various federal and state privacy and security laws, regulations and
requirements. These laws govern our collection, use, disclosure, protection and maintenance of the individually-identifiable information that
we collect from consumers. For example, we are subject to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (“HIPAA”).  HIPAA and
regulations adopted pursuant to HIPAA require us to maintain the privacy of individually-identifiable health information that we collect on
behalf of health insurance carriers, implement measures to safeguard such information and provide notification in the event of a breach in the
privacy or confidentiality of such information. In addition to our obligations we may have under contracts with health insurance carriers and
others regarding the collection, maintenance, protection, use, transmission, disclosure or disposal of sensitive personal information, the use
and disclosure of certain data that we collect from consumers is also regulated in some instances by other federal laws, including the
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (“GLBA”) and state statutes implementing GLBA. GLBA generally requires brokers to provide customers with notice
regarding how their non-public personal health and financial information is used and the opportunity to “opt out” of certain disclosures before
sharing such information with a third party, and which generally require safeguards for the protection of personal information. We regularly
assess our compliance with privacy and security requirements. These requirements are evolving, and many states continue to adopt
additional state-specific requirements, that vary in their scope and application to our business. Such state privacy laws currently, or may in
the future, establish, among other things, new privacy rights for residents of the relevant state, such as the right to know what personal
information has been collected about them, how we use and disclose this information, and the right to request deletion of that information. In
addition to government action, health insurance carrier expectations relating to privacy and security protections are increasing and evolving.
We have incurred significant costs to develop new processes and procedures and to adopt new technology in an effort to comply with privacy
and security laws and regulations and carrier expectations and to protect against cyber security risks and security breaches. We expect to
continue to do so in the future. Violations of federal and state privacy and security laws and other contractual requirements may result in
significant liability and expense, damage to our reputation or termination of relationships with government-run health insurance exchanges
and our members, marketing partners and health insurance carriers.

Human Capital Resources

Employees are our most valuable asset, and we strive to put them first. We are a creative and collaborative group with a single,
shared mission. As of December 31, 2023, we had 1,903 full-time employees, of which 1,322 were in customer care and enrollment,
273 were in technology and content, 235 were in general and administrative, and 73 were in marketing and advertising. Of the 1,903 full-time
employees, 249 were non-US employees based in our subsidiary in China. None of our U.S. employees are represented by a labor union. As
required under Chinese law, the employees in our Xiamen, China office established what is referred to as a labor union in China in January
2014. We have not experienced any work stoppages and consider our employee relations to be strong.

We value our employees for their critical role in the success of our business. We focus on our culture and connect with our
employees through engagement programs, by offering learning and professional development
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opportunities, by providing a generous and competitive benefits package, and by championing diversity and inclusion through our corporate
philosophy and polices. We conduct one full engagement survey per year involving a broad range of questions and one pulse survey per
year to review specific questions more comprehensively. Throughout the year we leverage business unit engagement champions to obtain
ongoing, real-time feedback for continuous improvement opportunities. We offer free online courses and a robust manager development
program across all our operations. We provide specialized training within Sales Mastery University to enable our benefit advisors to onboard,
obtain certification, and equip them with the tools necessary to be productive within their roles. For manager level employees, eHealth has
introduced a meeting series titled Leaders Leading Leaders, which are virtual monthly gatherings of all eHealth leaders with the goal of
providing critical and timely business updates to align organization-based objectives to the company’s strategic objectives and prepare
leaders to disseminate vital internal information to their teams. This meeting also facilitates functional leadership growth opportunities and the
development of business acumen within our leader pool.

We offer all employees a competitive base salary and an annual cash bonus award earned based on achieving goals relating to
company performance and personal performance, and our full-time employees enjoy a generous Total Rewards package of benefits. Our pay
and benefits structure is designed to motivate, incentivize and reward our employees at all levels of the organization for their skill
development, demonstration of our values and performance. Our benefits package generally includes the following:

Core Benefits:
Health Insurance, including Medical, Dental and Vision Mental Health and Employee Assistance Programs
Life & Disability Flexible Spending Accounts
401(k) Retirement Plan with Company Match Program

Additional Benefits:
Tuition Reimbursement Back-up Care
Student Loan Repayment Programs Financial Planning Assistance
Fertility & Adoption Assistance Legal Program
Employee Stock Purchase Plan Recognition Program through Spotlight
Paid Time Off Phone and Internet Reimbursement
Parental Leave Donation with Matching & Volunteering Program

We stand for inclusion and believe people are our greatest resource. Embracing individuality, unique ideas, experiences and
perspectives fuels innovation and drives our mission forward. We recognize the importance of cultivating a company culture that is diverse,
equal and inclusive, in which everyone is treated with respect and dignity, and in which we can learn from one another’s unique experiences
and capabilities. We are proud of the diverse makeup of our workforce and recognize that a mix of backgrounds, skills and experiences
makes us stronger as an organization. An inclusive culture also allows us to better understand and serve our customers who represent
diverse socio-economic and demographic backgrounds. Our Diversity and Inclusion committee continues to identify ways in which we can
further support a culture of acceptance and inclusivity. The breakdown of our employees by gender is as follows:

United States China
Female 899 150
Male 743 99
Not disclosed 12 0
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The breakdown of our US employees by race is as follows:

The members of our Board of Directors represent a diverse perspective. The Board currently is made up of eight members and has
always included a majority of independent directors. Our board membership includes three women, one director who is a member of the
LGBTQ+ community and one director who is of Hispanic and Asian heritage. Our Board of Directors also oversees our policies and
procedures as they relate to environmental, social and corporate governance matters through its Nominating and Corporate Governance
Committee,

Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance (“ESG”)

We have published annual sustainability reports since 2021, which marked the beginning of our ESG journey as we made a
company-wide commitment to a stronger focus on our long-term ESG opportunities and risks while also embedding them into our corporate
strategy. Our report and future strategy are informed by an internal materiality assessment, and relevant topics identified through third-party
reporting frameworks including Sustainability Accounting Standards Board, Global Reporting Initiative, and the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals. We are dedicated to making a difference in the lives of consumers, associates, partners and broader society.

Information about our ESG efforts is available on our website (www.ehealth.com) under “ESG Resources” which provides information
on our public commitments, policies, social and environmental programs, sustainability, strategy and ESG data. The information contained in,
or referred to, on our website is not deemed to be incorporated into this Annual Report on Form 10-K unless otherwise expressly noted.

Climate Change

Though our direct environmental impact is limited, we believe that we all have a role to play in effectively planning for, and mitigating
the effects of, climate change. Therefore, we consider climate-related risks when assessing our larger enterprise-level risks. We support
science-based climate policies and decarbonization actions in alignment with the Paris Agreement and the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change. We believe we have made a significant positive impact on sustainability by dramatically reducing the amount of paper used
not just in our operation but in the wider health insurance industry through our pioneering work in digitizing the purchase of insurance plans.
We also helped reduce the carbon footprint associated with the process of researching and
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enrolling in health insurance by allowing seniors to go through the entire process from their homes and removing the need for a face-to-face
meeting with a broker, which is the traditional way these products used to be marketed and sold. Our transition to being a remote first
company in 2022 has significantly reduced our real estate footprint. For the office space we do use, we plan to incorporate design that
promotes the health, well-being, and productivity of our workforce and plan to consider the environmental impacts of our facilities. In 2022,
we completed a large data migration project, shifting our data centers from physical infrastructure to cloud-based storage in order to reduce
environmental impacts and more effectively manage and access our data. We also consider green and sustainably sourced materials when
making procurement decisions for our office supplies, including equipment. The majority of our equipment purchased in the United States is
energy efficient, including ENERGY Star Certified. We use recycled paper when available and take advantage of opportunities to recycle
materials. We continue to extend our data tracking mechanisms to better understand our organizational footprint and to identify ways to
further mitigate our impact on the environment.

Corporate Information

We were incorporated in Delaware in November 1997. Our principal executive offices are located at 13620 Ranch Road 620 N, Suite
A250, Austin, TX 78717, and our telephone number is (737) 248-2340.

Available Information

We make available free of charge on the Investor Relations page of our web site (ir.ehealthinsurance.com) our annual reports on
Form 10-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q, current reports on Form 8-K, proxy statements, and amendments to those reports filed or
furnished pursuant to Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as soon as reasonably practicable after we file such
material with, or furnish it to, the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”). The SEC also maintains an Internet website
(www.sec.gov) that contains reports, proxy and information statements, and other information regarding issuers that file electronically with the
SEC. Our corporate governance guidelines, code of business conduct, audit committee charter, compensation committee charter, and
nominating and corporate governance committee charter are available on the governance page of our website at ir.ehealthinsurance.com.
The information that can be accessed on or through our websites is not part of this Annual Report on Form 10-K.
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ITEM 1A.    RISK FACTORS

In addition to other information in this Annual Report on Form 10-K and in other filings we make with the Securities and Exchange
Commission, the following risk factors should be carefully considered in evaluating our business as they may have a significant impact on our
business, operating results and financial condition. If any of the following risks actually occurs, our business, financial condition, results of
operations and future prospects could be materially and adversely affected. Because of the following factors, as well as other variables
affecting our operating results, past financial performance should not be considered as a reliable indicator of future performance and
investors should not use historical trends to anticipate results or trends in future periods. Our Risk Factors are not guarantees that no such
conditions exist as of the date of this report and should not be interpreted as an affirmative statement that such risks or conditions have not
materialized, in whole or in part.

Risks Related to Our Business

The markets in which we participate are intensely competitive, and if we cannot compete effectively against current and
future competitors, including government-run health insurance exchanges, our business, operating results and financial condition
could suffer.

The market for selling health insurance plans is characterized by intense competition, and we face challenges associated with
evolving distribution models, industry and regulatory standards, customer price sensitivity and macro-economic conditions. To remain
competitive against our current and future competitors, we need to continue to enhance the online health insurance shopping experience and
functionalities of our website and advisor enrollment operations that our current and future customers may use to purchase health insurance
products from us. We also need to work with the health insurance carriers to be able to offer a variety of quality health insurance plans on our
platform from which our customers may choose. We will also need to market our services effectively and drive a substantial number of
consumers interested in purchasing health insurance to our website and advisor enrollment centers during the relevant enrollment periods in
a cost-effective manner.

We compete with government-run health insurance exchanges, among others, with respect to our sale of Medicare-related and
employer and individual health insurance plans. The federal government operates a website where Medicare beneficiaries can purchase
Medicare Advantage and Medicare Part D prescription drug plans or be referred to carriers to purchase Medicare Supplement plans. We also
compete with the original Medicare program. The federal government also operates websites where individuals and small businesses can
purchase health insurance, and they also have offline customer support and enrollment capabilities. Our competitors also include local
insurance agents across the United States who sell health insurance plans in their communities, companies that advertise primarily through
television, and companies that operate call centers or websites that provide quote information or the opportunity to purchase health
insurance telephonically or online, including lead aggregator services. Although we work with many health insurance carriers on marketing
and selling their insurance plans on their behalf, many of them also compete with us by directly marketing and selling their plans to
consumers through call centers, Internet advertising and their own websites. In recent years, we have also seen increased competition from
national telesales insurance brokers.

Some of our current and potential competitors have longer operating histories, larger customer bases, greater brand recognition and
significantly greater financial, technical, marketing and other resources than we do. As compared to us, our current and future competitors
may be able to undertake more extensive marketing campaigns for their brands and services, devote more resources to website and
systems development, negotiate more favorable commission rates and commission override payments and make more attractive offers to
potential employees, marketing partners and third-party service providers. 

Competitive pressures from government-run health insurance exchanges and other competitors may result in our experiencing
increased marketing costs, especially during the Medicare annual enrollment period, decreased demand and loss of market share, increased
health insurance plan termination and member turnover, reduction in our membership or revenue and may otherwise harm our business,
operating results and financial condition.
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Our business may be harmed if we lose our relationship with health insurance carriers or our relationship with health
insurance carriers is modified.

The success of our business depends upon our ability to enter into new and maintain existing relationships with health insurance
carriers on favorable economic terms. Any impairment of our relationship with, or the material financial impairment of, these health insurance
carriers or our inability to enter into new relationships with other health insurance carriers could adversely affect our business, operating
results and financial condition.

Our contractual relationships with health insurance carriers are typically non-exclusive and terminable on short notice by either party
for any reason. In many cases, health insurance carriers may also amend the terms of our agreements unilaterally, including commission
rates, on short notice. Health insurance carriers may decide to reduce our commissions, rely on their own internal distribution channels to sell
their own plans, determine not to sell their plans or otherwise limit or prohibit us from selling their plans. Carriers may also amend our
agreements with them for a variety of reasons, including for competitive or regulatory reasons, dissatisfaction with the economics of the
members that we place with them or because they do not want to be associated with our brand. In particular, the laws and regulations
applicable to the business of selling Medicare-related plans are complex and frequently change. If we or our benefit advisors violate any of
the requirements imposed by the U.S. Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (“CMS”), or applicable federal or state laws or regulations,
health insurance carriers may terminate their relationship with us or require us to take corrective action if our Medicare product sales or
marketing give rise to too many complaints.

The termination of our relationship with a health insurance carrier, the reduction of commission rates, or the amendment of or change
in our relationship with a carrier has in the past reduced, and may in the future reduce, the variety, quality and affordability of health
insurance plans we offer, cause a loss of commission payments, including commissions for past and/or future sales, cause a reduction in the
estimated constrained lifetime values (“LTVs”) we use for revenue recognition purposes, result in a loss of existing and potential members,
adversely impact our profitability or have other adverse impacts, which could harm our business, operating results and financial condition.
Health insurance carriers may also determine to exit certain states or markets, or increase premiums to a significant degree, which could
cause our members’ health insurance plans to be terminated or our members to purchase new health insurance plans or determine not to
pay for health insurance at all. If we lose these members, our business, operating results and financial condition could be harmed.

We derive a significant portion of our revenue from a small number of health insurance carriers, and any impairment of our
relationship with them or impairment of their business could adversely affect our business, operating results and financial
condition.

Our revenue has been concentrated in a small number of health insurance carriers and we expect that a small number of health
insurance carriers will continue to account for a significant portion of our revenue for the foreseeable future. For example, Humana,
UnitedHealthcare and Aetna accounted for 27%, 23% and 15%, respectively, of our total revenue for the year ended December 31, 2023,
and accounted for 23%, 22% and 12%, respectively, of our total revenue for the year ended December 31, 2022. As discussed elsewhere in
this Risk Factors section, our contractual relationships with health insurance carriers are typically non-exclusive and terminable on short
notice by either party for any reason. In particular, given the concentration of our Medicare plan sales in a small number of carriers, if we lose
a relationship with a health insurance carrier to market their Medicare plans, even temporarily, or if the health insurance carrier loses its
Medicare product membership or their ability to conduct business is otherwise impaired, our business, operating results and financial
condition could be harmed.

If we are unable to successfully attract and convert qualified prospects into members for whom we receive commissions,
our business, operating results and financial condition would be harmed.

We derive our revenues primarily from commission payments paid to us by health insurance carriers for Medicare-related health
insurance and individual and family health insurance plans that have been purchased by members through our services. Our business
success depends in large part on our ability to attract qualified prospects into our enrollment platform and provide a relevant and reliable
experience in a cost-effective manner to convert such prospects into paying members for whom we receive commissions. We employ
different marketing channels and may from time to time adjust our member acquisition strategy to attract visitors to our website and
communicate with customers who contact our advisor enrollment centers. If our ability to market and sell Medicare-
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related health insurance and individual and family health insurance is constrained during the Medicare or individual and family health
insurance enrollment periods for any reason, such as technology failures, interruptions in the operation of our ecommerce or telephony
platforms, reduced allocation of resources, or any inability to timely employ, license, train, certify and retain our employees to sell health
insurance, we could acquire fewer members, suffer a reduction in our membership, and our business, operating results and financial
condition could be harmed. Our business may also be adversely affected by changes in the mix of products and services that we offer on our
platform, changes in the mix of consumers who are referred to us through our direct marketing, marketing partners and strategic partner
marketing member acquisition channels, including the quality of sales leads, and by seasonal influences. In addition, adverse market events
or economic conditions, such as inflation and rising unemployment levels, could impact consumer behavior and demand for health insurance.
If more consumers decide to delay enrollment or decrease or discontinue coverage under plans sold through us, our business, operating
results and financial condition would be adversely affected.

We have taken and may take additional actions to improve the customer experience, enhance accuracy of plan recommendations,
reduce rapid disenrollment and beneficiary complaints, and improve the quality of our enrollments and conversion rates. Although we have in
the past invested, and may from time to time invest, in various areas of our business, including technology and content, customer care and
enrollment, and marketing and advertising to improve the quantity and quality of our membership enrollment in advance of enrollment
periods, such investment may not result in a significantly improved number of approved and paying members or may not be as cost-effective
as we anticipated.

Our business may be harmed if we do not enroll subsidy-eligible individuals through government-run health insurance
exchanges efficiently.

In order to offer the qualified health plans that individuals and families must purchase to receive Affordable Care Act subsidies, we
must meet certain conditions, such as receiving permission to do so from the applicable government health insurance exchange, entering
into or maintaining an agreement with the health insurance exchange or a partner of the exchange, ensuring that the enrollment and subsidy
application is completed through the health insurance exchange and complying with privacy, security and other standards. In the event
Internet-based agents and brokers such as us use the Internet for completion of qualified health plan selection purposes, their websites may
be required to meet certain additional requirements. To help manage additional expenses and regulatory burdens associated with enrolling
individuals and families into qualified health plans, we rely on a third-party vendor to help comply certain aspects of the relevant
requirements, and our qualified plan enrollments are made predominantly through the Federally Facilitated Marketplace (“FFM”), which
currently runs all or part of the health insurance exchange in 32 states.

We may experience difficulty in satisfying the conditions and requirements to offer qualified health plans to our existing members and
new potential members and in getting them enrolled through the FFM or any similar state-based exchange. The FFM may at any time cease
allowing us or our third-party vendor to enroll individuals in qualified health plans or change the requirements for doing so, or relevant
government regulations or agencies may prevent us from efficiently working with our third-party vendor, including timely receiving and using
data from our third-party vendor. In addition, we may be unsuccessful in maintaining a relationship with our third-party vendor who is
approved to use the process, and we may not be able to enroll individuals into qualified health plans through the FFM or could be required to
use an inferior process to do so. The number of states using the FFM may also decrease in the future, reducing our ability to enroll members
through the FFM.

In addition, if we are not able to maintain solutions to integrate with government-run health insurance exchanges or if the health
insurance exchange websites and other processes are unstable or not consumer friendly, efficient and compatible with the process we have
adopted for enrolling individuals and families into qualified health plans through the exchanges, we would not be successful in retaining and
acquiring members, and our business, operating results and financial condition would be harmed.

Similarly for states that use state-based exchanges instead of the FFM, we may not be able to establish or maintain stable,
consumer friendly, efficient or compatible legal arrangements or technical processes to enroll members in qualified health plans through such
state-based exchanges, either directly with the governmental entities running such state-based exchanges or through appropriate third
parties that allow us to access such state-based exchanges.
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If we are not able to satisfy these conditions and requirements, or if we are not able to successfully adopt and maintain solutions in a
timely, efficient and cost-effective manner to respond to changing circumstances to allow us to continue to effectively enroll large numbers of
members through the FFM and state-based exchanges, we could lose existing members and fail to attract new members and may incur
additional expense, which would harm our business, operating results and financial condition.

Our business, operating results and financial condition will be adversely impacted if we are unable to retain our existing
members.

We receive commissions from health insurance carriers for health insurance plans sold through us. When one of these plans is
canceled, or if we otherwise do not remain the agent on the plan, we no longer receive the related commission payment. Health insurance
carriers may choose to discontinue their health insurance plans for a variety of reasons, and when members update their health insurance
plan, they may also select a different plan that is not sold through us, or we are otherwise no longer the agent on the plan. Consumers may
also purchase individual and family and Medicare-related health insurance plans directly from other sources, such as our competitors, and
we would not remain the agent on the policy and receive the related commission.

Our ability to grow and retain our membership depends on various factors, including agent productivity, the ability of enrollees to
change their health plan outside of the Medicare annual enrollment period, the source of referrals and their enrollment experience. If agent
productivity and member retention rates decline, our business, operating results and financial condition could be harmed. In addition,
extended enrollment periods could lead to increased termination rates in the future, which could adversely impact our business, operating
results and financial condition. Any decrease in the amount of time we retain our members on the health insurance plans that they purchased
through us could adversely impact the estimated constrained LTVs we use for purposes of recognizing revenue, which would harm our
business, operating results and financial condition. If we experience higher health insurance plan termination rates than we estimated when
we recognized commission revenue, we may not collect all of the related commissions receivable, which could result in a reduction in LTV
and a write-off of contract assets -commissions receivable, which would harm our business, operating results and financial condition.

Our marketing efforts may not be successful or may become more expensive, either of which could adversely affect our
business, operating results and financial condition.

We spend significant resources on our marketing efforts, which may not be successful or may become more expensive, either of
which could adversely affect our business, financial condition, results of operations, and cash flows. Any decrease in the amount or
effectiveness of our marketing efforts could lead to lower revenue or growth and profitability of this business.

We depend on our marketing partners for referring potential consumers to our ecommerce platform and advisor enrollment centers.
The success of our relationship with a marketing partner is dependent on a number of factors, including but not limited to the continued
positive market presence, reputation and growth of the marketing partner, the effectiveness of the marketing partner in marketing our website
and services, the compliance of each marketing partner with applicable laws, regulations and guidelines, the contractual terms we negotiate
with our marketing partners, including the marketing fees we agree to pay, and our ability to accurately and timely track, pay and manage
marketing partners. These marketing partners include financial and online services companies, affiliate organizations, online advertisers and
content providers, and other marketing vendors. We also have relationships with strategic marketing partners, including hospitals and
pharmacy chains that promote our Medicare platforms to their customers as well as other provider groups, wellness, and other digital and
affinity groups. We compensate many of our marketing partners for their referrals on either a submitted health insurance application basis or
a per-referral basis or, if they are licensed to sell health insurance, we may share a percentage of the commission we earn from the health
insurance carrier for each member referred by the marketing partner. We also have relationships with marketing partners that utilize aspects
of our platform and tools. Given our reliance on our marketing partners, our business, operating results and financial condition would be
harmed if we are unable to maintain successful relationships with high volume marketing partners as a result of increased competition for
referrals or less commercially favorable terms.

As discussed elsewhere in this Risk Factors section, the marketing and sale of Medicare plans are subject to numerous laws,
regulations and guidelines at the federal and state level, and recent changes to the CMS
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marketing guidelines have resulted in a more complicated and time-consuming process for marketing material filing and the need to file a
significantly greater number of our and our marketing partners’ marketing materials with CMS. If our marketing partners’ marketing materials
do not comply with the CMS marketing guidelines or other Medicare program related laws, rules and regulations, such non-compliance could
result in our losing the ability to receive referrals of individuals interested in purchasing Medicare-related plans from that marketing material
or being delayed in doing so. In the event that CMS or a health insurance carrier requires changes to, disapproves or delays approval of
these materials, we could lose a significant source of Medicare plan demand and the operations of our Medicare business could be adversely
affected. If we lose marketing partner referrals during the Medicare or individual and family health insurance enrollment periods, the adverse
impact on our business would be significant.

We depend upon Internet search engines and social media platforms to attract a significant portion of the consumers who visit our
website. If we are unable to effectively advertise on search engines or social media platforms on a cost-effective basis, our business,
operating results and financial condition could be harmed. We derive a significant portion of our website traffic from consumers who search
for health insurance through Internet search engines, such as Google, and through social media platforms, such as Facebook. A critical
factor in attracting consumers to our website is whether we are prominently displayed in response to an Internet search relating to health
insurance or on a social media platform. Search engines typically provide two types of search results: algorithmic listings and paid
advertisements. We rely on both to attract consumers to our websites and otherwise generate demand for our services. If we are listed less
prominently in, or removed altogether from, search result listings or if internet search engines become unavailable, the traffic to our websites
would decline and we may not be able to replace this traffic, which would harm our business, operating results and financial condition. The
use of alternative marketing channels could cause us to increase our marketing expenditures, which would also increase our cost of member
acquisition and harm our business, operating results and financial condition.

We have recently refreshed our brand identity and expect to continue to invest in maintaining our brand identity. We believe our
brand identity will strengthen our relationships with existing, and help attract new, members, marketing partners and health insurance
carriers. Some of our current and potential competitors have greater brand recognition and significantly greater financial, technical, marketing
and other resources than we do, and they may try to replicate our efforts, competitively bid against our branded search terms to redirect
traffic seeking our brand, or undertake more extensive marketing campaigns for their brands and services. Our brand promotion activities
may not be successful in maintaining or attracting new members, marketing partners or health insurance carriers, and as a result, may not
yield increased revenue. To the extent that these activities yield increased revenue, the increased revenue may not offset the expenses we
incur, which could harm our business, operating results and financial condition.

If our carrier advertising and sponsorship program is not successful, our business, operating results and financial
condition could be harmed.

We develop, host and maintain carrier dedicated Medicare plan websites and may undertake other marketing and advertising
initiatives or perform other services through our Medicare plan advertising program. We also allow health insurance carriers to purchase
advertising space for non-Medicare products on our website through our sponsorship program. The success of our sponsorship and
advertising program depends on a number of factors, including the amount that health insurance carriers are willing to pay for advertising
services, the effectiveness of the sponsorship and advertising program as a cost-effective method for carriers to obtain additional members,
consumer demand for the health insurance carrier’s product, our ability to attract consumers to our ecommerce platform or our advisor
enrollment centers and convert those consumers into members, and the cost, benefit and brand recognition of the health insurance plan that
is the subject of the advertising, among others. To the extent that economic conditions, health care reform or other factors impact the amount
health insurance carriers are willing to pay for advertising, our advertising and sponsorship program will be adversely impacted. In addition,
increased carrier focus on the quality of enrollments and reduction in member complaints could adversely impact our ability to successfully
negotiate and operate our sponsorship and advertising programs. Moreover, in light of the regulations applicable to the marketing and sale of
Medicare plans, and given that these regulations are often complex, change frequently and are subject to changing interpretations or
enforcement actions, we may in the future not be permitted to sell Medicare plan-related advertising services. If we are not successful in
these areas or these factors are unfavorable to us, our business, operating results and financial condition could be harmed. In addition, since
we maintain relationships with a limited number of health insurance carriers to sell their Medicare plans, our Medicare plan-related
advertising revenue is concentrated in a small number of health insurance carriers,
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and our ability to generate Medicare plan-related advertising revenue would be harmed by the termination or non-renewal of any of these
relationships as well as by a reduction in the amount a health insurance carrier is willing to pay for these services.

Our business is seasonal in nature, and if we are not successful in responding to changes in the seasonality of our
business, our business, operating results and financial condition could be harmed.

Due to the timing of Medicare and individual and family health plan annual enrollment periods, which may be subject to change from
time to time, our financial results fluctuate and are not comparable from quarter to quarter. The Medicare annual enrollment period occurs
from October 15 to December 7 each year, the individual and family health insurance open enrollment period occurs from November 1
through December 15 each year for most states, and the Medicare Advantage open enrollment period, during which Medicare-eligible
individuals enrolled in a Medicare Advantage plan can switch to the original Medicare program or switch to a different Medicare Advantage
plan, runs from January 1 through March 31 of each year. As a result, we have traditionally experienced an increase in the number of
submitted Medicare-related applications and approved members during the fourth quarter and, to a lesser extent, in the first quarter, and an
increase in Medicare plan related expense, including marketing and advertising expenses, during the third and fourth quarters in connection
with the open enrollment periods. However, because commissions from approved customers are paid to us over time, our operating cash
flows could be adversely impacted by a substantial increase in marketing and advertising expense.

Changes in timing of the Medicare or individual and family health plan enrollment periods, adoption of new or special enrollment
periods, changes in eligibility and subsidies applicable to the purchase of health insurance, and changes in the laws and regulations that
govern the sale of health insurance may occur from time to time and we may not be able to timely adjust to changes in the seasonality of our
business, which could harm our business, operating results and financial condition.

Changes in our management or key employees could affect our business, operating results and financial condition.

Our success is dependent upon the performance of our senior management and our ability to attract and retain qualified personnel
for all areas of our organization. We may not be successful in attracting and retaining personnel on a timely basis, on competitive terms or at
all. Our executive officers and employees can terminate their employment at any time, and the loss of these individuals could harm our
business, especially if we are not successful in developing adequate succession plans. In recent years, we have appointed several new
executive officers and other senior leaders across multiple functions, and we may have additional changes in the future. The transition and
the departure of members of our senior management could result in additional attrition in our senior management and key personnel, and
any significant change in leadership over a short period of time could harm our business, operating results and financial condition.

We also depend on a relatively small number of employees for certain key roles, and the loss of such key employees could harm our
business. For example, we are required to appoint a single designated writing agent with each insurance carrier. A small number of our
employees act as writing agent and each employee that acts as writing agent does so for a number of carriers. When an employee that acts
as writing agent terminates their employment with us, we need to replace such writing agent with another employee who has health
insurance licenses. Due to our national reach and the large number of carriers whose plans are purchased by our members, the process of
changing writing agents has in the past taken and could take a significant period of time to complete. If the transition is not successful, our
ability to sell health insurance plans may be interrupted, our agency relationship with particular insurance carriers may be terminated, our
commission payments could be discontinued or delayed and, as a result, our business, operating results and financial condition could be
harmed.

Our business success depends on our ability to timely hire, train and retain qualified licensed insurance agents, or benefit
advisors, and other personnel to provide superior customer service and support our strategic initiatives while also controlling our
labor costs.

Our omnichannel consumer engagement platform enables customers to discover, compare and purchase a health insurance plan
using our proprietary online search engine as well as receive assistance of a licensed insurance agent, or benefit advisor, by telephone,
online chat or through a hybrid online assisted interaction such as
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co-browsing. Our advisor enrollment center operations are critical to our success and dependent on our ability to recruit, hire, train and
effectively manage our licensed benefit advisors and other employees. To sell Medicare-related health insurance products, our benefit
advisors must be licensed by the states in which they are selling plans and certified and appointed with the health insurance carrier that
offers the plans in each applicable state. We depend upon our employees, state departments of insurance, government exchanges and
health insurance carriers for the licensing, certification and appointment of our benefit advisors. We may experience difficulties hiring and
retaining a sufficient number of benefit advisors and support staff during the year and especially for the Medicare annual enrollment period.

Even if we are successful in hiring and retaining licensed benefit advisors and support staff, our success depends on the productivity
of these individuals that operate our advisor enrollment centers. Failure to retain, train and ensure the productivity of our benefit advisors and
other employees could result in lower-than-expected sold plans, conversion rates and revenue, higher costs of acquisition per member and
higher plan termination rates, any of which could harm our business, operating results and financial condition. If our benefit advisors do not
perform to the standards we expect of them or if we do not generate sufficient call volumes for our benefit advisors to remain productive, our
sold plan volume, conversion and retention rates could be negatively impacted, and our business, operating results and financial condition
would be harmed. If investments we make in our advisor enrollment center operations do not result in the returns we expected when making
those investments, we could acquire fewer members, suffer a reduction in our membership, and our business, operating results and financial
condition could be harmed.

Given that our business is seasonal in nature, if we are not successful in hiring, training and retaining qualified benefit advisors and
support staff, our benefit advisors do not perform to high standards or our investments in our advisor enrollment center operations do not
result in expected returns, among other factors discussed in this risk factor, our ability to sell Medicare-related health insurance plans will be
impaired during the Medicare annual enrollment period, which would harm our business, operating results and financial condition.

Our business may be harmed if we are not successful in executing on our operational and strategic plans, including our
growth strategies, cost-saving and enrollment quality initiatives.

Our future performance depends in large part upon our ability to execute our operational and strategic plans. Our success depends
in large part on our ability to develop and improve products and services. We have in the past invested and may make significant
investments in marketing and advertising, technology and content, customer care and enrollment.

Our growth strategy also involves investment in the development of new offerings and initiatives that differentiate us from our
competitors, including those aimed at increasing the effectiveness of our sales and marketing organizations. We may also enter into strategic
partnerships aligned with our business and growth objectives. Pursuing and investing in these initiatives may increase our expenses and our
organizational complexity, divert management’s attention from other business concerns and also involve risks and uncertainties described
elsewhere in this Risk Factors section, including the failure of our initiatives to achieve our retention, cost-savings, growth or profitability
targets, inadequate return of capital on our investments, legal and regulatory compliance risks, potential changes in laws and regulations and
other issues that could cause us to fail to realize the anticipated benefits of our investments and incur unanticipated liabilities. If we are not
successful in executing on our operational and strategic plans or if we do not realize the expected benefits of our investments, our business,
operating results and financial condition would be harmed.

In addition, from time to time, we may initiate restructuring plans to implement cost savings initiatives or programs including, among
other things, reductions in workforce, rationalizing our cost structure and other fixed and variable expenses. While such initiatives are
intended to improve our operations through re-engineering, reorganizing, and better deployment of marketing expenses and other operating
expenses, we may not successfully realize the expected benefits of the actions that we have or may in the future take in connection
therewith. A variety of risks could cause us not to realize some or all of the expected benefits of these or any other restructuring plans that we
may undertake, including, among others, higher than anticipated costs in implementing such restructuring plans, management distraction
from ongoing business activities, damage to our reputation and brand image, including negative publicity, workforce attrition beyond planned
reductions and risks and uncertainties described elsewhere in this Risk Factors section. Even if we do implement and administer these plans
in the manner
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contemplated, our estimated cost savings resulting therefrom are based on several assumptions that may prove to be inaccurate and, as a
result, we cannot assure you that we will realize these cost savings.

Our failure to effectively manage our operations and maintain our company culture as our business evolves and our work
practices change could harm us.

Our future operating results will depend on our ability to manage our operations. It is also important to our success that we hire
qualified personnel and properly train and manage them, all while maintaining our corporate culture and spirit of innovation. If we are not
successful in these efforts, our growth and operations could be adversely affected. In the third quarter of 2022, we adopted a remote first
workplace model in the United States, meaning that, except for those employees whose job responsibilities require in-office work, none of our
employees are required to work at the office. While we believe allowing employees to work remotely will help us attract and retain talent,
transitioning to and operating as a remote first company could negatively impact employee productivity and morale, sales and marketing
efforts, customer success efforts, and revenue growth rates or other financial metrics, or create operational or other challenges, any of which
could adversely impact our business, financial condition and operating results in any given period, especially if such disruption occurs during
or in our preparation for the Medicare annual enrollment period or individual and family health insurance enrollment periods. Technologies in
our employees’ homes may also be more limited or less reliable than those provided in our offices. We may also be exposed to risks
associated with the various locations of our remote employees, including compliance with local laws and regulations, and if employees fail to
inform us of changes in their work location, we may be exposed to additional risks without our knowledge. If our key personnel or a significant
portion of our employees are unable to work effectively in a remote setting or our business operations are otherwise disrupted during the
Medicare annual enrollment period or individual and family health insurance enrollment periods, the adverse impact on our business would
be particularly pronounced. It may also be difficult for us to preserve our corporate culture, and our employees may have less opportunities to
collaborate in meaningful ways, which could harm our ability to retain and recruit employees, innovate and operate our business effectively.

Our operations in China involve many risks that could increase expenses, expose us to increased liability and adversely
affect our business, operating results and financial condition.

Our subsidiary in China conducts a portion of our operations, including the maintenance and update of our ecommerce platform and
performance of specific tasks within our finance, customer care and enrollment functions. We rely on third-party vendors to communicate with
our subsidiary in China. Our business would be harmed if our ability to communicate via these vendors with these employees failed, and we
were prevented from promptly updating our software or implementing other changes to our database and systems, among other things. From
time to time, we receive inquiries from health insurance carriers relating to our operations in China and the security measures we have
implemented to protect data that our employees in China may be able to access. As a part of these inquiries, we have implemented
additional security measures relating to our operations in China. Still, we may be required to implement further security measures to continue
aspects of our operations in China. We may also be required to bring aspects of our operations in China back to the United States, which
could be time-consuming and expensive and harm our operating results and financial condition. Health insurance carriers may also terminate
our relationship due to concerns surrounding our China operations, which would harm our business, operating results and financial condition.

Our operations in China also expose us to different laws, rules and regulations, including different intellectual property laws, which
are not as protective of our intellectual property as the laws in the United States. United States and Chinese trade laws may also impose
restrictions on the importation of programming or technology to or from the United States. We are also subject to anti-bribery and anti-
corruption laws, privacy and data security laws, labor laws, tax laws, foreign exchange controls and cash repatriation restrictions in China. In
recent years, China has adopted laws regulating cybersecurity and data protection. For example, a data security law in China that became
effective on September 1, 2021 applies to the usage, collection and protection of data within China and imposes data security obligations and
restrictions on transfers of certain data outside of China, including prohibition on providing any data stored in China to law enforcement
authorities or judicial bodies outside of China without prior Chinese government approval. There remains considerable uncertainty as to how
the data security law is applied, and the regulatory environment continues to evolve. Such laws, regulations and standards are complex,
ambiguous and subject to change or interpretation, which create uncertainty regarding compliance. Compliance with these laws and
regulations could cause us to incur substantial costs or require us to change our
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business operations in China. Violation of applicable laws and regulations could adversely affect our brand, affect our relationship with our
health insurance carriers, and could result in regulatory enforcement actions and the imposition of civil or criminal penalties and fines, any of
which could harm our business, operating results and financial condition.

Our business may be adversely impacted by changes in China’s economic or political condition, the relationship between China and
the United States or other countries, and our ability to continue to conduct our current operations in China. Any such changes may be caused
by geopolitical issues, natural disasters, war or other events or circumstances. We have experienced greater competition for qualified
personnel in China, which has raised market salaries and increased our compensation costs related to employees in China. If competition for
personnel increases further, our compensation expenses could rise considerably or, if we determine to not increase compensation levels, our
ability to attract and retain qualified personnel in China may be impaired, which could harm our business, operating results and financial
condition. These risks could cause us to incur increased expenses and could harm our ability to manage our operations effectively and
successfully in China. Moreover, any significant or prolonged deterioration in the relationship between the United States and China could
adversely affect our operations in China. Certain risks and uncertainties of doing business in China are solely within the control of the
Chinese government, and Chinese law regulates the scope of our foreign investments and business conducted within China. The escalation
of international tensions has increased the risk associated with our operations in China. Either the U.S. or the Chinese government may limit
or sever our ability to communicate with our China operations or may take actions that force us to close our operations in China. We employ
many of our technology and content employees in China, and we have other employees in China that support our business. Any disruption of
our operations in China would adversely impact our business. If we are required to move aspects of our operations out of China because of
political or geopolitical issues, changes in laws, inquiries from health insurance carriers or for other reasons, we could incur increased
expenses, and our business, operating results and financial condition could be harmed.

Our self-insurance programs may expose us to significant and unexpected costs and losses.

To help control our overall long-term costs associated with employee health benefits, we began maintaining a substantial portion of
our U.S. employee health insurance benefits on a self-insured basis effective January 1, 2023. To limit our exposure, we have third party
stop-loss insurance coverage which sets a limit on our liability for both individual and aggregate claim costs. We record a liability for our
estimated cost of U.S. claims incurred but unpaid as of each balance sheet date. Our estimated liability is based on assumptions we believe
to be reasonable under the current circumstances and will be adjusted as warranted based on changing circumstances. It is possible,
however, that our actual liabilities may exceed our estimates of losses. We may also experience an unexpectedly large number of claims that
result in costs or liabilities in excess of our projections, which could cause us to record additional expenses. Our self-insurance reserves
could prove to be inadequate, resulting in liabilities in excess of our available insurance and self-insurance. If a successful claim is made
against us and is not covered by our insurance or exceeds our policy limits, our business may be negatively and materially impacted. These
fluctuations could have a material adverse effect on our business, operating results and financial condition.

Risks Related to Laws and Regulations

The marketing and sale of health insurance plans, including Medicare plans, are subject to numerous, complex and
frequently changing laws, regulations and guidelines, and non-compliance with or changes in laws, regulations and guidelines
could harm our business, operating results and financial condition.

The marketing and sale of health insurance plans, including Medicare plans, are subject to numerous laws, regulations and
guidelines at the federal and state level. Compliance with these evolving laws and regulations may involve significant costs, cause significant
delays in our ability to go to market with new marketing and product initiatives and strategies or require changes in our business practices,
which could have an adverse impact on our business, operating results and financial condition. Non-compliance could also result in fines,
damages, prohibitions on the conduct of our business, and damage to our reputation. In particular, the marketing and sale of Medicare
Advantage and Medicare Part D prescription drug plans are principally regulated by CMS but are also subject to state laws. The marketing
and sale of Medicare Supplement plans are principally regulated on a state-by-state basis by state departments of insurance. The laws and
regulations applicable to the marketing and sale of Medicare plans
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are numerous, ambiguous and complex, and, particularly with respect to regulations and guidance issued by CMS for Medicare Advantage
and Medicare Part D prescription drug plans, change frequently. We have altered, and likely will have to continue to alter, our marketing and
sales process to comply with these laws, regulations and guidelines.

Health insurance carriers whose Medicare plans we sell approve our websites, our advisor enrollment center call scripts and a large
portion of our marketing materials. We must receive these approvals in order for us to market and sell Medicare plans to Medicare-eligible
individuals as an insurance agent. We are also required to file many of these materials on a regular basis with CMS. In addition, certain
aspects of our Medicare plan marketing partner relationships have been in the past, and will be in the future, subjected to CMS and health
insurance carrier review. CMS, state departments of insurance or health insurance carriers may decide to object to or not to approve aspects
of our online platforms, sales function or marketing material and processes and may determine that certain existing aspects of our Medicare-
related business are not in compliance with legal requirements. CMS scrutinizes health insurance carriers whose Medicare plans we sell, and
those health insurance carriers may be held responsible for actions that we, our agents and our partners take, including our marketing
materials and actions that lead to complaints or disenrollment. We expect that health insurance carriers will be increasingly evaluating broker
performance based on quality of their enrollments, including complaints, retention rates, customer satisfaction and volumes. As a result,
health insurance carriers may terminate their relationship with us or require us to take other corrective action if our Medicare product sales,
marketing and operations are not in compliance or give rise to too many complaints. The termination of or change in our relationship with
health insurance carriers for this reason could reduce the products we are able to offer, could result in the loss of commissions for past and
future sales and could otherwise harm our business, operating results and financial condition. Changes to the laws, regulations and
guidelines relating to the sale of health insurance plans and related products and services, their interpretation or the manner in which they
are enforced could impact the manner in which we conduct our business, our ecommerce platforms or our sale of Medicare plans and other
products, or we could be prevented from operating certain aspects of our revenue-generating activities altogether, which would harm our
business, operating results and financial condition. We have received, and may in the future receive, inquiries from CMS or state
departments of insurance regarding our marketing and business practices and compliance with laws and regulations. Inquiries and
proceedings initiated by the government could adversely impact our health insurance licenses, require us to pay fines, require us to modify
marketing and business practices, result in litigation and otherwise harm our business, operating results and financial condition.

In April 2023, CMS released final versions of the rules initially proposed in December 2022. The finalized rules, among other things,
require us and our partners to provide to consumers additional disclaimers that may direct them away from our enrollment platform and
towards government owned or operated enrollment channels or other platforms, add complications to the Medicare marketing material filing
and review process, increase CMS and insurance carrier monitoring of third party marketing organizations (“TPMOs”) such as us, add
requirements on agents enrolling beneficiaries in Medicare plans, limit marketing of plan benefits and cost savings, require lengthy new
disclosures that make certain forms of marketing infeasible, potentially require a 48-hour waiting period between initial contact with a
beneficiary and enrolling that beneficiary in certain circumstances, and limit the time we may contact beneficiaries about Medicare plan
options to six months after the beneficiary gives us permission for such contact. These additional requirements could impede or otherwise
harm our business, operating results and financial condition. There may be further potential impact on the business upon the release of any
new guidance and sub-regulatory guidance.

In December 2023, CMS released Proposed Rules (“Proposed Rules”) slated for finalization for calendar year 2025 focused on
curtailing the broker compensation amounts paid to agents and brokers as well as to limit the permissible services and additional payments
received for administrative services.

• Limitation on Contract Terms. If enacted as proposed, the Proposed Rules would prohibit the following: renewal of contracts
between brokers and carriers contingent on higher rates of enrollment; payment by carriers to brokers for marketing activities
contingent upon meeting specified enrollment quotas; bonus payments based on enrollment volume; and enrolling beneficiaries into
specific plans “for a reason other than what best meets their health care needs.”

• Cap on Compensation Rates. The Proposed Rules would classify all carrier payments as “enrollment-based compensation”
(commonly called commissions), including payments for administrative activities previously excluded from the CMS-determined
commission amount (currently, $601 in most states).
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• Administrative Payments. The Proposed Rules would suggest a $31 increase in payment under the compensation rate beginning
in 2025 to cover the fair market value of licensing, training and testing requirements, as well as recording and retention requirements.
This $31 would replace current administrative fees, which are currently not defined by a dollar amount by CMS but are limited to the
fair value of the services provided in the market.

These additional requirements, if enacted as proposed, could impede or otherwise harm our business, operating results and financial
condition. There may be further potential impact on the business upon the release of any new guidance and sub-regulatory guidance.

Also in December 2023, the FCC released a new ruling, likely to become effective around March 2025. The new rules require “one-to-one”
consent under the Telephone Consumer Protection Act (“TCPA”), allow blocking of “red flagged” robotexting numbers, codify do-not-call rules
for texting, and encourage an opt-in approach for delivering email-to-text messages. These additional requirements may impact the viability
of partnerships that we use for marketing efforts and could impede or otherwise harm our business, operating results and financial condition.

Changes and developments in the health insurance industry or system, including changes in laws and regulations, could
harm our business, operating results and financial condition.

Our business depends upon the private sector of the U.S. health insurance system, including the Medicare program, which is subject
to a changing regulatory environment at both the federal and state level. Changes and developments in the health insurance system and
Medicare program in the United States could reduce demand for our services and harm our business. Ongoing health care reform efforts and
measures may expand the role of government-sponsored coverage, including proposals for single payer or so called “Medicare-for-All” or
other proposals that may have the effect of reducing or eliminating the market for our current range of health insurance products, which could
have far-reaching implications for the health insurance industry if enacted. Some proposals would seek to eliminate the private marketplace
while others would expand a government-sponsored option to a larger population or otherwise increase government oversight or competition
in the sector or reduce the fees or commissions payable to brokers under the Medicare program. We are unable to predict the full impact of
health care reform initiatives or other regulatory changes on our operations in light of the uncertainty of whether initiatives will be successful
and the uncertainty regarding the terms and timing of any provisions enacted and the impact of any of those provisions on various healthcare
and insurance industry participants. Changes to the Medicare program or the broader health insurance system as a result of elections or
political developments could harm our business, operating results and financial condition. In the event that laws, regulations or rules that
eliminate or reduce private sources of health insurance or Medicare are adopted, the demand for our products could be adversely impacted,
and our business, operating results and financial condition would be harmed.

In addition, each state regulates its insurance market, including by regulating the ability of insurance companies to set premiums and
prohibiting brokers and agents such as eHealth from competing in certain ways, such as offering price reductions and rebates or marketing in
certain ways. The laws and regulations governing the offer, sale and purchase of health insurance are complex and subject to change, and
future changes may be adverse to our business. For example, a long-standing provision in most applicable state laws that we believe
is advantageous to our business is that once health insurance premiums are set by the carrier and approved by state regulators, they are
fixed and not generally subject to negotiation or discounting by insurance companies or agents. Additionally, state regulations generally
prohibit carriers, agents and brokers from providing financial incentives, such as rebates, to their members in connection with the sale of
health insurance. As a result, we do not currently compete with carriers or other agents and brokers on the price of the health insurance
plans offered on our website. Changes in, or enforcement of, or compliance with, such regulations could impact consumers’ demand for our
services or cause health insurance carriers to lower our commission rates, which could reduce our revenue. Our business, operating results,
financial condition and prospects may be materially and adversely affected if we are unable to adapt to regulatory changes.

From time to time, we are subject to various legal proceedings which could adversely affect our business.

We are, and may in the future become, involved in various legal proceedings and governmental inquiries, including labor and
employment-related claims, claims relating to our marketing or sale of health insurance,
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intellectual property claims and claims relating to our compliance with securities laws. For example, in January 2022, we received a
subpoena from the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the District of Massachusetts, seeking, among other things, information regarding our
arrangements with insurance carriers, and we may receive similar inquiries in the future. Such inquiries and any other claims asserted
against us, with or without merit, may be time-consuming, may be expensive to address and may divert management’s attention and other
resources. These claims also could subject us to significant liability for damages, jeopardize our licenses to operate and harm our reputation.
Our insurance and indemnities may not cover all claims that may be asserted against us. If we are unsuccessful in our defense in these legal
proceedings, we may be forced to pay damages or fines, enter into consent decrees, stop offering our services or change our business
practices, any of which would harm our business, operating results and financial condition.

We may be unable to operate our business if we fail to maintain our health insurance licenses and otherwise comply with
the numerous laws and regulations applicable to the sale of health insurance.

We are required to maintain a valid license in each state in which we transact health insurance business and to adhere to sales,
documentation and administration practices specific to that state. We must maintain our health insurance licenses to continue selling plans
and to continue to receive commissions from health insurance carriers. In addition, each employee who transacts health insurance business
on our behalf must maintain a valid license in one or more states. Because we maintain health insurance licenses to do business in all 50
states and the District of Columbia, compliance with health insurance-related laws, rules and regulations is difficult and imposes significant
costs on our business. Each jurisdiction’s insurance department typically has the power, among other things, to:

• grant, limit, suspend and revoke licenses to transact insurance business;

• conduct inquiries into the insurance-related activities and conduct of agents and agencies;

• require and regulate disclosure in connection with the sale and solicitation of health insurance;

• authorize how, by which personnel and under what circumstances insurance premiums can be quoted and published and an
insurance policy sold;

• approve which entities can be paid commissions from carriers and the circumstances under which they may be paid;

• regulate the content of insurance-related advertisements, including web pages, and other marketing practices;

• approve policy forms, require specific benefits and benefit levels and regulate premium rates;

• impose fines and other penalties; and

• impose continuing education requirements. 

Due to the complexity, periodic modification and differing interpretations of insurance laws and regulations, we may not have always
been, and we may not always be, in compliance with them. New laws, regulations and guidelines also may not be compatible with the sale of
health insurance over the Internet or with various aspects of our platform or manner of marketing or selling health insurance plans. Failure to
comply with insurance laws, regulations and guidelines or other laws and regulations applicable to our business could result in significant
liability, additional department of insurance licensing requirements, required modification of our advertising and business practices, changes
to our existing technology or platforms, the limitation, suspension and/or revocation of our licenses to sell health insurance, termination of our
relationship with health insurance carriers and loss of commissions and/or our inability to sell health insurance plans, which would harm our
business, operating results and financial condition. Moreover, an adverse regulatory action in one jurisdiction could result in penalties and
adversely affect our license status, business or reputation in other jurisdictions due to the requirement that adverse regulatory actions in one
jurisdiction be reported to other jurisdictions. Even if the allegations in any regulatory or other action against us are proven false, any
surrounding negative publicity could harm consumer, marketing partner or health insurance carrier confidence in us, which could significantly
damage our brand. In addition, as we expand our product base, we may be subject to additional laws and regulations.
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Increasing regulatory focus on privacy and data security issues and expanding laws could impact our business and expose
us to increased liability.

Our business is subject to emerging privacy laws being passed at the state level that create unique compliance challenges. Our
services involve the collection and storage of confidential and personally identifiable information of consumers and the transmission of certain
personal information to their chosen health insurance carriers and to the government. For example, we collect names, addresses, credit card
and social security numbers and health information such as information regarding consumers’ prescription drugs and providers. We also hold
a significant amount of personal information relating to our current and former employees. As a result, we are subject to various state and
federal laws and contractual requirements regarding the access, use and disclosure of personal information. Compliance with state and
federal privacy-related laws, particularly new state legislation such as the California Consumer Privacy Act and recent amendments thereto,
and increasingly robust industry standard security frameworks will result in cost increases due to an increased need for privacy compliance,
oversight and monitoring, and the development of new processes to effectuate and demonstrate compliance. The effects of potential non-
compliance by us or third-party service providers, and enforcement actions, may result in increased costs to our business and reputational
harm. The privacy and cybersecurity legislative landscape is rapidly evolving on the state and federal level. Such changes create challenges
for businesses to comply with the new legal obligations in a systematic fashion. These new legal operations may change the way we conduct
our business and may harm our results of operations and financial condition.

Any perception that our practices, products or services violate individual privacy or data protection rights may subject us to public
criticism, class action lawsuits, reputational harm, or investigations or claims by regulators, industry groups or other third parties, all of which
could disrupt or adversely impact our business and expose us to increased liability. In the event that additional data privacy or data security
laws are implemented, or our health insurance carrier or other partners determine to impose requirements on us relating to data privacy
security, we may not be able to timely comply with such requirements or such requirements may not be compatible with our current
processes. Changing our processes could be time-consuming and expensive, and failure to timely implement required changes could result
in our inability to sell health insurance plans in a particular jurisdiction or for a particular health insurance carrier or subject us to liability for
non-compliance, any of which would damage our business, operating results and financial condition. Health insurance carriers that we work
with may also require us to comply with additional privacy and data security standards to do business with us at all. Compliance with privacy
and data security standards is regularly assessed, and we may not always be compliant with the standards. If we are not in compliance, we
may not be able to accept information from consumers, and our relationship with health insurance carriers could be adversely impacted or
terminated, which would harm our business, operating results and financial condition.

Any legal liability, regulatory penalties, complaints or negative publicity related to us or our services could harm our
business, operating results and financial condition.

We provide information on our website, through our advisor enrollment centers, in our marketing materials and in other ways
regarding health insurance in general and the health insurance plans we market and sell, including information relating to insurance
premiums, coverage, benefits, provider networks, exclusions, limitations, availability, plan comparisons and insurance company ratings. A
significant amount of both automated and manual effort is required to maintain the considerable amount of health insurance plan information
on our website. We also use the information provided on our website and otherwise collected by us to publish reports designed to educate
consumers, facilitate public debate, and facilitate reform at the state and federal level. If the information we provide on our website, through
our advisor enrollment centers, in our marketing materials or otherwise is not accurate or is construed as misleading, or if we do not properly
assist individuals and businesses in purchasing health insurance, members, health insurance carriers and others could attempt to hold us
liable for damages or require us to take corrective actions, our relationships with health insurance carriers could be terminated or impaired
and regulators could attempt to subject us to penalties, force us to stop using our websites, marketing material or certain aspects of them,
revoke our licenses to transact health insurance business in a particular jurisdiction, and/or compromise the status of our licenses to transact
health insurance business in other jurisdictions, which could result in our loss of our commission revenue and harm our business, operating
results and financial condition.

In the ordinary course of operating our business, we and our health insurance carrier partners have received complaints that the
information we provided was not accurate or was misleading. We have received, and may in the future receive, inquiries from health
insurance carriers, CMS, state departments of insurance, regulators
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or other legislative bodies regarding our marketing and business practices and compliance with laws and regulations. We typically respond to
these inquiries by explaining how we believe we are in compliance with relevant regulations, or we may modify our practices in connection
with the inquiry. For example, we received a letter from the Committee on Finance of the United States Senate in January 2024 requesting
information relating to our business practices related to lead generation, marketing and enrollment in Medicare Advantage health plans.
These types of inquiries and associated claims could be time-consuming and expensive to respond to or address, could divert our
management’s attention and other resources, could impact our relationships with health insurance carriers and could cause a loss of
confidence in our services. As a result, whether or not we are able to successfully resolve these claims, they could harm our business,
operating results and financial condition.

Our business could be harmed if we are unable to contact our consumers or market the availability of our products through
specific channels.

We use email and telephone, among other channels, to market our services to potential members and as the primary means of
communicating with our existing members. The laws and regulations governing the use of email and telephone calls for marketing purposes
continue to evolve, and changes in technology, the marketplace or consumer preferences may lead to the adoption of additional laws or
regulations or changes in interpretation of existing laws or regulations. If new laws or regulations are adopted, or existing laws and
regulations are interpreted or enforced, to impose additional restrictions on our ability to send email or telephone messages to our members
or potential members, we may not be able to communicate with them in a cost-effective manner. For example, we use telephones to
communicate with customers and prospective customers, and some of these communications may be subject to the TCPA and other
telemarketing laws, including state laws, that restrict our ability to market using the telephone in certain respects. The TCPA prohibits us from
using an automatic telephone dialing system or prerecorded or artificial voices to make certain telephone calls to consumers without prior
express written consent and provides for statutory damages of $500 for each violation and $1,500 for each willful violation. While we have
policies in place to comply with the TCPA and other telemarketing laws, we have been in the past, and may in the future become, subject to
claims that we have violated the TCPA. In the event that we were found to have violated the TCPA, our business, operating results and
financial condition could be harmed. The TCPA and other laws and regulations relating to telemarketing are also subject to periodic updates
and changes in enforcement and litigation risks. In addition to legal restrictions on the use of email, Internet service providers, email service
providers and others attempt to block the transmission of unsolicited email, commonly known as “spam.” Many Internet and email service
providers have relationships with organizations whose purpose is to detect and notify the Internet and email service providers of entities that
the organization believes is sending unsolicited email. If an Internet or email service provider identifies email from us as “spam” as a result of
reports from these organizations or otherwise, we can be placed on a restricted list that will block our email to members or potential
members. Similarly, telephone carriers may block or put consumer warnings on calls originating from call centers. Consumers increasingly
screen their incoming emails and telephone calls, including by using screening tools and warnings, and therefore our members or potential
members may not reliably receive our emails or telephone messages, whether or not such messages constitute marketing. If we are unable
to communicate effectively by email or telephone with our members and potential members as a result of legislation, legal or regulatory
actions, blockage, screening technologies or otherwise, our business, operating results and financial condition would be harmed.

Risks Related to Finance, Accounting and Tax Matters

Our commission revenue could be negatively impacted by changes in our estimated conversion rate of an approved
member to a paying member, our forecast of average plan duration or our forecast of likely commission amounts.

Our commission revenue, which is primarily comprised of commissions from health insurance carriers, is computed using the
estimated LTVs of commission payments that we expect to receive, and we re-compute LTVs for all outstanding cohorts on a quarterly basis.
As a result, the rate at which consumers visiting our ecommerce platforms and advisor enrollment centers seeking to purchase health
insurance are converted into approved members directly impacts our revenue. In addition, the rate at which consumers who are approved
become paying members impacts the constrained LTV of our approved members, which impacts the revenue that we are able to recognize.
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A number of factors have influenced, and could in the future influence, these conversion rates for any given period, some of which
are outside of our control. These factors include, but are not limited to:

• changes in consumer shopping behavior due to circumstances outside of our control, such as economic conditions, inflation, public
health crises or illnesses, consumers’ ability or willingness to pay for health insurance, adverse events or perceptions affecting the
U.S. or international financial systems, adverse weather conditions or natural disasters, unemployment rates, availability of
unemployment benefits or proposed or enacted legislative or regulatory changes impacting our business, including health care
reform;

• the quality of and changes to the consumer experience on our ecommerce platforms and/or with our advisor enrollment centers;

• regulatory requirements, including those that make the experience on our ecommerce platforms cumbersome or difficult to navigate
or reduce the ability of consumers to purchase plans outside of enrollment periods;

• the variety, competitiveness, quality and affordability of the health insurance plans that we offer;

• system failures or interruptions in the operation of our ecommerce platform or advisor enrollment center operations;

• changes in the mix of consumers who are referred to us through our direct, marketing partner and strategic partner marketing
member acquisition channels, including the quality of sales leads;

• health insurance carrier guidelines applicable to applications submitted by consumers, the degree to which our technology is
integrated with health insurance carriers, the amount of time a carrier takes to make a decision on that application and the
percentage of submitted applications approved by health insurance carriers;

• the effectiveness of our benefit advisors in assisting consumers, including the tenure of the health insurance agent; and

• our ability to enroll subsidy-eligible individuals in qualified health plans through government-run health insurance exchanges and the
efficacy of the process we are required to use to do so.

Our conversion rates can be impacted by changes in the mix of consumers referred to us through our member acquisition channels
and whether they interact with a more seasoned health insurance agent. We have made and may in the future, make changes to our
ecommerce platforms, telephonic operations, marketing material or enrollment process in response to regulatory or health insurance carrier
requirements or undertake other initiatives in an attempt to improve consumer experience, increase retention, or for other reasons. These
changes have had in the past, and may have in the future, the unintended consequence of adversely impacting our conversion rates. A
decline in the percentage of consumers who submit health insurance applications on our ecommerce platforms or telephonically via our
advisor enrollment centers and are converted into approved and paying members could cause an increase in our cost of acquiring members
on a per member basis and impact our revenue in any given period. To the extent the rate at which we convert consumers visiting our
ecommerce platforms or telephonically via our advisor enrollment centers into members suffers, our membership may decline, which would
harm our business, operating results and financial condition.

Our operating results will be impacted by factors that impact our estimate of the constrained LTV of commissions per
approved member.

We recognize revenue for plans approved during the period by applying the latest estimated constrained LTVs for that product.
Constrained LTVs are estimates and are based on a number of assumptions, which include, but are not limited to, estimates of the
conversion rates of approved members into paying members, forecasted average plan duration and forecasted commissions we expect to
receive per approved member’s plan. These assumptions are based on historical trends and require significant judgment by our
management in interpreting those trends and in applying the constraints. Changes in our historical trends will result in changes to our
constrained LTV estimates in future periods and therefore could adversely affect our revenue and financial results in those future periods. As
a result, negative changes in the factors upon which we estimate constrained LTVs, such as reduced conversion of approved members to
paying members, increased health insurance plan terminations or a
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reduction in the lifetime commission amounts we expect to receive for selling the plan to a member or other changes could harm our
business, operating results and financial condition. Changes in LTV may result in an increase or a decrease to revenue and a corresponding
increase or decrease to commissions receivable. In addition, if we ultimately receive commission payments that are less than the amount we
estimated when we recognized commission revenue, we would need to write off the remaining commissions receivable balance, which would
adversely impact our business, operating results and financial condition.

The rate at which approved members become paying members is a significant factor in our estimation of constrained LTVs. To the
extent we experience a decline in the rate at which approved members turn into our paying members, our business, operating results and
financial condition would be harmed.

The forecasted average plan duration is another important factor in our estimation of constrained LTV. When a plan is canceled, or if
we otherwise do not remain the agent on the policy, we no longer receive the related commission payment. Our forecasted average plan
duration and health insurance plan termination rate are calculated based on our historical data by plan type. As a result, a reduction in our
forecasted average plan duration or an inability to produce accurate forecasted average plan duration may adversely impact our business,
operating results and financial condition.

Commission rates are also a significant factor in our estimation of constrained LTVs. The commission rates we receive are impacted
by a variety of factors, including the particular health insurance plans chosen by our members, the carriers offering those plans, our
members’ states of residence, the laws and regulations in those jurisdictions, the average premiums of plans purchased through us and
health care reform. Our commission revenue per member has in the past decreased, and could in the future decrease, as a result of
reductions in contractual commission rates, a change in the mix of carriers whose products we sell during a given period and increased
health insurance plan termination rates, all of which are beyond our control and may occur on short notice. To the extent these and other
factors cause our commission revenue per member to decline, our revenue may decline, and our business, operating results and financial
condition would be harmed. Given that Medicare-related and individual and family health insurance purchasing is concentrated during
enrollment periods, we may experience a shift in the mix of Medicare-related and individual and family health insurance products selected by
our members over a short period of time. Any reduction in our average commission revenue per member caused by such a shift or otherwise
would harm our business, operating results and financial condition.

The determination of constraints is also a factor that requires significant management judgment. Constraints are applied to LTVs for
revenue recognition purposes and help ensure that the total estimated lifetime commissions expected to be collected from an approved
member’s plan are recognized as revenue only to the extent that is probable that a significant reversal in the amount of cumulative revenue
recognized will not occur when the uncertainty associated with future commissions receivable from the plan is subsequently resolved. We
determine the constraint for each product by comparing cash collection patterns to our assumptions and analyze the drivers for variations.
We then apply judgment in assessing whether the difference between historical cash collections and LTV is representative of differences that
can be expected in future periods. We also analyze whether circumstances have changed and consider any known or potential modifications
to the inputs into LTV in light of the factors that can impact the amount of cash expected to be collected in future periods including but not
limited to commission rates, carrier mix, plan duration, changes in laws and regulations and cancellations of insurance plans offered by
health insurance carriers with which we have a relationship. We evaluate the appropriateness of our constraints on an ongoing basis, and we
update our assumptions when we observe a sufficient amount of evidence that would suggest that the long-term expectation underlying the
assumptions has changed. While we have recognized positive net adjustment revenue in the recent past, there can be no assurance that we
will continue to recognize positive net adjustment revenue. If we underestimate the initial constraint applied to LTVs, we might be required to
increase the constraint or record an impairment in a future period, which would harm our business, operating results and financial condition.

If commission reports we receive from carriers are inaccurate or not sent to us in a timely manner, our business and
operating results could be harmed, and we may not recognize trends in our membership. 

We rely on health insurance carriers to timely and accurately report the amount of commissions earned by us, and we calculate our
commission revenue, prepare our financial reports, projections and budgets and direct our marketing and other operating efforts based on
the reports we receive from health insurance carriers. There have
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been instances where we have determined that plan cancellation data reported to us by a health insurance carrier has not been accurate.
The extent to which health insurance carriers are inaccurate in their reporting of plan cancellations could cause us to change our cancellation
estimates, which could adversely impact our revenue. We have designed controls to assess the completeness and accuracy of the data
received, whereby we apply judgment and make estimates based on historical data and current trends to independently determine whether
or not carriers are accurately reporting commissions due to us. We also operate procedures with carriers on an ongoing basis whereby
potential under or over reporting is reconciled and discrepancies are resolved. For instance, we reconcile information health insurance
carriers provide to us and may determine that we were not historically paid commissions owed to us, which would cause us to have
underestimated our membership. Conversely, health insurance carriers may require us to return commission payments paid in a prior period
due to plan cancellations for members we previously estimated as being active. To the extent that health insurance carriers understate or fail
to accurately report the amount of commissions due to us in a timely manner or at all, our estimates of constrained LTV may be adversely
impacted, which would harm our business, operating results and financial condition. In addition, any inaccuracies in the reporting from and
reconciliations with insurance carriers may also impact our estimates of constrained LTV or our estimates of commission revenue for future
periods which is based on historical trends, including trends relating to contracted commission rates and expected health insurance plan
cancellation.

We do not receive information about membership cancellations from our health insurance carriers directly, which makes it
difficult for us to determine the impact of current conditions on our membership retention and to accurately estimate membership
as of a specific date.

We depend on health insurance carriers and others for data related to our membership. For instance, with respect to health
insurance plans, health insurance carriers do not directly report member cancellations to us. Other than small business health insurance, we
infer cancellations from payment data that carriers provide by analyzing whether payments from members have ceased for a period of time,
and we may not learn of a cancellation for several months. The majority of our members who terminate their plans do so by discontinuing
their insurance premium payments to the carrier or notifying the carrier, and do not inform us of the cancellation. With respect to our small
business membership, groups generally notify the carrier directly of policy cancellations and increases or decreases in group size. Our
insurance carrier partners often do not communicate this information to us, and it often takes a significant amount of time for us to learn
about small business group cancellations and changes in our membership within the group itself. We often are not made aware of policy
cancellations until the time of the group’s annual renewal.

Given the number of months required to observe non-payment of commissions in order to confirm cancellations, we estimate the
number of members who are active on health insurance plans as of a specified date. After we have estimated membership for a period, we
may receive information from health insurance carriers that would have impacted the estimate if we had received the information prior to the
date of estimation. We may receive commission payments or other information that indicates that a member who was not included in our
estimates for a prior period was in fact an active member at that time, or that a member who was included in our estimates was in fact not an
active member of ours. As a result of the Medicare annual enrollment and other open enrollment periods, we may not receive information
from our carriers on as timely a basis due to the significant increase in health insurance transaction volume and for other reasons, which
could impair the accuracy of our membership estimates. For these and other reasons, including if current trends in membership cancellation
are inconsistent with past cancellation trends that we use to estimate our membership or if carriers subsequently report changes to the
commission payments that they previously reported to us, our actual membership could be different from our estimates, perhaps materially. If
our actual membership is different from our estimates, the constrained LTV component of our revenue recognition could also be inaccurate,
including as a result of an inaccurate estimate of the average amount of time our members maintain their health insurance plans. As a result
of the delay that we experience in receiving information about our membership, it is difficult for us to determine with any certainty the impact
of current conditions on our membership retention. Various circumstances, including market-related factors such as changes in timing of
enrollment periods, the ability of enrollees to change their health plan outside of the Medicare annual enrollment period, the source of
referrals, their enrollment experience and other factors specific to our business, could cause the assumptions and estimates that we make in
connection with estimating our membership to be inaccurate, which would cause our membership estimates to be inaccurate.
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Our agreements with our lender and our convertible preferred stock investor contain restrictions that impact our business
and expose us to risks that could materially adversely affect our liquidity and financial condition.

On February 28, 2022, we entered into a term loan credit agreement with Blue Torch Finance LLC, as administrative agent and
collateral agent, and other lenders party thereto, which was amended on August 16, 2022 (as amended, the “Credit Agreement”). The Credit
Agreement provides us with $70 million in term loans, the proceeds from which transaction were used to terminate our then-existing $75
million revolving credit facility with Royal Bank of Canada.

The Credit Agreement contains certain mandatory prepayment triggers and imposes certain covenants and restrictions on our
business and our ability to obtain additional financing. The Credit Agreement contains customary affirmative covenants, including covenants
regarding the payment of taxes and other obligations, maintenance of insurance, reporting requirements and compliance with applicable laws
and regulations. The Credit Agreement also contains restrictions that limit our ability to, among other things, incur debt, grant liens, make
certain restricted payments, make fundamental changes, sell assets, transact with affiliates, enter into burdensome agreements, prepay
certain indebtedness or modify our organizational documents, in each case, subject to certain exceptions. Further, the Credit Agreement
contains financial covenants requiring us to (x) maintain a minimum level of liquidity as of the end of each month and (y) maintain a ratio such
that the outstanding amount of obligations under the Credit Agreement at the end of any month does not exceed 50% of the value of certain
commissions receivable as of the end of such month. The events of default under the Credit Agreement include, among other things and
subject to grace periods in certain instances, payment defaults, cross defaults with certain other material indebtedness, breaches of
covenants or representations and warranties, changes in control of our company, certain bankruptcy and insolvency events with respect to us
and our subsidiaries, a restriction on all or a material portion of our business and the indictment of us or any subsidiary (or any senior officer
thereof), or criminal proceedings against the same, which could result in a forfeiture of a material portion of our and our subsidiaries
properties.

If we experience a decline in cash flow due to any of the factors described in this Risk Factors section or otherwise, we could have
difficulty paying interest and principal amounts due on our indebtedness and meeting the financial covenants set forth in our Credit
Agreement. If we are unable to generate sufficient cash flow or otherwise obtain the funds necessary to make required payments under the
Credit Agreement, or if we fail to comply with the requirements of our indebtedness, we could default under our Credit Agreement. Any
default that is not waived could result in the acceleration of the obligations under the Credit Agreement, an increase in the applicable interest
rate under the credit facility, and would permit our lender to exercise rights and remedies with respect to all of the collateral that is securing
the Credit Agreement, which includes substantially all of our assets. Any such default could materially adversely affect our liquidity and
financial condition.

On February 17, 2021, we entered into an investment agreement with Echelon Health SPV, LP (“H.I.G.”), pursuant to which H.I.G.
purchased 2.25 million of Series A convertible preferred stock (“Series A Preferred Stock”) for an aggregate price of $225 million (the “H.I.G.
Investment Agreement”). The H.I.G. Investment Agreement contains certain negative operating covenants that will remain in effect for so
long as H.I.G. continues to own at least 30% of the shares of Series A Preferred Stock originally issued to it. the Company is required to
maintain an Asset Coverage Ratio (as defined in the H.I.G. Investment Agreement) of at least 2.0x, calculated on a quarterly basis, which
increased to 2.5x in August of 2023 (the “Minimum Asset Coverage Ratio”). The first measurement date of the 2.5x Minimum Asset
Coverage Ratio was September 30, 2023. Additionally, the H.I.G. Investment Agreement requires the Company to maintain a Minimum
Liquidity Amount (as defined in the H.I.G. Investment Agreement) for certain periods that ranges from $65.0 million to $125.0 million. As of
December 31, 2023, we were in compliance with the Minimum Liquidity Amount. However, we have not met the Minimum Asset Coverage
Ratio since the September 30, 2023 measurement date. Failure to maintain the Minimum Asset Coverage Ratio or the Minimum Liquidity
Amount as of the date or the time period required by the H.I.G. Investment Agreement, for as long as H.I.G. continues to own at least 30% of
the Series A Preferred Stock originally issued to it in the private placement, entitles H.I.G., subject to conditions and restrictions specified
therein, to additional rights, including the right to nominate one additional member to our Board of Directors, the right to approve our annual
budget, the right to approve the hiring or termination of certain key executives and the right to approve the incurrence of certain
indebtedness.
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These restrictions on the conduct of our business imposed by our lender or H.I.G. could materially adversely affect our business by,
among other things, limiting our ability to take advantage of financings, mergers, acquisitions and other corporate opportunities that may be
beneficial to the business. Even if the Credit Agreement were terminated, additional debt we could incur in the future may subject us to
similar or additional covenants, which could place restrictions on the operation of our business. Similarly, our investment or financing
arrangement with any future investors may subject us to similar or additional covenants.

Operating and growing our business is likely to require additional capital, and if capital is not available to us, our business,
operating results and financial condition may suffer.

Operating and growing our business is expected to require further investments in our business. We have generated negative cash
from operating activities and may continue to generate negative cash from operating activities in the future. We may from time to time seek to
raise additional capital through debt and/or equity financing to pursue strategic initiatives or make investments in our business. If we seek to
raise funds through debt or equity financing, those funds may prove to be unavailable, may only be available on terms that are not
acceptable to us or may result in significant dilution to our stockholders or higher levels of leverage.

Our term loan under the Credit Agreement matures in February 2025. Our ability to refinance our existing or future indebtedness will
depend on the capital markets, including prevailing interest rates, and our financial condition and performance, which, among other things, is
subject to economic, financial, competitive and other factors beyond our control. In addition, our Credit Agreement and the H.I.G. Investment
Agreement contain restrictions that limit our ability to incur additional indebtedness, issue certain types of equity securities with rights and
preferences senior to or pari passu with our Series A Preferred Stock, make certain types of investments or obtain additional financing.
Pursuant to the terms of the H.I.G. Investment Agreement, we are currently required to obtain the consent of H.I.G. in order to incur certain
indebtedness, which could limit our ability to obtain additional financing. If we are unable to refinance our existing or future indebtedness, we
cannot obtain adequate financing or we cannot obtain financing on terms satisfactory to us when we require it, we may default on our existing
or future indebtedness, and our ability to continue to pursue our business objectives and to respond to business opportunities or challenges
could be harmed, and our business, operating results and financial condition could be materially and adversely affected.

If we fail to maintain proper and effective internal controls, our ability to produce accurate financial statements could be
impaired, which could adversely affect our operating results, our ability to operate our business and our stock price.

We have a complex business organization. Ensuring that we have adequate internal financial and accounting controls and
procedures in place to help ensure that we can produce accurate financial statements on a timely basis is a costly and time-consuming effort
that needs to be re-evaluated frequently and is complicated by the expansion of our business operations and changing accounting
requirements. Our management, including our chief executive officer and chief financial officer, does not expect that our internal control over
financial reporting will prevent all errors or all fraud. A control system, no matter how well designed and operated, can provide only
reasonable, not absolute, assurance that the control system’s objectives will be met. Further, the design of a control system must reflect the
fact that there are resource constraints, and the benefits of controls must be considered relative to their costs. Controls can be circumvented
by the individual acts of some persons, by collusion of two or more people, or by management override of the controls. Over time, controls
may become inadequate because changes in conditions or deterioration in the degree of compliance with policies or procedures may occur.
Because of the inherent limitations in a cost-effective control system, misstatements due to error or fraud may occur and not be detected. We
cannot assure that significant deficiencies or material weaknesses in our internal control over financial reporting will not be identified in the
future. Any failure to maintain or implement required new or improved controls, or any difficulties we encounter in their implementation, could
result in significant deficiencies or material weaknesses, cause us to fail to timely meet our periodic reporting obligations or result in material
misstatements in our financial statements. Any such failure could also adversely affect the results of periodic management evaluations and
annual auditor attestation reports regarding disclosure controls and the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting required
under Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 and the rules promulgated thereunder. The existence of a material weakness could
result in errors in our financial statements that could result in a restatement of financial statements, cause us to fail to timely meet our
reporting obligations and
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cause investors to lose confidence in our reported financial information, leading to a decline in our stock price and potential lawsuits against
us.

Changes in our provision for income taxes or adverse outcomes resulting from examination of our income or other tax
returns or changes in tax legislation could adversely affect our results. 

Our provision for income taxes is subject to volatility and could be adversely affected by earnings differing materially from our
projections, changes in the valuation of our deferred tax assets and liabilities, tax effects of stock-based compensation, or adverse outcomes
as a result of tax examinations or by changes in tax laws, regulations, accounting principles, including accounting for uncertain tax positions,
or interpretations thereof. To the extent that our provision for income taxes is subject to volatility or adverse outcomes as a result of tax
examinations, our operating results could be harmed. Significant judgment is required to determine the recognition and measurement
attribute prescribed in U.S. generally accepted accounting principles relating to accounting for income taxes. In addition, we are subject to
examinations of our income tax returns by the Internal Revenue Service and other tax authorities. We assess the likelihood of adverse
outcomes resulting from these examinations to determine the adequacy of our provision for income taxes. There may be exposure that the
outcomes from these examinations will have an adverse effect on our operating results and financial condition.

Our ability to use net operating losses to offset future taxable income may be subject to certain limitations.

We have net operating loss carryforwards for federal and state income tax purposes to offset future taxable income. A lack of future
taxable income would adversely affect our ability to utilize these net operating loss carryforwards. In addition, utilization of the net operating
loss carryforwards may be subject to a substantial annual limitation due to ownership changes that may have occurred or that could occur in
the future, as required by Section 382 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “Code”), and similar state provisions. These
ownership change limitations may limit the amount of net operating loss carryforwards and other tax attributes that can be utilized annually to
offset future taxable income and tax, respectively. In general, an “ownership change” as defined by Section 382 of the Code results from a
transaction or series of transactions over a three-year period resulting in an ownership change of more than 50 percentage points (by value)
of the outstanding stock of a company by certain stockholders. Our ability to use the remaining net operating loss carryforwards may be
further limited if we experience a Section 382 ownership change as a result of future changes in our stock ownership.

Risks Related to Our Technology

If we fail to properly maintain existing or implement new information systems, our business may be materially adversely
affected.

The performance, reliability and availability of our ecommerce platform, cloud contact center and underlying network infrastructures
are critical to our financial results, brand and relationship with members, marketing partners and health insurance carriers. Although we
regularly attempt to enhance our platforms and system infrastructure, system failures and interruptions may occur if we are unable to
accurately project the rate or timing of increases in our website or call center traffic or for other reasons, some of which are completely
outside our control. We could experience significant failures and interruptions, which would harm our business, operating results and financial
condition. If these failures or interruptions occurred during the Medicare annual enrollment period, the Medicare Advantage open enrollment
period or during the open enrollment period under health care reform, the negative impact on us would be particularly pronounced.

We rely in part upon third-party vendors, including cloud infrastructure and bandwidth providers, to operate our ecommerce platform
and advisor enrollment centers. Consumers using our website and accessing our services depend upon Internet, online and other service
providers for access to our website and services. Our remote employees rely on third-party service providers to access our systems and
other agent productivity tools. We cannot predict whether additional network capacity will be available from these vendors as we need it, and
our network or our suppliers’ networks might be unable to achieve or maintain a sufficiently high capacity of data transmission. Any
significant interruption in access to our advisor enrollment centers or our website or increase in our website’s response time as a result of
these difficulties could impair our revenue-generating capabilities, damage our
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reputation and our relationship with insurance carriers, marketing partners and existing and potential members, and harm our business,
operating results and financial condition. In addition, any loss of data could result in loss of customers and subject us to potential liability. Our
business operations may also be disrupted if our employees are unable to work from home effectively as a result of technical difficulties
experienced by these service providers. Many of these service providers have experienced significant outages, delays and other difficulties in
the past and could experience them in the future. If these third parties experience difficulty providing the services we require or meeting our
standards for those services, it could make it difficult for us to operate some aspects of our business. Our and our vendors’ facilities,
database and systems are vulnerable to damage or interruption from human error, fire, floods, earthquakes and other natural disasters,
power loss, telecommunications failures, physical or electronic break-ins, computer viruses, cyberattacks, acts of terrorism, other attempts to
harm our systems and similar events.

In particular, our advisor enrollment center operations’ success depends on maintenance of functioning information technology
systems. CMS rules require that our health insurance agent employees utilize CMS-approved scripts in connection with the sale of Medicare
plans and that we record and maintain the recording of telephonic interactions relating to the sale of Medicare plans. We rely on telephone,
call recording, customer relationship management and other systems and technology in our advisor enrollment center operations, and we are
dependent upon third parties for some of them, including our telephone and call recording systems. These systems have failed temporarily in
the past and may experience additional disruption due to systems upgrades, power outages, an increase in remote work or other events. The
effectiveness and stability of our advisor enrollment center systems and technology are critical to our ability to sell health insurance plans,
particularly during key times, such as the Medicare enrollment periods, and the failure or interruption of any of these systems and technology
or any inability to handle increased volume would harm our business, operating results and financial condition.

Our business is subject to security risks, and if we experience a successful cyberattack or a security breach or are
otherwise unable to safeguard the confidentiality and integrity of the data we hold, including sensitive personal information, our
business will be harmed.

Maintaining the security of our products and services is critical for us, our consumers, and the health insurance carriers we work with.
Despite our taking precautions, we cannot guarantee that our facilities and systems and those of our third-party service providers, will be free
of security breaches, cyberattacks, acts of vandalism, computer viruses, malware, misplaced or lost data, programming and/or human errors
or other similar events. We may be required to expend significant amounts and other resources to protect against security breaches or to
mitigate and remediate problems caused by security breaches. Techniques used to obtain unauthorized access or to sabotage systems
change frequently. For example, attackers have used artificial intelligence and machine learning to launch more automated, targeted and
coordinated attacks against targets. As a result, we may be unable to anticipate emerging techniques or to implement adequate preventative
measures preemptively. Additionally, our third-party service providers may cause security breaches for which we are responsible.

Any compromise or perceived compromise of our security or the security of one of our vendors could damage our reputation, cause
the termination of relationships with government-run health insurance exchanges and our members, marketing partners and health insurance
carriers, reduce demand for our services and subject us to significant liability and expense as well as regulatory action and lawsuits, any of
which would harm our business, operating results and financial condition. The attack surface available to criminals is increasing as more
companies and individuals work remotely and otherwise work online. Consequently, the risk of a cybersecurity incident has increased. We
cannot assure that our preventative efforts, or those of our vendors or service providers, will be successful. These actual and potential
breaches of our security measures and the accidental loss, inadvertent disclosure, or unauthorized dissemination of proprietary information
or sensitive, personal, or confidential data about us, our employees, our customers, or their end users, including the potential loss or
disclosure of such information or data as a result of hacking, fraud, trickery or other forms of deception, could expose us, our employees, our
customers or the individuals affected to a risk of loss or misuse of this information. This may result in litigation and liability or fines, our
compliance with costly and time-intensive notice requirements, governmental inquiry or oversight, or a loss of customer confidence, any of
which could harm our business or damage our brand and reputation, thereby requiring time and resources to mitigate these impacts.
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We may not be able to adequately protect our intellectual property, which could harm our business and operating results.

Our intellectual property is an essential asset of our business, and we believe that our technology currently gives us a competitive
advantage in the distribution of Medicare-related, individual, family and small business health insurance. We rely on a combination of patent,
copyright, trademark and trade secret laws, confidentiality procedures and contractual provisions to establish and protect our intellectual
property rights in the United States. Our efforts to protect our intellectual property may need to be revised or more effective, and our
trademarks or patents may be held invalid or unenforceable. Moreover, the law relating to intellectual property is not as developed in China,
and our intellectual property rights may not be as respected in China as they are in the United States. We may not be effective in policing
unauthorized use of our intellectual property, trade secrets and other confidential information, and even if we do detect violations, litigation
may be necessary to enforce our intellectual property rights. Any enforcement efforts we undertake, including litigation, could be time-
consuming and expensive, could divert our management’s attention and may result in a court determining that our intellectual property or
other rights are unenforceable. If we are not successful in cost-effectively protecting our intellectual property rights, trade secrets and
confidential information, our business, operating results and financial condition could be harmed.

Risks Related to Ownership of Our Common Stock

Our future operating results are likely to fluctuate and could fall short of expectations, which could negatively affect the
value of our common stock.

Our operating results are likely to fluctuate as a result of a variety of factors, including the factors described elsewhere in this Risk
Factors section, many of which are outside of our control. For example and among these factors, the assumptions underlying our estimates
of commission revenue as required by ASC 606 may vary significantly over time. As a result, comparing our operating results on a period-to-
period basis may not be meaningful and you should not rely on our past results as an indication of our future performance, particularly in light
of the fact that our business and industry are undergoing substantial change as a result of health care reform, competition, shifts in carrier
and regulator priorities and initiatives we determine to pursue. If our revenue or operating results differ from our guidance or fall below the
expectations of investors or securities analysts, the price of our common stock could decline substantially. In the past, when our revenue and
operating results differed from our guidance and the expectations of investors or securities analysts, the price of our common stock was
impacted.

Our actual operating results may differ significantly from our guidance.

From time to time, we have released, and may continue to release guidance in earnings conference calls, earnings releases, or
otherwise, regarding our future performance that represents our management’s estimates as of the date of release. This guidance, which
includes forward-looking statements, has been, and will be, based on projections prepared by our management. Guidance is necessarily
speculative in nature, and it can be expected that some or all of the assumptions underlying the guidance furnished by us will not materialize
or will vary significantly from actual results. Accordingly, our guidance is only an estimate of what management believes is realizable as of the
date of release. Our actual results have, and may in the future, vary from our guidance and the variations may be material. In light of the
foregoing, investors are urged not to rely upon our guidance in making an investment decision regarding our common stock.

Projections are based upon a number of assumptions and estimates that, while presented with numerical specificity, are inherently
subject to significant business, economic and competitive uncertainties and contingencies, many of which are beyond our control and are
based upon specific assumptions with respect to future business decisions, some of which will change. Among these factors, the
assumptions underlying our estimates of commission revenue as required by ASC 606, may vary significantly over time. We may state
possible outcomes as high and low ranges. Any range we provide is not intended to imply that actual results could not fall outside of the
suggested ranges. Any failure to successfully implement our operating strategy or the occurrence of any of the events or circumstances set
forth in this Risk Factors section could result in the actual operating results being different from our guidance, and the differences may be
adverse and material. The principal reason that we release guidance is to provide a basis for our management to discuss our business
outlook with analysts and investors and
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we may decide to suspend guidance at any time. We do not accept any responsibility for any projections or reports published by any such
third parties.

The price of our common stock has been and may continue to be volatile, and the value of your investment could decline.

The trading price of our common stock has been volatile and is likely to continue to fluctuate substantially. The trading price of our
common stock depends on a number of factors, including those described in this Risk Factors section, many of which are beyond our control
and may not be related to our operating performance. These fluctuations could cause you to lose all or part of your investment in our
common stock since you might be unable to sell your shares at or above the price you paid. Factors that could cause fluctuations in the
trading price of our common stock include the following:

• price and volume fluctuations in the overall stock market from time to time, including as a result of inflation, or political or geopolitical
instability;

• volatility in the market prices and trading volumes of our competitors’ shares, including high technology stocks, which have
historically experienced high levels of volatility;

• any new debt and/or equity financing that we undertake to raise additional capital;

• new laws or regulations or new interpretations of existing laws or regulations applicable to our business, including developments
relating to the health care industry and the marketing and sale of Medicare plans;

• actual or anticipated changes in our operating results or the growth rate of our business;

• changes in operating performance and stock market valuations of other technology or insurance brokerage companies generally and
of our competitors;

• failure of securities analysts to maintain coverage of us, changes in financial estimates by any securities analysts who follow our
company or our failure to meet these estimates or the expectations of investors;

• sales of shares of our common stock by us or our stockholders;

• announcements by us or our competitors of new products or services;

• the public reaction to our press releases, other public announcements and filings with the SEC;

• rumors and market speculation involving us or other companies in our industry;

• negative publicity about us, including accurate and inaccurate third-party commentary or reports regarding us;

• actual or anticipated developments in our business, our competitors’ businesses or the competitive landscape generally;

• our ability to control costs, including our operating expenses;

• litigation involving us, our industry or both, or investigations by regulators into our operations or those of our competitors;

• developments or disputes concerning our intellectual property or other proprietary rights;

• announced or completed acquisitions of businesses or technologies by us or our competitors;

• changes in accounting standards, policies, guidelines, interpretations, or principles;

• any significant change in our management;

• adverse events or perceptions affecting the U.S. or international financial systems; and

• general economic conditions, political instability and slow or negative growth of our markets.

The effect of such factors on the trading market for our stock may be enhanced by the lack of a large and established trading market
for our stock. In addition, the stock market in general, and the market for technology companies in particular, have experienced extreme price
and volume fluctuations that have often been unrelated or
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disproportionate to the operating performance of those companies. Broad market and industry factors may seriously affect the market price
of our common stock, regardless of our actual operating performance. Additionally, as a public company, we face the risk of shareholder
lawsuits, particularly if we experience declines in the price of our common stock. In the past, following periods of volatility in the overall
market and the market prices of a particular company’s securities, securities class action lawsuits have often been instituted against affected
companies. We have been, and may in the future be, subject to such legal actions.

The value of our investments is subject to significant capital markets risk related to changes in interest rates and credit
spreads as well as other investment risks, which may adversely affect our business, financial condition, and results of operations.

Our financial condition and operating results are affected by the performance of our investment portfolio. Our excess cash is invested
by an external investment management service provider, under the direction of our management in accordance with our corporate cash
management and investment policy. The policy defines constraints and guidelines that restrict the asset classes that we may invest in by
type, duration, quality and value. Our investments are subject to market-wide risks, and fluctuations, as well as to risks inherent in particular
securities. The failure of any of the investment risk strategies that we employ could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial
condition, and results of operations.

The value of our investments is exposed to capital markets risks, and our results of operations, liquidity, financial condition or cash
flows could be adversely affected by realized losses, impairments and changes in unrealized positions as a result of: significant market
volatility, changes in interest rates, changes in credit spreads and defaults, a lack of pricing transparency, a reduction in market liquidity,
declines in equity prices, changes in national, state/provincial or local laws and the strengthening or weakening of foreign currencies against
the U.S. dollar. Levels of write-down or impairment are impacted by our assessment of the intent to sell securities that have declined in value
as well as actual losses as a result of defaults or deterioration in estimates of cash flows. If we reposition or realign portions of the investment
portfolio and sell securities in an unrealized loss position, we will incur an other-than-temporary impairment charge or realized losses. Any
such charge may have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition, and results of operations.

The issuance of shares of common stock underlying our convertible preferred stock would dilute the ownership and
relative voting power of holders of our common stock and may adversely affect the market price of our common stock.

The Series A Preferred Stock is convertible at the option of the holders at any time into shares of common stock based on the then
applicable conversion rate as determined in the certificate of designations for the Series A Preferred Stock, which conversion would dilute the
ownership interest of existing holders of our common stock. In addition, because holders of our Series A Preferred Stock are entitled to vote,
on an as-converted basis (subject to certain voting limitations and conversion calculations set forth in the certificate of designations for the
Series A Preferred Stock), together with holders of our common stock on all matters submitted to a vote of the holders of our common stock,
the issuance of the Series A Preferred Stock effectively reduces the relative voting power of the holders of our common stock.

Any sales in the public market of the common stock issuable upon conversion of the Series A Preferred Stock could adversely affect
prevailing market prices of our common stock. Pursuant to the H.I.G. Investment Agreement, holders of our Series A Preferred Stock have
customary resale registration rights for common stock issued upon conversion of the Series A Preferred Stock upon closing. Any resale of
our common stock would increase the number of shares of our common stock available for public trading, and resales of a substantial
number of shares of our common stock in the public market, or the perception that such sales might occur, could have a material adverse
effect on the price of our common stock.
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Our convertible preferred stock investor has rights, preferences and privileges that are not held by, and are preferential to,
the rights of our common stockholders, which could adversely affect our liquidity and financial condition, result in the interests of
our convertible preferred stock investor differing from those of our common stockholders and make an acquisition of us more
difficult.

H.I.G., the initial purchaser and the current holder of our Series A Preferred Stock, has (i) a liquidation preference, (ii) rights to
dividends, which are senior to all of our other equity securities, (iii) redemption rights beginning on April 30, 2027, (iv) the right to require us to
repurchase any or all of their Series A Preferred Stock in connection with certain change of control events and (v) conversion price
adjustments in connection with certain corporate transactions, each subject to the terms, conditions and exceptions contained in the
certificate of designations for the Series A Preferred Stock. These dividend and share repurchase and redemption obligations could impact
our liquidity and reduce the amount of cash flows available for working capital, capital expenditures, growth opportunities, acquisitions, and
other general corporate purposes.

The terms of the H.I.G. Investment Agreement could also limit our ability to obtain additional financing or increase our borrowing
costs, which could have an adverse effect on our financial condition. As of the date of this report, pursuant to the terms of the H.I.G.
Investment Agreement, we must obtain the consent of H.I.G. in order to incur any indebtedness, which could limit our ability to obtain
additional financing. The preferential rights could also result in divergent interests between H.I.G. and holders of our common stock.
Furthermore, a sale of our company, as a change of control event, may require us to repurchase Series A Preferred Stock, which could have
the effect of making an acquisition of our company more expensive and potentially deterring proposed transactions that may otherwise be
beneficial to our stockholders.

Our convertible preferred stock investor may exercise influence over us, including through its ability to designate up to two
directors on our Board of Directors.

The H.I.G. Investment Agreement entitles H.I.G. to nominate one individual for election to our Board of Directors for so long as it
continues to own at least 30% of the common stock issuable or issued upon conversion of the Series A Preferred Stock originally issued to it.
The director designated by H.I.G. is also entitled to serve on committees of our Board of Directors, subject to applicable law and stock
exchange rules. H.I.G. nominated Aaron C. Tolson to our Board of Directors. Mr. Tolson was appointed to our Board of Directors as a Class I
director on August 30, 2021, and as of the date of this report serves as a member of the compensation committee, nominating and corporate
governance committee and government and regulatory affairs committee of the Board of Directors.

In addition, as discussed elsewhere in this Risk Factors section, failure to maintain the Minimum Asset Coverage Ratio or the
Minimum Liquidity Amount as of the date or the time period required by the H.I.G. Investment Agreement, for as long as H.I.G. continues to
own at least 30% of the Series A Preferred Stock originally issued to it in the private placement, entitles H.I.G., subject to conditions and
restrictions specified therein, to additional rights, including the right to nominate one additional member to our Board of Directors. The
interests of any director designated by H.I.G. may differ from the interests of our security holders as a whole or of our other directors. If the
additional rights are used by H.I.G., it could be distracting to our management and disruptive to our operations or hinder our ability to execute
our operational and strategic plans.

Anti-takeover provisions contained in our certificate of incorporation and bylaws, as well as provisions of Delaware law,
could impair a takeover attempt.

Our certificate of incorporation, bylaws, and Delaware law contain provisions which could have the effect of rendering more difficult,
delaying, or preventing an acquisition deemed undesirable by our Board of Directors. Our corporate governance documents include
provisions:

• creating a classified Board of Directors whose members serve staggered three-year terms;

• authorizing undesignated preferred stock, which could be issued by our Board of Directors without stockholder approval and may
contain voting, liquidation, dividend, and other rights superior to our common stock;

• limiting the liability of, and providing indemnification to, our directors and officers;
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• limiting the ability of our stockholders to call and bring business before special meetings;

• requiring advance notice of stockholder proposals for business to be conducted at meetings of our stockholders and for nominations
of candidates for election to our Board of Directors;

• controlling the procedures for the conduct and scheduling of Board of Directors and stockholder meetings; and

• providing our Board of Directors with the express power to postpone previously scheduled annual meetings and to cancel previously
scheduled special meetings.

These provisions, alone or together, could delay or prevent hostile takeovers and changes in control or changes in our management.

As a Delaware corporation, we are also subject to provisions of Delaware law, including Section 203 of the Delaware General
Corporation law, which prevents some stockholders holding more than 15% of our outstanding common stock from engaging in certain
business combinations without approval of the holders of substantially all of our outstanding common stock.

Any provision of our certificate of incorporation, bylaws or Delaware law that has the effect of delaying or deterring a change in
control could limit the opportunity for our stockholders to receive a premium for their shares of our common stock, and could also affect the
price that some investors are willing to pay for our common stock.

Our bylaws designate a state or federal court located within the State of Delaware as the exclusive forum for substantially
all disputes between us and our stockholders and also provide that the federal district courts will be the exclusive forum for
resolving any complaint asserting a cause of action arising under the Securities Act, each of which could limit our stockholders’
ability to choose the judicial forum for disputes with us or our directors, officers, stockholders or employees.

Our bylaws provide that, unless we consent in writing to the selection of an alternative forum, the sole and exclusive forum for (1) any
derivative action or proceeding brought on our behalf, (2) any action asserting a claim of breach of a fiduciary duty owed by any of our
directors, stockholders, officers or other employees to us or our stockholders, (3) any action arising pursuant to any provision of the Delaware
General Corporation Law, our certificate of incorporation or our bylaws or (4) any other action asserting a claim that is governed by the
internal affairs doctrine shall be the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware (or, if the Court of Chancery does not have jurisdiction,
another State court in Delaware or the federal district court for the District of Delaware), except for any claim as to which such court
determines that there is an indispensable party not subject to the jurisdiction of such court (and the indispensable party does not consent to
the personal jurisdiction of such court within ten days following such determination), which is vested in the exclusive jurisdiction of a court or
forum other than such court or for which such court does not have subject matter jurisdiction. This provision would not apply to any action
brought to enforce a duty or liability created by the Exchange Act and the rules and regulations thereunder.

Section 22 of the Securities Act establishes concurrent jurisdiction for federal and state courts over Securities Act claims.
Accordingly, both state and federal courts have jurisdiction to hear such claims. To prevent having to litigate claims in multiple jurisdictions
and the threat of inconsistent or contrary rulings by different courts, among other considerations, our bylaws also provide that, unless we
consent in writing to the selection of an alternative forum, the federal district courts of the United States will be the sole and exclusive forum
for resolving any complaint asserting a cause of action arising under the Securities Act and against any person in connection with an offering
of our securities.

Any person or entity purchasing or otherwise acquiring or holding or owning (or continuing to hold or own) any interest in any of our
securities shall be deemed to have notice of and consented to the foregoing bylaw provisions. Although we believe these exclusive forum
provisions benefit us by providing increased consistency in the application of Delaware law and federal securities laws in the types of
lawsuits to which each applies, the exclusive forum provisions may limit a stockholder’s ability to bring a claim in a judicial forum of its
choosing for disputes with us or our current or former directors, officers, stockholders or other employees, which may discourage such
lawsuits against us and our current and former directors, officers, stockholders and other employees. Our
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stockholders will not be deemed to have waived our compliance with the federal securities laws and the rules and regulations thereunder as
a result of our exclusive forum provisions.

Further, the enforceability of similar exclusive forum provisions in other companies’ organizational documents have been challenged
in legal proceedings, and it is possible that a court of law could rule that these types of provisions are inapplicable or unenforceable if they
are challenged in a proceeding or otherwise. If a court were to find either exclusive forum provision contained in our bylaws to be inapplicable
or unenforceable in an action, we may incur significant additional costs associated with resolving such action in other jurisdictions, all of
which could harm our results of operations.

General Risk Factors

We are subject to risks associated with public health crises, pandemics, natural disasters, changing climate conditions and
other extreme events, including legal, regulatory and social responses thereto, which have and could have an adverse effect on
our business.

Large-scale medical emergencies, pandemics (such as COVID-19) and other extreme events could result in public health crises or
otherwise have a material adverse effect on our business operations, cash flows, financial condition and results of operations. For example,
we had to adjust our operations in response to the COVID-19 pandemic and resulting disruptions in public and private infrastructure.

Global climate change has added, and will continue to add, to the unpredictability, frequency and severity of natural disasters,
including but not limited to hurricanes, tornadoes, freezes, droughts, other storms and fires in certain parts of the world. In response, a
number of legal and regulatory measures and social initiatives have been introduced in an effort to reduce greenhouse gas and other carbon
emissions that are chief contributors to global climate change. We cannot predict the impact that changing climate conditions will have on our
business; however, we recognize that there are inherent climate-related risks wherever business is conducted. Climate-related events,
including extreme weather events could impact our critical infrastructure, technological assets, business continuity and reputation. The
increasing frequency of extreme weather events also has the potential to disrupt the business of our third-party vendors, partners and our
customers. The legal, regulatory and social responses to climate change could also adversely affect our results of business, operating results
and financial condition.

We face risks related to heightened inflation, recession, financial and credit market disruptions and other economic
conditions.

Customer and consumer demand for health insurance plans may be impacted by weak economic conditions, recession, market
volatility or other negative economic factors in the United States or other nations. For example, in 2022, the United States experienced
significantly heightened inflationary pressures which continued into 2023. Some of our members may delay signing up for an insurance plan
or opt into a plan with lower insurance premiums as a result of such negative economic factors, and we may also experience potential delays
in customer premium payments or an increase in plan termination rates, any of which could harm our business. In addition, limited liquidity,
defaults, non-performance or other adverse developments affecting financial institutions, or perceptions regarding these or similar risks, have
in the past and may in the future lead to market-wide liquidity problems, and such adverse developments may impact parties with which we
do business and their liquidity. These macroeconomic factors could materially and adversely affect our business, operating results and
financial condition. For example, the closures of Silicon Valley Bank (“SVB”), Signature Bank and First Republic Bank resulted in broader
financial institution liquidity risk and concerns. Although we were able to access all of the funds we had on deposit with SVB, the failure of
any bank in which we deposit our funds could reduce the amount of cash we have available for our operations or delay our ability to access
such funds.

We continue to assess our banking relationships as we believe necessary or appropriate; however, disruptions in financial
institutions, credit markets and/or the broader financial services industry may lead to market-wide liquidity shortages, may limit our access to
preferred sources of liquidity when needed or on terms we find acceptable, and our borrowing costs could increase. An economic or credit
crisis could occur and impair credit availability and our ability to raise capital when needed.
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ITEM 1B.    UNRESOLVED STAFF COMMENTS

None.

ITEM 1C.    CYBERSECURITY

Risk Management and Strategy

At eHealth, information security is everyone’s responsibility, and we value the trust our customers and business partners place in us
to protect their sensitive information. We have established policies and processes for assessing, identifying, and managing risk from
cybersecurity threats, and have integrated these processes into our overall risk management systems and processes.

We are subject to various federal and state privacy and security laws, regulations, and requirements. These laws govern the
collection, use, disclosure, protection, and maintenance of the individually identifiable information that we collect from consumers. We
regularly assess our compliance with privacy and security requirements and conduct periodic risk assessments to identify cybersecurity
threats, as well as assessments in the event of a material change in our business practices that may affect information systems that are
vulnerable to such cybersecurity threats.

Early on, we identified information security as a salient risk as described in Part I, Item 1A, Risk Factors, of this Annual Report on
Form 10-K. We maintain data privacy and security through a robust program of safeguards, including responsible management, appropriate
use, and protection that is designed to address applicable legal and regulatory requirements. Furthermore, all employees are required to
complete annual privacy and security training.

Our security policies and procedures are reviewed and updated regularly to address regulatory, industry, and contractual
requirements and recommendations and address new and emerging security threats. We also conduct regular scans of our technical
infrastructure and regular penetration audits to check for vulnerabilities and meet our governance and compliance requirements. Training our
employees and contractors is crucial to eHealth’s governance and compliance requirements. All employees and contractors with access to
an eHealth IT system are required to complete security awareness training during onboarding and annually thereafter. Due to the increased
inherent risk associated with these roles, developers and privileged users are subject to additional security training requirements.

Every person with access to eHealth IT systems is required to undergo periodic phishing simulations and receives personalized tools
to improve their security behavior. Performance is measured both individually and by functional groups to manage the maturity and
improvement of eHealth’s overall security posture. Employees must also acknowledge receipt and understanding of their responsibility to
comply with eHealth’s Code of Business Conduct, including the eHealth Information Security and Acceptable Use Policies, during onboarding
and annually thereafter.

Despite our rigorous efforts, incidents may occur, and we are prepared to deal with them through our formal Incident Response Plan.
Events such as human errors, computer viruses or other malicious code, unauthorized access, cyber-attacks, or phishing attempts concern
all organizations. Our Incident Response Team is trained to contain incidents, mitigate impacts, resolve or remediate issues, and notify
affected parties as appropriate. The team is made up of key security, privacy, and legal professionals who work with eHealth Technology and
Business Teams and our managed security services.

Additionally, eHealth has engaged a guided cyber crisis response platform and conducted a mock cyber-attack exercise to build
crisis management experience for our senior leadership and cybersecurity teams. We believe this voluntary skill building exercise put our
teams in a better position to manage a potential cybersecurity crisis.
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Our comprehensive data security strategy includes:

• Regular critical security assessments such as advanced attack simulations and vulnerability scans.

• A System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) framework to assess applications and related infrastructure before implementation to
ensure our security standards are met.

• Use of a Role Based Access Control (RBAC) methodology, which defines the access a user receives to eHealth’s information
systems based on job function.

• Requirements that third-party vendors that host, transmit, or have access to eHealth data comply with our policies and undergo
reviews.

• Monitoring of security event data and the security industry to flag anomalies and be aware of potential threats.

• Dedicated domestic and international liaisons who help ensure that business and functional area employees have easy access to
experts for guidance and assistance mitigating privacy and information protection risks.

• Encryption of customer data both in transit and at rest.

• A broad spectrum of technical controls, including data loss prevention, role-based access, application/desktop logging, and data
encryption as well as multi-factor authentication and enhanced web application firewall controls.

We, like any technology company, have experienced cybersecurity incidents in the past. However, as of the date of this Annual Report on
Form 10-K, we have not experienced any cybersecurity incidents which have been determined to be material. For additional information
regarding whether any risks from cybersecurity threats, including as a result of any previous cybersecurity incidents, have materially affected
or are reasonably likely to materially affect our company, including our business, operating results and financial condition, please refer to Part
I, Item 1A, Risk Factors, in this Annual Report on Form 10-K.

Governance

eHealth’s Board of Directors oversees our enterprise risk management process, including cybersecurity, information security,
governance, risk management, and compliance programs and strategies. The Board is responsible for monitoring and assessing strategic
risk exposure, and our senior leadership team are responsible for the day-to-day management of the risks that we face. The Board
administers its cybersecurity risk oversight both directly and through its Audit Committee. The Audit Committee is regularly briefed on
eHealth’s risk profile issues. These briefings are designed to provide visibility about identifying, assessing, and managing critical risks, audit
findings, and management’s risk mitigation strategies. Management briefs the Audit Committee periodically about eHealth’s protection
programs, focusing on current trends in the environment, incident preparedness, business continuity management, program governance, and
program components, including updates on security processes, external testing, and employee training and awareness initiatives.

eHealth maintains an Office of the Chief Information Security Officer (“CISO”), who reports to our Chief Digital Officer (“CDO”). Our
CISO focuses on information and systems technology, corporate governance, and behaviors to drive security best practices and safeguard
information from unauthorized or inappropriate access, use, or disclosure. eHealth also has a Privacy Officer who advises the company on
privacy-related laws and regulations, provides guidance on privacy compliance, drives privacy policy, creates, and oversees the privacy
program.

Our CISO is informed about and monitors prevention, detection, mitigation, and remediation efforts through regular communication
and reporting from professionals in our information security team and through the use of technological tools and software and results from
third party audits. Our CISO and CDO have extensive experience
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assessing and managing cybersecurity programs and risks. Our CISO has served in that position since 2019 and, before eHealth, was the
Chief Information Security Officer and Vice President IT at Castlight Health where he led the company’s overall security program. Before that,
our CISO was the Chief Information Security Officer and Director Global Infrastructure Operations at Ooyala with similar responsibilities
during rapid growth. His security experience also includes a 21-year career in the U.S. Navy where he served as a Cryptologic Officer. Our
CDO joined eHealth in 2023 and was previously Chief Product Officer at M1 Finance, responsible for defining the company’s product vision,
strategy and roadmap to drive growth and profitability, Prior to M1 Finance, our CDO was the Chief Product Officer at Roofstock, Head of
Product at LifeLock (acquired by Symantec) and Sr. Director and Head of Product, D3 Incubation Unit at Capital One. Our CISO reports
directly to the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors on our cybersecurity program and efforts to prevent, detect, mitigate, and remediate
issues at least once annually or more frequently as determined to be necessary or advisable. In addition, we have an escalation process in
place to inform senior management and the Board of Directors when it is appropriate under the circumstances.

ITEM 2.        PROPERTIES

Our corporate headquarters are located in Austin, Texas, where we lease 26,878 square feet of office space. In addition to our
corporate headquarters, we currently lease several other office spaces around the country. During 2022, we announced a remote first
workplace model in the United States, meaning that, except for those employees whose job responsibilities require in-office work, none of our
employees are required to work at the office. As a result, we have closed certain spaces at our leased facilities. We also occupy 53,758
square feet of leased office space in Xiamen, China which supports our technology and content, customer care and enrollment, marketing
and advertising and general and administrative operations.

We believe that our facilities are adequate to meet our needs for the immediate future, and that should we need additional physical
office space, suitable additional space will be available in the future.

ITEM 3.        LEGAL PROCEEDINGS

In the ordinary course of our business, we have received and may continue to receive inquiries from state and federal regulators
relating to various matters. We have become, and may in the future become, involved in litigation in the ordinary course of our business. If
we are found to have violated laws or regulations in any jurisdiction, we could be subject to various fines and penalties, including revocation
of our license to sell insurance in those states, and our business, operating results, and financial condition would be harmed. Revocation of
any of our licenses or penalties in one jurisdiction could cause our license to be revoked or for us to face penalties in other jurisdictions. In
addition, without a health insurance license in a jurisdiction, carriers would not pay us commissions for the products we sold in that
jurisdiction, and we would not be able to sell new health insurance products in that jurisdiction. We could also be harmed to the extent that
related publicity damages our reputation as a trusted source of objective information relating to health insurance and its affordability. It could
also be costly to defend ourselves regardless of the outcome. Our material legal proceedings are described in Part II, Item 8 of this Annual
Report on Form 10-K in the Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements in Note 8 – Commitments and Contingencies.

ITEM 4.        MINE SAFETY DISCLOSURES

Not applicable.
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PART II

ITEM 5.    MARKET FOR REGISTRANT'S COMMON EQUITY, RELATED STOCKHOLDER MATTERS AND ISSUER PURCHASES OF
EQUITY SECURITIES

Our common stock is traded on the Nasdaq Global Market under the symbol EHTH. As of February 23, 2024, there were 21
stockholders of record of our common stock (which does not include the number of stockholders holding shares of our common stock in
“street name”).

Dividend Policy

We have never declared or paid any cash dividend on our common stock. We currently do not expect to pay any dividends on our
common stock in the foreseeable future.

Unregistered Sales of Equity Securities 

There were no unregistered sales of equity securities which have not been previously disclosed in a quarterly report on Form 10-Q or
a current report on Form 8-K during the period covered by this report.

STOCK PERFORMANCE GRAPH

The following information relating to the price performance of our common stock shall not be deemed “filed” with the Securities and
Exchange Commission or “soliciting material” under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, or subject to Regulation 14A or 14C,
or to liabilities under Section 18 of the Exchange Act, except to the extent that we specifically request that such information be treated as
soliciting material or to the extent that we specifically incorporate this information by reference.
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The graph below matches our cumulative total stockholder return on our common stock with the cumulative 5-year total returns on
the Nasdaq Composite index and the Research Data Group (“RDG”), Internet Composite index. The graph tracks the performance of a $100
investment on December 31, 2018 in our common stock and in each index (with the reinvestment of dividends) from December 31, 2018 to
December 31, 2023.

12/31/2018 12/31/2019 12/31/2020 12/31/2021 12/31/2022 12/31/2023
eHealth, Inc. $ 100.00 $ 250.08 $ 183.78 $ 66.37 $ 12.60 $ 22.70 
Nasdaq Composite $ 100.00 $ 136.69 $ 198.10 $ 242.03 $ 163.28 $ 236.17 
RDG Internet Composite $ 100.00 $ 141.93 $ 194.91 $ 190.78 $ 115.68 $ 168.80 

ITEM 6.    [RESERVED]
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ITEM 7.    MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF OPERATIONS

Please read the following discussion and analysis of our financial condition and results of operations together with our consolidated
financial statements and related notes included under Part II, Item 8 of this Annual Report on Form 10-K. This discussion and analysis
contains forward-looking statements, which involve risks and uncertainties. As a result of many factors, such as those described under
“Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements,” “Risk Factors” and elsewhere in this Annual Report on Form 10-K, our actual
results may differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements.

Overview

We are a leading private online health insurance marketplace with a technology and service platform that provides consumer
engagement, education, and health insurance enrollment solutions. Our mission is to expertly guide consumers through their health
insurance enrollment and related options, when, where, and how they prefer. Our platform leverages technology to solve a critical problem in
a large and growing market by aiding consumers in what has traditionally been a complex, confusing and opaque health insurance
purchasing process. Our omnichannel consumer engagement platform differentiates our offering from other brokers and enables consumers
to use our services online, by telephone with a licensed insurance agent, or benefit advisor, or through a hybrid online assisted interaction
that includes live agent chat and co-browsing capabilities. We have created a consumer-centric marketplace that offers consumers a broad
choice of insurance products that includes thousands of Medicare Advantage, Medicare Supplement, Medicare Part D prescription drug,
individual, family, small business, and other ancillary health insurance products from over 180 health insurance carriers nationwide. Our plan
recommendation tool curates this broad plan selection by analyzing customer health-related information against plan data for insurance
coverage fit. This tool is supported by a unified data platform and is available to our ecommerce customers and our benefit advisors. We
strive to be the most trusted partner to the consumer in their life’s journey through the health insurance market.

Multi-Year Business Initiatives

Beginning in the fourth quarter of 2021, the Company began to execute significant strategic and management changes to transform
our business and adapt to the evolving needs of our customers in order to position ourselves for long-term success. In 2022, we purposefully
slowed down our enrollment volume and revenue growth as we worked to implement several transformation initiatives aimed at increasing
the effectiveness of our sales and marketing organizations and further enhancing consumer experience, as well as rationalizing our cost
structure. As a result, we entered 2023 on a significantly improved cost foundation compared to the same period prior year. Throughout
2023, we continued to execute on our multi-year transformation plan with an emphasis on enrollment quality, retention and member
experience, engagement built around audience segmentation and targeting, differentiated messaging based on our unique value proposition,
and the gradual scaling of our direct and strategic partner marketing channels as we reduce our reliance on lead aggregators all while
maintaining the ability to remain agile with our marketing spend. We also launched our Company rebrand in October 2023, which included
our refreshed marketing plan that differentiates us in the market and included a redesign of our omni-channel user experience. Our Company
rebrand was designed to reflect our transformational work from the past few years and is expected to increase our brand recognition.

Over the past few years, we have focused on our benefit advisors by enhancing their onboarding and training programs, shifted the
mix of our telesales capacity towards full-time internal benefit advisors and away from third party vendor agents and expanded our benefit
advisor headcount this year ahead of the most recent annual enrollment period. Additionally, in 2022, we achieved over $110 million in cost
savings compared to 2021 while preserving our competitive edge and focusing on initiatives with highest in-period returns on investment. We
also migrated our call center technology to a new cloud-based agent monitoring system, which provided new robust capabilities to train
benefit advisors and monitor their performance in real time and made several improvements targeted at expanding our quality assurance
efforts and further enhancing the consumer experience.
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While these initiatives initially caused a decline in conversion rates and increased talk times, we have experienced improvements in
our member retention and profitability metrics. As a result of positive retention dynamics, higher quality performance and the favorable
commissions environment of the past two years, we recognized $48.1 million in net adjustment revenue across most products during 2023.
Additionally, we achieved Medicare Advantage enrollment growth in the fourth quarter annual enrollment period of 2023 as compared to the
fourth quarter annual enrollment period of 2022 and experienced increases in constrained LTV of commissions per approved member across
most products during 2023 compared to 2022.

In the fourth quarter of 2023, the Individual, Family and Small Business segment was renamed “Employer and Individual”. The
Employer and Individual (“E&I”) segment name change was to the name only and had no impact on our historical financial position, results of
operations, cash flow or segment level results previously reported. Going forward, we intend to invest in this segment to grow existing
products, including individual and family and small business plans and ancillary products. We also expect to add new products and services
and explore adjacent markets within the broader health insurance industry, including pursuing both direct-to-consumer strategies as well as
business-to-business strategies for employers of all sizes, including the emerging Individual Coverage Health Reimbursement Arrangements
(“ICHRA”) opportunity.

Remote First Workplace

We adjusted our business operations as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, including shifting to a remote work model and
onboarding and training new benefit advisors remotely. In the third quarter of 2022, we announced a remote first workplace model in the
United States. As a result, except for those employees whose job responsibilities require in-office work, none of our employees are required
to work at the office. As part of the remote first strategy, we executed several subleases of our office space in the United States and vacated
other office spaces in which we evaluated the right-of-use assets and other lease related assets including leasehold improvements, furniture
and fixtures, and computer equipment for impairment under Accounting Standards Codification (“ASC”) 360. We believe flexible workforce
positions will make us a more attractive employer, increase productivity, and enable us to recruit from a more diverse pool of applicants.

Summary of Selected Metrics

We rely upon certain metrics to estimate and recognize commission revenue, evaluate our business performance and facilitate
strategic planning. Our commission revenue is influenced by a number of factors including but not limited to:

• the number of individuals on applications for Medicare-related, individual and family, small business and ancillary health insurance
plans that are approved by the relevant health insurance carriers;

• the number of approved members for Medicare-related, individual and family, small business and ancillary health insurance plans
from whom we have received an initial commission payment; and

• the constrained lifetime value (“LTV,”) of approved members for Medicare-related, individual and family and ancillary health insurance
plans we sell, as well as the estimated annual value of approved members for small business plans we sell.
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Approved Members

Approved members represent the number of individuals on submitted applications that were approved by the relevant insurance
carrier for the identified product during the current period. The applications may be submitted in either the current period or prior periods. Not
all approved members ultimately become paying members.

The following table shows approved members by product for the years presented:
Year Ended December 31,

2023 2022 2021
Medicare

Medicare Advantage 290,712 302,949 399,758 
Medicare Supplement 17,386 18,569 28,020 
Medicare Part D 29,378 40,094 73,292 

Total Medicare 337,476 361,612 501,070 
Individual and Family 27,318 33,271 42,711 
Ancillary 56,789 72,004 97,694 
Small Business 7,613 9,722 11,432 

Total Approved Members 429,196 476,609 652,907 

2023 compared to 2022 – Total approved members declined 10% in 2023 compared to 2022, driven by:

• a 7% decline in Medicare approved members driven by a decrease in approved members across all Medicare products that
we market, primarily due to lower variable marketing spend as we focused on implementing operational enhancements to
our sales and marketing organizations that ultimately resulted in 22% growth in Medicare Advantage approved members in
the fourth quarter of 2023 compared to the same period last year;

• an 18% decline in individual and family plan approved members primarily due to a reduction in member acquisition spend;
• a 21% decline in ancillary approved members due to declines in approved members across all ancillary insurance products

that are typically cross-sold with new individual and family plan enrollments; and
• a 22% decline in small business health insurance approved members, driven by reduced acquisition spend.

2022 compared to 2021 – Total approved members declined 27% in 2022 compared to 2021, driven by:

• a 28% decline in Medicare approved members due to a decrease in approved members across all Medicare products that
we market, reflecting our decision to temporarily pause enrollment volume while implementing various operational initiatives
aimed at increasing the effectiveness of our sales and marketing organizations;

• a 22% decline in individual and family plan approved members due to a 36% decline in approved members for qualified
health plans and an 8% decline in non-qualified health plan approved members primarily due to a reduction in marketing
spend;

• a 26% decline in ancillary approved members across most ancillary plans, which was partly attributed to the decline in
individual and family plan enrollment volume as these enrollments can result in additional sales of ancillary products; and

• a 15% decline in small business health insurance approved members due to the shift of our focus away from the sale of
small business products.
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Estimated Constrained Lifetime Value of Commissions Per Approved Member

The following table shows our estimated constrained LTV, of commissions per approved member by product for the years presented
below:

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022 2021

Medicare 
Medicare Advantage $ 1,049 $ 975 $ 979 
Medicare Supplement 891 935 993 
Medicare Part D 220 194 203 

Individual and Family 
Non-Qualified Health Plans 380 361 274 
Qualified Health Plans 370 333 311 

Ancillary 
Short-term 167 166 169 
Dental 109 105 96 
Vision 73 63 61 

Small Business 230 212 182 

__________
Constrained LTV of commissions per approved member for Medicare, individual and family and ancillary plans represents commissions estimated to be collected over
the estimated life of an approved member’s plan after applying constraints in accordance with our revenue recognition policy. Constrained LTV of commissions per
approved member for small business represents the estimated commissions we expect to collect from the plan over the following twelve months. The estimate is
driven by multiple factors, including but not limited to, contracted commission rates, carrier mix, estimated average plan duration, the regulatory environment,
cancellations of insurance plans offered by health insurance carriers with which we have a relationship, and applied constraints. The constraints are applied to help
ensure that commissions estimated to be collected over the estimated life of an approved member’s plan are recognized as revenue only to the extent that it is
probable that a significant reversal in the amount of cumulative revenue recognized will not occur when the uncertainty associated with future commissions receivable
from the plan is subsequently resolved. These factors may result in varying values from period to period. For additional information on constrained LTV, see “Critical
Accounting Estimates”.

The constraints applied to the total estimated lifetime commissions we expect to receive for selling the plan after the carrier approves an application in order to derive
the constrained LTV of commissions for approved members recognized were 7%, 9% and 7% for Medicare Advantage, Medicare Supplement and Medicare Part D,
respectively, for the years ended December 31, 2023 and 2022.

2023 compared to 2022 – The changes in constrained LTV of commissions per approved member consisted of:

• an 8% increase in Medicare Advantage plans, primarily driven by positive trends in commissions collected as a result of
more favorable commission rates, carrier mix, and improved retention;

• a 5% decrease in Medicare Supplement plans, primarily due to unfavorable commission rates due to carrier mix, partially
offset by favorable retention and increased paid members;

• a 13% increase in Medicare Part D plans, primarily driven by favorable commission rates and improved retention;
• a 11% and 5% increase in qualified and non-qualified plans, respectively, primarily driven by favorable commission rates,

partially offset by unfavorable retention trends; and
• a 16% and 8% increase in vision and small business plans, respectively, primarily driven by favorable commission rates.

2022 compared to 2021 – The changes in constrained LTV of commissions per approved member consisted of:

• flat LTV for Medicare Advantage plans due to decreased estimated average plan durations and lower persistency
observations, the impacts of which were offset by increased contracted rates and improved quality metrics;

• a 6% and 4% decrease for Medicare Supplement and Medicare Part D plans, respectively, primarily due to decreased
estimated average plan durations and lower persistency observations;

(1)(2)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(2)
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• a 32% increase in non-qualified health plans due to more stable persistency observations and an increase in estimated
average plan duration;

• a 7% increase in qualified health plans due to a slight increase in average plan duration;
• a 9% and 3% increase in dental and vision plans, respectively, as a result of an increase in estimated average plan duration;

and
• a 16% increase per approved small business plan member as a result of an increase in estimated average plan duration and

higher commission rates per group.

Estimated Membership

Estimated membership represents the estimated number of members active as of the date indicated based on the number of
members for whom we have received or applied a commission payment during the period of estimation. There is generally up to a few
months lag between newly approved plans and the receipt of commission payments from the health insurance carrier. A member who
purchases and is active on multiple standalone insurance plans will be counted as a member more than once. For example, a member who
is active on both an individual and family health insurance plan and a standalone dental plan will be counted as two continuing members.

Health insurance carriers bill and collect insurance premiums paid by our members. The carriers do not report to us the number of
members that we have as of a given date. The majority of our members who terminate their policies do so by discontinuing their premium
payments to the carrier or notifying the carrier directly and do not inform us of the cancellation. Also, some of our members pay their
premiums less frequently than monthly. Given the number of months required to observe non-payment of commissions in order to confirm
cancellations, we estimate the number of members who are active on insurance policies as of a specified date.

After we have estimated membership for a period, we may receive information from health insurance carriers that would have
impacted the estimate if we had received the information prior to the date of estimation. We may receive commission payments or other
information that indicates that a member who was not included in our estimates for a prior period was in fact an active member at that time,
or that a member who was included in our estimates was in fact not an active member of ours. For instance, we reconcile information carriers
provide to us and may determine that we were not historically paid commissions owed to us, which would cause us to have underestimated
membership. Conversely, carriers may require us to return commission payments paid in a prior period due to policy cancellations for
members we previously estimated as being active. We do not update our estimated membership numbers reported in previous periods.
Instead, we reflect updated information regarding our historical membership in the membership estimate for the current period. If we
experience a significant variance in historical membership as compared to our initial estimates, while we keep the prior period data consistent
with previously reported amounts, we may provide the updated information in other communications or disclosures. As a result of the delay in
our receipt of information from insurance carriers, actual trends in our membership are most discernible over periods longer than from one
quarter to the next, making it difficult for us to determine with any certainty the impact of current conditions on our membership retention.
Various circumstances could cause the assumptions and estimates that we make in connection with estimating our membership to be
inaccurate, which would cause our membership estimates to be inaccurate.
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The following table shows estimated membership by product as of the periods presented below:
As of December 31,

2023 2022 2021
Medicare 

Medicare Advantage 622,896 645,864 632,574 
Medicare Supplement 110,826 100,039 101,794 
Medicare Part D 210,876 229,962 225,129 

Total Medicare 944,598 975,865 959,497 
Individual and Family 86,452 102,971 105,211 
Ancillary 180,741 214,570 235,017 
Small Business 46,225 45,584 46,650 

Total Estimated Membership 1,258,016 1,338,990 1,346,375 

__________________

To estimate the number of members on Medicare-related, individual and family, and ancillary health insurance plans, we take the respective sum of (i) the number of
members for whom we have received or applied a commission payment for a month that may be up to three months prior to the date of estimation (after reducing that
number using historical experience for assumed member cancellations over the period being estimated); and (ii) the number of approved members over that period
(after reducing that number using historical experience for an assumed number of members who do not accept their approved policy and for estimated member
cancellations through the date of the estimate). To the extent we determine through confirmations from a health insurance carrier that a commission payment is
delayed or is inaccurate as of the date of estimation, we adjust the estimated membership to also reflect the number of members for whom we expect to receive or to
refund a commission payment. Further, to the extent we have received substantially all of the commission payments related to a given month during the period being
estimated, we will take the number of members for whom we have received or applied a commission payment during the month of estimation. For ancillary health
insurance plans, the one-to-three-month period varies by insurance product and is largely dependent upon the timeliness of commission payment and related
reporting from the related carriers.

To estimate the number of members on small business health insurance plans, we use the number of initial members at the time the group was approved, and we
update this number for changes in membership if such changes are reported to us by the group or carrier. However, groups generally notify the carrier directly of
policy cancellations and increases or decreases in group size without informing us. Health insurance carriers often do not communicate policy cancellation information
or group size changes to us. We often are made aware of policy cancellations and group size changes at the time of annual renewal and update our membership
statistics accordingly in the period they are reported.

2023 compared to 2022 – Total estimated membership declined 6% as of December 31, 2023 compared to December 31, 2022 due
to:

• a 3% decline in Medicare estimated membership year over year, driven by:
◦ a 4% and 8% decline in Medicare Advantage and Medicare Part D plans, respectively, primarily due to a decrease in

overall Medicare approved applications as we temporarily reduced our investment in demand generation initiatives,
◦ partially offset by an 11% increase in Medicare Supplement plans, primarily driven by an 8% increase in approved

members in the fourth quarter of 2023 compared to 2022;
• a 16% decline in individual and family plan estimated membership year over year due to a decrease in approved

applications; and
• a 16% decline in overall ancillary plan estimated membership year over year, primarily due to a decline in approved

applications across most ancillary plans.

2022 compared to 2021 – Total estimated membership was flat as of December 31, 2022 compared to December 31, 2021 due to:

• a 2% increase in Medicare estimated membership year over year driven by:
◦ a 2% increase in both Medicare Advantage and Medicare Part D plans reflective of new enrollments generated

during the year, net of estimated attrition,
◦ partially offset by a 2% decline in Medicare Supplement plans;

• a 2% decline in individual and family plan estimated membership year over year due to a decrease in new enrollments; and
• a 9% decline in ancillary plan estimated membership year over year due to the decline of estimated membership across all

ancillary plans.

(1)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)
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Member Acquisition

Marketing initiatives are an important component of our strategy to increase revenue and are primarily designed to encourage
consumers to complete an application for health insurance. We calculate and evaluate the customer care and enrollment (“CC&E”) expense
per approved member and the variable marketing cost per approved member. We incur CC&E expenses in assisting applicants during the
enrollment process. Variable marketing costs represent costs incurred in member acquisition from our direct marketing and marketing partner
channels. Variable marketing costs exclude fixed overhead costs, such as personnel related costs, consulting expenses, facilities and other
operating costs allocated to the marketing and advertising department.

The numerator used to calculate each member acquisition metric discussed above is the portion of the respective operating
expenses for CC&E and marketing and advertising that is directly related to member acquisition for our sale of Medicare Advantage,
Medicare Supplement and Medicare Part D prescription drug plans (collectively, “Medicare Plans”) and for all individual and family major
medical plans and short-term health insurance plans (collectively, “IFP Plans”), respectively. The denominator used to calculate each metric
is based on a derived metric that represents the relative value of the new members acquired. For Medicare Plans, we call this derived metric
Medicare Advantage (“MA”)-equivalent approved members, and for IFP Plans, we call this derived metric IFP-equivalent approved members.
The calculations for MA-equivalent approved members and for IFP-equivalent approved members are based on the weighted number of
approved members for Medicare Plans and IFP Plans during the period, with the number of approved members adjusted based on the
relative LTV of the product they are purchasing. Since the LTV for any product fluctuates from period to period, the weight given to each
product was determined based on their relative LTVs at the time of our adoption of ASC 606.

The following table shows the variable marketing cost per approved member and the CC&E cost per approved member metrics
for the periods presented below:

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022 2021

Medicare:
CC&E cost per MA-equivalent approved member $ 471 $ 397 $ 383 
Variable marketing cost per MA-equivalent approved member 449 491 523 

Total acquisition cost per MA-equivalent approved member $ 920 $ 888 $ 906 
Individual and Family Plan:

CC&E cost per IFP-equivalent approved member $ 191 $ 131 $ 91 
Variable marketing cost per IFP-equivalent approved member 61 72 67 

Total acquisition cost per IFP-equivalent approved member $ 252 $ 203 $ 158 

_____________
MA-equivalent approved members is a derived metric with a Medicare Part D approved member being weighted at 25% of a Medicare Advantage member and a
Medicare Supplement member based on their relative LTVs at the time of our adoption of ASC 606. We calculate the number of MA-equivalent approved members by
adding the total number of approved Medicare Advantage and Medicare Supplement members and 25% of the total number of approved Medicare Part D members
during the years presented.

IFP-equivalent approved members is a derived metric with a short-term approved member being weighted at 33% of a major medical individual and family health
insurance plan member based on their relative LTVs at the time of our adoption of ASC 606. We calculate the number of IFP-equivalent approved members by adding
the total number of approved qualified and non-qualified health plan members and 33% of the total number of short-term approved members during the years
presented.

Medicare

2023 compared to 2022 – Total acquisition cost per MA-equivalent approved member increased $32, or 4%, in 2023 compared to
2022, driven by:

• a $74, or 19%, increase in CC&E cost per MA-equivalent approved member due to an increase in costs associated with the
hiring and training of a higher number of new benefit advisors in 2023 compared to 2022 as well as a decline in approved
members in 2023 compared to 2022;

• partially offset by a $42, or 9%, decrease in variable marketing cost per MA-equivalent approved member, primarily due to
continued disciplined marketing spend in 2023 compared to 2022.

(1)

 (1)

 (2)

 (2)

(1)

(2)
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2022 compared to 2021 – Total acquisition cost per MA-equivalent approved member decreased $18, or 2%, in 2022 compared to
2021, driven by:

• a $32, or 6%, decrease in variable marketing cost per MA-equivalent approved member primarily due to a decline in our
marketing spend as part of our cost savings initiatives in 2022;

• partially offset by a $14, or 4%, increase in CC&E cost per MA-equivalent approved member due to overall lower telephonic
conversion rates combined with a large number of full-time Medicare agents relative to our planned demand needs at the
beginning of the year until the cost reduction program was implemented in April 2022.

Individual and Family

2023 compared to 2022 – Total acquisition cost per IFP-equivalent approved member increased $49, or 24%, in 2023 compared to
2022, driven by:

• a $60, or 46%, increase in CC&E cost per IFP-equivalent approved member due to an increase in costs associated with the
hiring and training of a higher number of new benefit advisors in 2023 and the overall decline in approved members, as well
as increased investments in IFP, including ICHRA and state exchange opportunities;

• partially offset by an $11, or 15%, decrease in variable marketing cost per IFP-equivalent approved member, primarily due to
more disciplined marketing spend in 2023.

2022 compared to 2021 – Total acquisition cost per IFP-equivalent approved member increased $45, or 28%, in 2022 compared to
2021, driven by:

• a $40, or 44%, increase in CC&E cost per IFP-equivalent approved member primarily due to an increase in the number of
benefit advisors as we pursue the emerging opportunities in the ICHRA and state exchange business; and

• a $5, or 7%, increase in variable marketing cost per IFP-equivalent member primarily driven by the decline in approved
members.
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Results of Operations  

The following table sets forth our operating results and related percentage of total revenue for the years presented below (dollars in
thousands):
 Year Ended December 31,
 2023 2022 2021
Revenue:     

Commission $ 403,924 89 % $ 361,246 89 % $ 493,119 92 %
Other 48,947 11 % 44,110 11 % 45,080 8 %

Total revenue 452,871 100 % 405,356 100 % 538,199 100 %
Operating costs and expenses 

Cost of revenue 1,771 — % 1,647 — % 1,992 — %
Marketing and advertising 173,326 38 % 195,088 48 % 271,300 50 %
Customer care and enrollment 159,060 35 % 141,099 35 % 179,295 33 %
Technology and content 61,027 13 % 78,809 19 % 83,800 16 %
General and administrative 86,761 19 % 71,810 18 % 75,699 14 %
Amortization of intangible assets — — % — — % 536 — %
Impairment, restructuring and other charges — — % 19,616 5 % 51,222 10 %

Total operating costs and expenses 481,945 106 % 508,069 125 % 663,844 123 %
Loss from operations (29,074) (6)% (102,713) (25)% (125,645) (23)%
Interest expense (10,974) (2)% (7,627) (2)% (845) — %
Other income, net 9,453 2 % 3,951 1 % 1,600 — %
Loss before income taxes (30,595) (7)% (106,389) (26)% (124,890) (23)%
Benefit from income taxes (2,381) (1)% (17,667) (4)% (20,515) (4)%
Net loss $ (28,214) (6)% $ (88,722) (22)% $ (104,375) (19)%

____________

Operating costs and expenses include the following amounts of stock-based compensation expense (in thousands): 
 Year Ended December 31,
 2023 2022 2021
Marketing and advertising $ 2,201 $ 1,901 $ 8,660 
Customer care and enrollment 2,287 2,096 2,836 
Technology and content 4,498 6,015 10,013 
General and administrative 14,227 10,304 11,348 

Total stock-based compensation expense $ 23,213 $ 20,316 $ 32,857 

Revenue

Our commission revenue, other revenue and total revenue are summarized as follows (dollars in thousands): 
 Change Change
 2023 $ % 2022 $ % 2021
Commission $ 403,924 $ 42,678 12 % $ 361,246 $ (131,873) (27)% $ 493,119

% of total revenue 89 % 89 % 92 %
Other 48,947 4,837 11 % 44,110 (970) (2)% 45,080

% of total revenue 11 % 11 % 8 %
Total revenue $ 452,871 $ 47,515 12 % $ 405,356 (132,843) (25)% $ 538,199

(1)

(1)     
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2023 compared to 2022 – Commission revenue increased $42.7 million, or 12%, in 2023 compared to 2022 due to:

• a $39.5 million, or 12%, increase in commission revenue from the Medicare segment driven by:
◦ net adjustment revenue from prior period enrollments of $33.5 million in 2023 compared to $(2.3) million of net

adjustment revenue in 2022;
◦ improved constrained LTV of commissions per approved member for Medicare Advantage and Medicare Part D

plans;
◦ partially offset by a 7% decline in Medicare plan approved members across all Medicare products that we market;

and
◦ a decrease in constrained LTV of commissions per approved member for Medicare Supplement plans.

• a $3.2 million, or 8%, increase in commission revenue from the E&I segment primarily driven by:
◦ net adjustment revenue from prior period enrollments of $14.5 million in 2023 compared to $8.7 million of net

adjustment revenue in 2022;
◦ improved constrained LTV of commissions per approved member for both qualified and non-qualified plans;
◦ partially offset by a 18% decrease in individual and family plan approved members; and
◦ a 21% decline in ancillary product approved members.

Other revenue increased $4.8 million, or 11%, in 2023 compared to 2022 due to an increase in non-broker of record revenue and
post-enrollment services we provide to Medicare plan members.

Net adjustment revenue consists of increases in revenue for certain prior period cohorts as well as reductions in revenue for certain
prior period cohorts. We recognize positive adjustments to revenue to the extent that it is probable that a significant reversal in the amount of
cumulative revenue recognized will not occur.

See Segment Information below and Note 2 – Revenue in our Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements for more information on
commission revenue.

2022 compared to 2021 – Commission revenue decreased $131.9 million, or 27%, in 2022 compared to 2021 due to:

• a $109.1 million, or 25%, decrease in commission revenue from the Medicare segment driven by:
◦ a 28% decline in Medicare plan approved members across all Medicare products that we market; and
◦ partially offset by net adjustment revenue from prior period enrollments of $(2.3) million in 2022 which was favorable

compared to $(8.4) million of net adjustment revenue from prior period enrollments in 2021.
• a $22.7 million, or 36%, decrease in commission revenue from the E&I segment driven by:

◦ a 22% decrease in individual and family plan approved members;
◦ a 26% decline in ancillary product approved members; and
◦ $8.7 million in net adjustment revenue from prior period enrollments in 2022 compared to $30.2 million of net

adjustment revenue from prior period enrollments in 2021.

Other revenue decreased $1.0 million, or 2%, in 2022 compared to the same period in 2021 due to a decrease in advertising
revenue.
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Cost of Revenue 

Cost of revenue consists of payments related to health insurance plans sold to members who were referred to our website by
marketing partners with whom we have revenue-sharing arrangements. In order to enter into a revenue-sharing arrangement, marketing
partners must be licensed to sell health insurance in the state where the policy is sold. Costs related to revenue-sharing arrangements are
expensed as the related revenue is recognized.

Our cost of revenue is summarized as follows (dollars in thousands):
 Change Change
 2023 $ % 2022 $ % 2021
Cost of revenue $ 1,771 $ 124 8 % $ 1,647 $ (345) (17)% 1,992 
% of total revenue — % — % — %

2023 compared to 2022 – Cost of revenue increased $0.1 million in 2023, compared to 2022, primarily due to increased activity
from our revenue sharing arrangements.

2022 compared to 2021 – Cost of revenue decreased $0.3 million in 2022, compared to 2021, primarily due to decreased activity
from our revenue sharing arrangements.

Marketing and Advertising  

Marketing and advertising expenses consist primarily of member acquisition expenses associated with our direct marketing and
marketing partner member acquisition channels, in addition to compensation and other expenses related to marketing, business
development, partner management, public relations and carrier relations personnel who support our offerings. We recognize expenses in our
direct marketing acquisition channel in the period in which they are incurred, including in the period in which the consumer clicks on the
advertisement for direct online channels. We generally compensate our marketing partners for referrals based on the consumer submitting a
health insurance application on our platform, regardless of whether the consumer’s application is approved by the health insurance carrier, or
for the referral of a Medicare-related lead to us by the marketing partner.

Some of our marketing partners have tiered arrangements where the amount we pay the marketing partner per submitted application
increases as the volume of submitted applications we receive from the marketing partner increases. We recognize these expenditures in the
period when a marketing partner’s referral results in the submission of a health insurance application.  Increases in submitted applications
resulting from marketing partner referrals or visitors to our website from our direct marketing channel has in the past, and could in the future,
result in marketing and advertising expenses significantly higher than our expectations.

Our marketing and advertising expenses are summarized as follows (dollars in thousands): 
 Change Change
 2023 $ % 2022 $ % 2021
Marketing and advertising $ 173,326 $ (21,762) (11)% $ 195,088 $ (76,212) (28)% $ 271,300 
% of total revenue 38 % 48 % 50 %

2023 compared to 2022 – Marketing and advertising expenses decreased by $21.8 million, or 11%, in 2023, compared to 2022,
primarily driven by a $22.9 million decrease in variable advertising costs and a $2.7 million decrease in consulting costs, partially offset by
increases of $2.8 million in personnel related costs and $1.8 million of expenses related to our Company rebrand, which launched in early
October 2023. The decrease in variable advertising expenses was due to a decrease in our direct marketing, specifically online advertising
and select lead generation partners as we shifted to a more targeted deployment of our marketing budget to emphasize the highest
performing channels.

2022 compared to 2021 – Marketing and advertising expenses decreased by $76.2 million, or 28%, in 2022, compared to 2021,
primarily due to a $70.7 million decrease in variable advertising costs, $6.8 million
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decrease in stock-based compensation, and $1.4 million decrease in personnel related costs, partially offset by increases of $1.9 million in
consulting costs and $1.3 million in facilities and operating costs. The decrease in variable advertising expenses was due to a decrease in
our advertising expense through select lead generation partners and direct TV channels as we shifted to a more targeted deployment of our
marketing budget to emphasize the highest performing channels.

Customer Care and Enrollment

Customer care and enrollment expenses primarily consist of compensation, benefits, and licensing costs for personnel engaged in
assistance to applicants who call our advisor enrollment center and for benefit advisors who assist applicants during the enrollment process.

Our customer care and enrollment expenses are summarized as follows (dollars in thousands):
 Change Change
 2023 $ % 2022 $ % 2021
Customer care and enrollment $ 159,060 $ 17,961 13 % $ 141,099 $ (38,196) (21)% $ 179,295 
% of total revenue 35 % 35 % 33 %

2023 compared to 2022 – Customer care and enrollment expenses increased by $18.0 million, or 13%, in 2023 compared to 2022.
This increase was primarily due to a $17.7 million increase in personnel costs associated with a higher headcount, including to the hiring,
training and licensing of our new benefit advisors.

2022 compared to 2021 – Customer care and enrollment expenses decreased by $38.2 million, or 21%, in 2022 compared to 2021.
This decrease was primarily due to a $32.1 million decrease in personnel costs associated with a decrease in headcount, a $5.9 million
decrease in consulting expenses and a $0.7 million decrease in stock-based compensation expense, partially offset by a $0.7 million
increase in facilities and other operating expenses. The decrease in personnel costs reflects our targeted headcount reduction implemented
in April 2022 and our decision to limit the hiring of new benefit advisors in preparation for the annual enrollment period in the fourth quarter,
compared to 2021.

Technology and Content

Technology and content expenses consist primarily of compensation and benefits costs for personnel associated with developing and
enhancing our website technology as well as maintaining our website. A portion of our technology and content group is located at our wholly-
owned subsidiary in China, where technology development costs are generally lower than in the United States.

Our technology and content expenses are summarized as follows (dollars in thousands):
 Change Change
 2023 $ % 2022 $ % 2021
Technology and content $ 61,027 $ (17,782) (23)% $ 78,809 $ (4,991) (6)% $ 83,800 
% of total revenue 13 % 19 % 16 %

2023 compared to 2022 – Technology and content expenses decreased $17.8 million, or 23%, in 2023 compared to 2022, primarily
due to decreases of $10.4 million in personnel and compensation costs due to lower headcount, $5.4 million in facilities and other operating
costs and $1.5 million in stock-based compensation expense.

2022 compared to 2021 – Technology and content expenses decreased $5.0 million, or 6%, in 2022 compared to 2021, reflective of
our cost reduction program and primarily due to decreases of $4.0 million in stock-based compensation expense, $2.8 million in consulting
costs, $1.5 million in personnel and compensation costs
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due to lower headcount and a $1.6 million decrease in depreciation and amortization, partially offset by increases of $4.4 million in
amortization of internally-developed software and $0.5 million in facilities and other operating costs.

General and Administrative  

General and administrative expenses include compensation and benefits costs for personnel working in our executive, finance,
investor relations, government affairs, legal, compliance, human resources, internal audit, facilities, and internal information technology
departments. These expenses also include fees paid for outside professional services, including audit, tax, legal, government affairs, and
information technology fees.

Our general and administrative expenses are summarized as follows (dollars in thousands):
 Change Change
 2023 $ % 2022 $ % 2021
General and administrative $ 86,761 $ 14,951 21 % $ 71,810 $ (3,889) (5)% $ 75,699 
% of total revenue 19 % 18 % 14 %

2023 compared to 2022 – General and administrative expenses increased by $15.0 million, or 21%, in 2023 compared to 2022,
primarily driven by increases of $11.6 million in facilities and other operating costs, $5.6 million in compensation and personnel costs and
$3.9 million in stock-based compensation expense, partially offset by decreases of $2.7 million in consulting costs, $2.4 million in licensing
fees and $1.8 million in depreciation and amortization expense.

2022 compared to 2021 – General and administrative expenses decreased by $3.9 million, or 5%, in 2022 compared to 2021,
primarily due to decreases of $9.5 million in facilities and other operating costs and $1.0 million in stock-based compensation expense,
partially offset by an increase of $5.9 million in compensation and personnel costs.

Amortization of Intangible Assets 

Our intangible asset amortization expense is summarized as follows (dollars in thousands):
 Change Change
 2023 $ % 2022 $ % 2021
Amortization of intangible assets $ — $ — * $ — $ (536) (100)% $ 536 
% of total revenue — % — % — %

2023 compared to 2022 – We had no amortization expense in 2023 or 2022.

2022 compared to 2021 – Amortization expense decreased in 2022 compared to 2021 due to the impairment of our finite-lived
intangible assets at December 31, 2021.
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Impairment, Restructuring and Other Charges

Our impairment, restructuring and other charges consist primarily of severance, transition and other related costs and goodwill and
intangible asset impairment charges. Our impairment, restructuring and other charges are summarized as follows (dollars in thousands):

 Change Change
 2023 $ % 2022 $ % 2021
Impairment, restructuring and other
charges $ — $ (19,616) (100)% $ 19,616 $ (31,606) (62)% $ 51,222 
% of total revenue — % 5 % 10 %

2023 compared to 2022 – We incurred no impairment, restructuring and other charges for the year ended December 31, 2023,
compared to $19.6 million for 2022. The charges from 2022 primarily consisted of $12.1 million related to the subleasing and vacating of
several of our office spaces and $7.5 million of severance and other personnel related cost as a result of the restructuring that took place
throughout 2022.

2022 compared to 2021 – Impairment, restructuring and other charges for the year ended December 31, 2022 primarily consisted of
$12.1 million related to the subleasing and vacating of several of our office spaces, primarily consisting of $9.6 million of operating lease
right-of-use asset and $2.2 million of property, plant and equipment impairment charges as well as $7.5 million of severance and other
personnel related cost as a result of the restructuring that took place throughout 2022. In the first half of 2022, we eliminated approximately
14% of our workforce, primarily within our customer care and enrollment group, and to a lesser extent, in our marketing and advertising,
technology and content, and general and administrative groups, and, as a result, recorded pre-tax restructuring charges of $6.2 million of
restructuring charges. In the second half of 2022, we incurred pre-tax restructuring charges of $1.3 million for additional eliminated positions.

Interest Expense

Interest expense primarily consists of interest expense and amortization of debt issuance costs related to our Credit Agreement. See
Note 12 – Debt in our Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements in Part II, Item 8 of this Form 10-K for more information. Our interest
expense is summarized as follows (dollars in thousands):

 Change Change
 2023 $ % 2022 $ % 2021
Interest expense $ (10,974) $ (3,347) (44)% $ (7,627) $ (6,782) 803 % $ (845)
% of total revenue (2)% (2)% — %

2023 compared to 2022 – Interest expense increased by $3.3 million, or 44%, primarily driven by a $3.2 million increase in debt
interest expense as a result of higher interest rates and $0.5 million of debt issuance cost amortization.

2022 compared to 2021 – Interest expense increased by $6.8 million, or 803%, primarily driven by $5.9 million of interest expense
and $1.3 million of debt issuance cost amortization related to the credit agreement with Blue Torch Finance, LLC, which was entered into
during the first quarter of 2022.
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Other Income, Net

Other income, net, primarily consisted of interest income and margin earned on commissions received from Medicare plan members
transferred to us in 2010 through 2012 by a broker partner. Our other income, net is summarized as follows (dollars in thousands):
 Change Change
 2023 $ % 2022 $ % 2021
Other income, net $ 9,453 $ 5,502 139 % $ 3,951 $ 2,351 147 % $ 1,600 
% of total revenue 2 % 1 % — %

2023 compared to 2022 – Other income, net was $9.5 million in 2023 compared to other income, net of $4.0 million in 2022. The
change was primarily driven by an increase of $5.6 million in interest income as a result of favorable short-term investment rates.

2022 compared to 2021 – Other income, net was $3.9 million in 2022 compared to other income, net of $1.6 million in 2021,
primarily driven by an increase of $2.6 million in interest income.

Benefit from Income Taxes

Our benefit from income taxes is summarized as follows (dollars in thousands):
 Change Change
 2023 $ % 2022 $ % 2021
Benefit from income taxes $ (2,381) $ 15,286 87 % $ (17,667) $ 2,848 14 % $ (20,515)
Effective tax rate 7.8 % 16.6 % 16.4 %

Year Ended December 31, 2023 – For the year ended December 31, 2023, we recorded a benefit from income taxes of $2.4 million
representing an effective tax rate of 7.8%. In 2023, the effective tax rate was lower than the statutory tax rate due to stock-based
compensation adjustments and changes to the valuation allowance, offset by state tax and research and development tax credits.

Year Ended December 31, 2022 – For the year ended December 31, 2022, we recorded a benefit from income taxes of $17.7
million representing an effective tax rate of 16.6%. In 2022, the effective tax rate was lower than the statutory tax rate due to stock-based
compensation adjustments and changes to the valuation allowance, offset by state tax and research and development tax credits.

Year Ended December 31, 2021 – For the year ended December 31, 2021, we recorded a benefit from income taxes of $20.5
million representing an effective tax rate of 16.4%. In 2021, the effective tax rate was lower than the statutory tax rate due to goodwill
impairment, stock-based compensation adjustments, changes to the valuation allowance, partially offset by research and development tax
credits.

Segment Information

We report segment information based on how our chief executive officer, who is our chief operating decision maker (“CODM”),
regularly reviews our operating results, allocates resources, and makes decisions regarding our business operations. The performance
measures of our segments include revenue and segment profit (loss). Our business structure is comprised of two operating segments:

• Medicare; and
• Employer and Individual.
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Our CODM does not separately evaluate assets by segment, with the exception of commissions receivable, and therefore assets by
segment are not presented.

The Medicare segment consists primarily of amounts earned from our sale of Medicare-related health insurance plans, including
Medicare Advantage, Medicare Supplement and Medicare Part D prescription drug plans, fees earned for the performance of administrative
services, amounts earned from our non-broker of record arrangements, our performance of various post-enrollment services for members
and to a lesser extent, amounts earned from our sale of ancillary products sold to our Medicare-eligible customers, including but not limited
to, dental and vision plans, as well as amounts we are paid in connection with our advertising program for marketing and other services.

The E&I segment consists primarily of amounts earned from our sale of individual, family and small business health insurance plans,
including both qualified and non-qualified plans, and ancillary products sold to our non-Medicare-eligible customers, including but not limited
to, dental, vision and short-term insurance. To a lesser extent, the E&I segment consists of amounts earned from our online sponsorship and
advertising program that allows carriers to purchase advertising space in specific markets in a sponsorship area on our website, and our
technology licensing and lead referral activities.

Marketing and advertising, customer care and enrollment, technology and content and general and administrative operating
expenses that are directly attributable to a segment are reported within the applicable segment. Indirect marketing and advertising, customer
care and enrollment, and technology and content operating expenses are allocated to each segment based on usage. Corporate consists of
other indirect general and administrative operating expenses, excluding stock-based compensation expense, depreciation and amortization,
which are managed in a corporate shared services environment and, since they are not the responsibility of segment operating management,
are not allocated to the reportable segments and are instead reported within Corporate.

The performance of each reportable segment is evaluated based on several factors, including revenue and segment profit (loss),
which is calculated as total revenue for the applicable segment less direct and indirect allocated marketing and advertising, customer care
and enrollment, technology and content and general and administrative operating expenses, excluding stock-based compensation expense,
depreciation and amortization, amortization of intangible assets, impairment, restructuring and other charges, interest expense and other
income (expense), net.
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Our operating segment revenue and segment profit (loss) are summarized as follows (in thousands):
 Change Change
 2023 $ % 2022 $ % 2021
Revenue:    
Medicare $ 406,467 $ 44,780 12 % $ 361,687 $ (109,530) (23)% $ 471,217 
Employer and Individual 46,404 2,735 6 % 43,669 (23,313) (35)% 66,982 

Total revenue $ 452,871 47,515 12 % $ 405,356 (132,843) (25)% $ 538,199 
Segment profit (loss)
Medicare $ 54,748 64,621 655 % $ (9,873) 2,206 18 % $ (12,079)
Employer and Individual 25,841 4,403 21 % 21,438 (24,267) (53)% 45,705 

Segment profit 80,589 69,024 597 % 11,565 (22,061) (66)% 33,626 
Corporate (66,534) (13,296) (25)% (53,238) 3,087 5 % (56,325)
Stock-based compensation expense (23,213) (2,897) (14)% (20,316) 12,541 38 % (32,857)
Depreciation and amortization (19,916) 1,192 6 % (21,108) (2,777) (15)% (18,331)
Impairment, restructuring and other
charges — 19,616 100 % (19,616) 31,606 62 % (51,222)
Amortization of intangible assets — — — % — 536 100 % (536)
Interest expense (10,974) (3,347) (44)% (7,627) (6,782) (803)% (845)
Other income, net 9,453 5,502 139 % 3,951 2,351 147 % 1,600 

Loss before income taxes $ (30,595) 75,794 71 % $ (106,389) 18,501 15 % $ (124,890)

Medicare Segment

2023 compared to 2022 – Revenue from our Medicare segment increased $44.8 million, or 12%, in 2023 compared to 2022,
primarily attributable to a $39.5 million increase in Medicare segment commission revenue. The increase in Medicare segment commission
revenue was primarily due to a $42.3 million increase in Medicare Advantage plan commission revenue, driven by $33.5 million in net
adjustment revenue in 2023 compared to $(2.3) million in net adjustment revenue in 2022, partially offset by a 4% decline in Medicare
Advantage approved members.

Our Medicare segment profit was $54.7 million in 2023, an increase of $64.6 million or 655%, compared to 2022 segment loss of
$9.9 million. This was driven by a $44.8 million increase in revenue and a $19.8 million decrease in operating expenses, excluding stock-
based compensation expense, depreciation and amortization expenses, impairment, restructuring and other charges, interest expense and
other income (expense). The decrease in operating expenses was mostly attributable to impacts from the continuation of our transformation
initiatives from the prior year.

2022 compared to 2021 – Revenue from our Medicare segment decreased $109.5 million, or 23%, in 2022 compared to 2021,
primarily attributable to a $109.1 million decrease in Medicare segment commission revenue. The decrease in Medicare segment
commission revenue was primarily due to a $100.3 million decrease in Medicare Advantage plan commission revenue, driven by a 24%
decline in Medicare Advantage approved members.

Our Medicare segment loss was $9.9 million in 2022, a decrease of $2.2 million or 18%, compared to 2021 segment loss of $12.1
million. This was driven by a $111.7 million decrease in operating expenses, excluding stock-based compensation expense, depreciation and
amortization expenses, impairment, restructuring and other charges, interest expense and other income (expense), offset by a $109.5 million
decrease in revenue. The decrease in operating expenses was mostly attributable to impacts from our transformation initiatives in 2022.
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Employer and Individual Segment

2023 compared to 2022 – Revenue from our E&I segment increased $2.7 million, or 6%, in 2023 compared to 2022, primarily
attributable to a $3.2 million increase in commission revenue, driven by $14.5 million in net adjustment revenue from prior period enrollments
in 2023 compared to net adjustment revenue of $8.7 million in 2022, partially offset by an 18% decline in individual and family plan approved
members and a 21% decline in ancillary plan approved members compared to the same period in 2022.

Our E&I segment profit was $25.8 million in 2023, an increase of $4.4 million, or 21%, compared to 2022. The increase was driven
by a $2.7 million increase in revenue and a $1.7 million decrease in operating expenses, excluding stock-based compensation expense,
depreciation and amortization expenses, impairment, restructuring and other charges, interest expense and other income (expense). The
decrease in operating expenses was mostly attributable to impacts from our transformation initiatives in 2022.

2022 compared to 2021 – Revenue from our E&I segment decreased $23.3 million, or 35%, in 2022 compared to 2021, primarily
attributable to a $22.7 million decrease in commission revenue, driven by a 22% decline in individual and family plan approved members and
a 26% decline in ancillary plan approved members compared to the same period in 2021, along with $8.7 million in net adjustment revenue
from prior period enrollments in 2022 compared to net adjustment revenue of $30.2 million in 2021.

Our E&I segment profit was $21.4 million in 2022, a decrease of $24.3 million, or 53%, compared to 2021. The decrease was driven
by a $23.3 million decrease in revenue and a $1.0 million increase in operating expenses, excluding stock-based compensation expense,
depreciation and amortization expenses, impairment, restructuring and other charges, interest expense and other income (expense).

Liquidity and Capital Resources

As of December 31, 2023, we had cash, cash equivalents and short-term marketable securities of $121.7 million. During the year
ended December 31, 2023, our operating outflow was $6.7 million, as summarized below. We have historically financed our operations
primarily through cash generated from our operations, equity issuances and debt financing. Our principal uses of cash in recent periods have
been funding working capital, purchases of short-term investments, the satisfaction of tax withholding obligations in connection with the
settlement of restricted stock units, making payments on our operating lease obligations and service and licensing obligations and complying
with our debt servicing requirements and preferred stock dividend payment obligations.

Cash and Cash Equivalents

Our cash, cash equivalents, and short-term marketable securities are summarized as follows (in thousands):
December 31, 2023 December 31, 2022

Cash and cash equivalents $ 115,722 $ 144,401 
Short-term marketable securities 5,930 — 
Total cash, cash equivalents, and short-term marketable securities $ 121,652 $ 144,401 

Cash equivalents, which are comprised of financial instruments with an original maturity of 90 days or less from the date of purchase,
primarily consist of commercial paper, money market funds and agency bonds. We also maintained $3.1 million and $3.2 million in restricted
cash as of December 31, 2023 and December 31, 2022, respectively.
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Material Cash Requirements

Our material cash requirements include our operating leases and service and licensing obligations. See Note 10 – Leases in our
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements for details of our operating lease obligations. We have entered into service and licensing
agreements with third party vendors to provide various services, including network access, equipment maintenance and software licensing.
The terms of these services and licensing agreements are generally up to three years. We record the related service and licensing expenses
on a straight-line basis, although actual cash payment obligations under certain of these agreements fluctuate over the terms of the
agreements. See Note 8 – Commitments and Contingencies in our Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.

Short-term obligations were $8.9 million for leases and $6.2 million for service and licensing as of December 31, 2023. Long-term
obligations were $31.9 million for leases and $1.1 million for service and licensing as of December 31, 2023. We expect to fund these
obligations through our existing cash and cash equivalents and cash generated from operations.

Convertible Preferred Stock

Pursuant to an investment agreement dated February 17, 2021 with Echelon Health SPV, LP (“H.I.G.”) (the “H.I.G. Investment
Agreement”), we issued and sold 2,250,000 shares of Series A convertible preferred stock (“Series A Preferred Stock”) at an aggregate
purchase price of $225.0 million to H.I.G. in a private placement and received $214.0 million net proceeds on April 30, 2021. During the year
ended December 31, 2023, we made our 2% semiannual cash dividend payment in the aggregate amount of $3.5 million. The H.I.G.
Investment Agreement also provides certain redemption rights on or after April 2027. In addition, the Company is required to maintain an
Asset Coverage Ratio (as defined in the H.I.G. Investment Agreement) of at least 2.5x, which increased from 2.0x in August 2023 (the
“Minimum Asset Coverage Ratio”) and a Minimum Liquidity Amount (as defined in the H.I.G. Investment Agreement). Failure to maintain the
Minimum Asset Coverage Ratio or the Minimum Liquidity Amount as of the date or the time period as required by the H.I.G. Investment
Agreement, for as long as H.I.G. continues to own at least 30% of the Series A Preferred Stock originally issued to it in the private placement,
entitles H.I.G., subject to the conditions and restrictions specified therein, to additional rights, including, the right to nominate one additional
member to the Company’s Board of Directors, the right to approve the Company’s annual budget, the right to approve hiring or termination of
certain key executives and the right to approve the incurrence of certain indebtedness. See Note 6 – Convertible Preferred Stock of the
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements in Part II, Item 8 of this Form 10-K for more information.

As of December 31, 2023, we complied with the Minimum Liquidity Amount. As of September 30, 2023, we failed to maintain the
Minimum Asset Coverage Ratio, which entitles H.I.G. to the additional rights set forth above. Our failure to maintain the Minimum Asset
Coverage Ratio does not entitle H.I.G. to accelerate the redemption of the Series A Preferred Stock nor is it expected to materially impact our
ability to generate and obtain adequate amounts of cash to meet our short-term or long-term requirements.

Term Loan Credit Agreement

On February 28, 2022, we entered into a term loan credit agreement providing for a $70.0 million secured term loan credit facility
with Blue Torch Finance LLC, as administrative agent and collateral agent, and other lenders party thereto, which agreement was
subsequently amended on August 16, 2022 (as amended, the “Credit Agreement”) to update our borrowing benchmark from LIBOR to
SOFR. The Credit Agreement matures in February 2025. As part of the Credit Agreement, we incur a $0.3 million fee per annum, payable
annually. In connection with our receiving the loan under the Credit Agreement, we terminated our credit agreement with Royal Bank of
Canada (“RBC”), pursuant to which we had an up to $75 million revolving credit facility. The loans under the Credit Agreement bear interest,
at our option, at either a rate based on the Adjusted Term SOFR or a base rate, in each case plus a margin. The base rate is the highest of
the prime rate, the federal funds rate plus 0.50% and the three-month Adjusted Term SOFR plus 1.00%. The margin is 7.50% for Adjusted
Term SOFR loans and 6.50% for base rate loans. As of December 31, 2023, the interest rate was 13.15%. For the years ended December
31, 2023 and 2022, we incurred interest expense of $9.1 million and $5.9 million, respectively.
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As of December 31, 2023, the carrying value of the loan under the Credit Agreement was $67.8 million and we were in compliance
with our loan covenants. See Note 12 – Debt in our Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements regarding our previously terminated credit
agreement with RBC and additional information regarding the Credit Agreement.

Availability and Use of Cash

We believe our current cash, cash equivalents and short-term marketable securities, including the proceeds from the equity financing
we obtained on April 30, 2021 under the H.I.G. Investment Agreement and the term loan we obtained on February 28, 2022 under the Credit
Agreement, and expected cash collections will be sufficient to fund our operations for at least 12 months after the filing date of this Annual
Report on Form 10-K, as well as to refinance or select other alternatives based on market conditions for our term loan under our Credit
Agreement that matures in February 2025.

Our future capital requirements will depend on many factors, including our enrollment volume, membership, retention rates, telesales
conversion rates, and our level of investment in technology and content, marketing and advertising, customer care and enrollment, and other
initiatives. In addition, our cash position could be impacted by the level of investments we make to pursue our strategy. To the extent that
available funds are insufficient to fund our future activities or to execute our financial strategy, we may raise additional capital through bank
debt, or public or private capital financing to the extent such funding sources are available. In the event that additional financing is required
from outside sources, we may not be able to raise it on terms acceptable to us or at all.

Cash Activities

Our cash flows for the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022 and 2021 are summarized as follows (in thousands):
 Year Ended December 31,
 2023 2022 2021
Net cash used in operating activities $ (6,692) $ (26,869) $ (162,622)
Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities (15,893) 25,861 (12,631)
Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities (6,224) 63,838 213,241 

Operating Activities 

Net cash used in operating activities primarily consists of net loss, adjusted for certain non-cash items, including deferred income
taxes, stock-based compensation expense, depreciation and amortization, amortization of intangible assets and internally developed
software, other non-cash items, and the effect of changes in working capital and other activities.

Collection of commissions receivable depends upon the timing of our receipt of commission payments and associated commission
reports from health insurance carriers. If we were to experience a delay in receiving a commission payment from a significant health
insurance carrier within a quarter, our operating cash flows for that quarter could be adversely impacted.

While we recognize constrained LTV as revenue at the time applications are approved, our collection of the cash commissions
resulting from approved applications generally occurs over a number of years. The expense associated with approved applications, however,
is generally incurred at the time of enrollment. As a result, the net cash flow resulting from approved applications is generally negative in the
period of revenue recognition and becomes positive over the lifetime of the member. In periods of membership growth, cash receipts
associated with new and continuing members may be less than the cash outlays to acquire new members.

A significant portion of our marketing and advertising expense is directly correlated with the number of health insurance applications
submitted on our ecommerce platforms. Since our marketing and advertising costs are expensed and generally paid as incurred, and since
commission revenue is recognized upon approval of a member but commission payments are paid to us over time, our operating cash flows
could be adversely impacted
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by a substantial increase in the volume of applications submitted during a quarter or positively impacted by a substantial decline in the
volume of applications submitted during a quarter. During the Medicare annual enrollment period that takes place during the last quarter of
each year and the reintroduced Medicare Advantage open enrollment period in the first quarter of the year, we experience an increase in the
number of submitted Medicare-related health insurance applications and marketing and advertising expenses compared to outside of these
annual enrollment periods. Similarly, during the open enrollment period for individual and family health insurance plans which typically takes
place during the fourth quarter of each year, we experience an increase in the number of submitted individual and family plan health
insurance applications and marketing and advertising expenses compared to outside of open enrollment periods. The timing of open
enrollment periods for individual and family health insurance plans, the Medicare annual enrollment period and the open enrollment period for
Medicare-related health insurance can positively or negatively affect our cash flows during each quarter.

Year Ended December 31, 2023 – Net cash used in operating activities was $6.7 million during 2023 was, primarily driven by a net
loss of $28.2 million and changes in net operating assets and liabilities of $19.6 million, partially offset by adjustments for non-cash items of
$41.2 million. Cash used from changes in net operating assets and liabilities during 2023 primarily consisted of increases of $33.6 million in
contract assets – commissions receivable and $1.9 million in prepaid expenses as well as a decrease of $3.4 million in accrued marketing
expenses, partially offset by increases of $20.1 million in accrued compensation and benefits. Adjustments for non-cash items primarily
consisted of $23.2 million of stock-based compensation expense and $17.4 million of amortization of internally-developed software and $2.5
million in depreciation and amortization expense, partially offset by $2.7 million in deferred income taxes.

Year Ended December 31, 2022 – Net cash used in operating activities was $26.9 million during 2022, primarily driven by a net loss
of $88.7 million, partially offset by changes in net operating assets and liabilities of $24.7 million and adjustments for non-cash items of $37.2
million. Cash provided by changes in net operating assets and liabilities during 2022 primarily consisted of decreases of $23.8 million in
contract assets – commissions receivable and $13.5 million in prepaid expenses as well as an increase of $4.2 million in accrued
compensation and benefits, partially offset by decreases of $12.6 million in accrued marketing expenses and $7.0 million in accounts
payable. Adjustments for non-cash items primarily consisted of $20.3 million of stock-based compensation expense, $17.3 million of
amortization of internally-developed software, and $12.1 million of impairment charges on right-of use assets and associated property, plant
and equipment, partially offset by $18.4 million in deferred income taxes.

Year Ended December 31, 2021 – Net cash used in operating activities was $162.6 million during 2021, primarily driven by changes
in net operating assets and liabilities of $136.3 million and a net loss of $104.4 million, partly offset by adjustments for non-cash items of
$78.0 million. Cash used from changes in net operating assets and liabilities during 2021 primarily consisted of an increase of $116.0 million
in contract assets – commissions receivable, a decrease of $23.1 million in accounts payable, an increase of $7.9 million in prepaid
expenses, and a decrease of $4.1 million in accrued compensation and benefits, partially offset by an increase of $18.6 million in accrued
marketing expenses. Adjustments for non-cash items primarily consisted of $32.9 million of stock-based compensation expense, $12.9
million of amortization of internally-developed software, partially offset by $21.5 million in deferred income taxes.

Investing Activities

Our investing activities primarily consist of purchases and redemption of marketable securities, purchases of computer hardware and
software to enhance our website and advisor enrollment center operations, capitalized internal-use software and security deposit payments.

Year Ended December 31, 2023 – Net cash used in investing activities of $15.9 million during 2023 mainly consisted of $54.5
million used to purchase marketable securities and $8.7 million of capitalized internal-use software and website development costs, primarily
offset by $49.4 million of proceeds from redemption and maturities of marketable securities.

Year Ended December 31, 2022 – Net cash provided by investing activities of $25.9 million during 2022 mainly consisted of $49.8
million of proceeds from redemption and maturities of marketable securities, partially
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offset by $15.3 million of capitalized internal-use software and website development costs and $8.4 million used to purchase marketable
securities.

Year Ended December 31, 2021 – Net cash used in investing activities of $12.6 million during 2021 mainly consisted of $103.1
million used to purchase marketable securities, $17.0 million of capitalized internal-use software and website development costs, and $3.9
million used to purchase property and equipment and other assets, primarily offset by $111.3 million of proceeds from redemption and
maturities of marketable securities.

Financing Activities

Year Ended December 31, 2023 – Net cash used in financing activities of $6.2 million during 2023 was primarily attributable to $3.5
million of preferred stock cash dividends and $3.3 million of cash used for share repurchases to satisfy employee tax withholding obligations.

Year Ended December 31, 2022 – Net cash provided by financing activities of $63.8 million during 2022 was primarily attributable to
$64.9 million of net proceeds from debt financing and $2.2 million of net proceeds from exercises of common stock options, partially offset by
$3.1 million of cash used for share repurchases to satisfy employee tax withholding obligations.

Year Ended December 31, 2021 – Net cash provided by financing activities of $213.2 million during 2021 was primarily attributable
to $214.0 million proceeds from issuance of preferred stock, net of issuance costs and $8.7 million of net proceeds from exercises of
common stock options, partially offset by $9.3 million of cash used for share repurchases to satisfy employee tax withholding obligations.

See Note 6 – Convertible Preferred Stock in our Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements for information regarding our preferred
stock transaction in 2021. We also had $3.1 million and $3.2 million in restricted cash as of December 31, 2023 and 2022, respectively.

As of December 31, 2023 and 2022, we had 2.1 million and 1.7 million shares held in treasury stock, respectively, that were shares
repurchased to satisfy tax withholding obligations. As of December 31, 2023 and 2022, we had a total of 12.8 million and 12.4 million shares
held in treasury stock, respectively, including 10.7 million shares previously repurchased.

Seasonality

See Item 1, Business – Seasonality for information regarding seasonal impacts on our business and financial condition and results of
operations.

Critical Accounting Estimates  

The preparation of financial statements and related disclosures in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles
(“U.S. GAAP”), requires us to make judgments, assumptions, and estimates that affect the amounts reported in the consolidated financial
statements and the accompanying notes. These estimates and assumptions are based on current facts, historical experience and various
other factors that we believe are reasonable under the circumstances to determine reported amounts of assets, liabilities, revenue and
expenses that are not readily apparent from other sources. To the extent there are material differences between our estimates and the actual
results, our future consolidated results of comprehensive loss may be affected.

Among our significant accounting policies, which are described in Note 1 – Summary of Business and Significant Accounting Policies
in our Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements, the following accounting policies and specific estimates involve a greater degree of
judgments and complexity:

• Revenue recognition and contract assets - commissions receivable;
• Stock-based compensation; and
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• Accounting for income taxes.

During the year ended December 31, 2023, there were no significant changes to our critical accounting policies and estimates.

Revenue Recognition and Contract Assets - Commissions Receivable

Commission Revenue – Our commission revenue results from approval of an application from health insurance carriers, which we
define as our customers under ASC 606. Our commission revenue is primarily comprised of commissions from health insurance carriers
which is computed using the estimated constrained lifetime values as the “constrained LTVs” of commission payments that we expect to
receive. Our commissions include regular payments with respect to administrative services we perform. Our Medicare Supplement plan
commissions include certain bonus payments, which are generally based on our attaining predetermined target sales levels or other
objectives, as determined by the health insurance carriers.

We estimate commission revenue for each insurance product by using a portfolio approach to a group of approved members by plan
type and the effective month of the relevant plan, which we refer to as “cohorts”. We estimate the commissions we expect to collect for each
approved member cohort by evaluating various factors, including but not limited to, commission rates, carrier mix, estimated average plan
duration, the regulatory environment, and cancellations of insurance plans offered by health insurance carriers with which we have a
relationship. Contract assets - commissions receivable represent the variable consideration for policies that have not renewed yet and
therefore are subject to the same assumptions, judgements and estimates used when recognizing revenue as noted above.

For Medicare, individual and family and ancillary health insurance plans, our services are complete once a submitted application is
approved by the relevant health insurance carrier. Accordingly, we recognize commission revenue based upon the total estimated lifetime
commissions we expect to receive for selling the plan after the carrier approves an application, net of an estimated constraint. We refer to
these as estimated and constrained LTVs for the plan. We provide annual services in selling and renewing small business health insurance
plans; therefore, we recognize small business health insurance plan commission revenue at the time the plan is approved by the carrier, and
when it renews each year thereafter, equal to the estimated commissions we expect to collect from the plan over the following 12 months.
Our estimate of commission revenue for each product line is based on a number of assumptions, which include, but are not limited to,
estimating conversion of an approved member to a paying member, forecasting average plan duration and forecasting the commission
amounts likely to be received per member. These assumptions are based on our analysis of historical trends for the different cohorts and
incorporate management’s judgment in interpreting those trends to apply the constraints discussed below. The estimated average plan
duration used to calculate Medicare health insurance plan LTVs historically has been approximately 2-5 years, while the estimated average
plan duration used to calculate the LTV for major medical individual and family health insurance plans historically has been approximately 1.5
to 2 years. To the extent we make changes to the assumptions we use to calculate constrained LTVs, we recognize any material impact of
the changes to commission revenue in the reporting period in which the change is made, including revisions of estimated lifetime
commissions either below or in excess of previously estimated constrained LTV recognized as revenue.

We recognize revenue for members approved during the period by applying the latest estimated constrained LTV for that product.
We recognize adjustment revenue for members approved in prior periods when our cash collections are different from the estimated
constrained LTVs. Adjustment revenue is a result of a change in estimate of expected cash collections when actual cash collections have
indicated a trend that is different from the estimated constrained LTV for the revenue recognized at the time of approval. Adjustment revenue
can be positive or negative and we recognize adjustment revenue when we do not believe there is a probable reversal. We assess the risk of
reversal based on statistical analysis given historical information and consideration of the constraints used at the time of approval.

Adjustment revenue can have a significant favorable or unfavorable impact on our revenue and we seek to enhance our LTV
estimation models to improve the accuracy and to reduce the fluctuations of our LTV estimates.
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Other Revenue – Sponsorship, Advertising and Other Services – Our sponsorship and advertising program allows carriers to
purchase non-Medicare advertising space in specific markets in a sponsorship area on our website. In return, we are typically paid a fee,
which is recognized over the period that advertising is displayed, and often a performance fee based on metrics such as submitted health
insurance applications, which is recognized when control has been transferred. We also offer Medicare plan related advertising and other
services, which include website development, hosting and maintenance. In these instances, we are typically paid a fixed, up-front fee, which
we recognize as revenue as the service is rendered ratably over the service period.

Stock-Based Compensation

We recognize stock-based compensation expense in the accompanying Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Loss based on
the fair value of our stock-based awards over their respective requisite service periods, typically the vesting period, which is generally four
years for service-based awards and one year for non-employee directors or the one-year anniversary of achieving performance criteria for
performance-based awards. The estimated attainment of performance-based awards and related expense is based on the achievement of
certain financial targets over a predetermined performance period, subject to the discretion of the Company's compensation committee. The
estimated fair value of performance awards with market conditions is determined using the Monte-Carlo simulation model. The estimated fair
value for non-market-based performance stock units is estimated on the date of grant based on the current market price of our common
shares. The estimated grant date fair value of our stock options is determined using the Black-Scholes-Merton pricing model and a single
option award approach. The weighted-average expected term for stock options granted is calculated using historical option exercise
behavior. The dividend yield is determined by dividing the expected per share dividend during the coming year by the grant date stock price.
Through December 31, 2023, we had not declared or paid any cash dividends to common stockholders, and we do not expect to pay any in
the foreseeable future. We base the risk-free interest rate on the implied yield currently available on U.S. Treasury zero-coupon issues with a
remaining term equal to the expected term of our stock options. Expected volatility is determined using a combination of the implied volatility
of publicly traded options in our stock and historical volatility of our stock price. The assumptions used in calculating the fair value of stock-
based payment awards and expected attainment of performance-based awards represent our best estimates, but these estimates involve
inherent uncertainties and the application of management judgment. We will continue to use judgment in evaluating the expected term and
volatility related to our own stock-based awards on a prospective basis, and incorporating these factors into the model. Changes in key
assumptions could significantly impact the valuation of such instruments.

Accounting for Income Taxes

We account for income taxes using the liability method. Deferred income taxes are determined based on the differences between the
financial reporting and tax bases of assets and liabilities, using enacted statutory tax rates in effect for the year in which the differences are
expected to reverse.

Since tax laws and financial accounting standards differ in their recognition and measurement of assets, liabilities, equity, revenues,
expenses, gains and losses, differences arise between the amount of taxable income and pretax financial income for a year and between the
tax bases of assets or liabilities and their reported amounts in our financial statements. Because we assume that the reported amounts of
assets and liabilities will be recovered and settled, respectively, a difference between the tax basis of an asset or a liability and its reported
amount in the balance sheet will result in a taxable or a deductible amount in some future years when the related liabilities are settled or the
reported amounts of the assets are recovered, which gives rise to a deferred tax asset or liability. We must then assess the likelihood that our
deferred tax assets will be recovered from future taxable income and to the extent we believe that recovery does not meet the more likely
than not criteria, we must establish a valuation allowance. Management judgment is required in determining any valuation allowance
recorded against our net deferred tax assets.

As part of the process of preparing our consolidated financial statements, we are required to estimate our income taxes. This
process involves estimating our actual current tax expense together with assessing temporary differences that may result in deferred tax
assets.
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Assessing the realizability of our deferred tax assets is dependent upon several factors, including the likelihood and amount, if any, of
future taxable income in relevant jurisdictions during the periods in which those temporary differences become deductible. We forecast
taxable income by considering all available positive and negative evidence, including our history of operating income and losses and our
financial plans and estimates that we use to manage the business. These assumptions require significant judgment about future taxable
income. As a result, the amount of deferred tax assets considered realizable is subject to adjustment in future periods if estimates of future
taxable income change.

Future changes in various factors, such as the amount of stock-based compensation we record during the period and the related tax
benefit we realize upon the exercise of employee stock options, potential limitations on the use of our federal and state net operating loss
credit carry forwards, pending or future tax law changes including rate changes and the tax benefit from or limitations on our ability to utilize
research and development credits, the amount of non-deductible lobbying and acquisition-related costs, changes in our valuation allowance
and state and foreign taxes, would impact our estimates, and as a result, could affect our effective tax rate and the amount of income tax
expense we record, and pay, in future periods.

Recent Accounting Pronouncements

See Note 1 – Summary of Business and Significant Accounting Policies in the Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements for the
recently issued accounting standards that could have an effect on us.

ITEM 7A.    QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DISCLOSURES ABOUT MARKET RISK 

Our financial instruments that are exposed to concentrations of credit risk principally consist of cash and cash equivalents,
marketable securities, accounts receivable, and contract assets – commissions receivable.

Our cash, cash equivalents, short-term marketable securities, and restricted cash are summarized as follows (in thousands): 

December 31,
2023

December 31,
2022

Cash and cash equivalents $ 115,722 $ 144,401 
Short-term marketable securities 5,930 — 
Restricted cash 3,090 3,239 
Total cash, cash equivalents, short-term marketable securities, and restricted cash $ 124,742 $ 147,640 

_______

We deposit our cash and cash equivalents in accounts with major banks and financial institutions and such deposits are in excess of federally insured limits. We also
have deposits with a major bank in China that are denominated in both U.S. dollars and Chinese Yuan Renminbi and are not insured by the U.S. federal government. 

See Note 4 – Fair Value Measurements in our Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements for more information on our cash and cash equivalents and marketable
securities. 

Our portfolio of available-for-sale debt securities is exposed to credit and interest rate risk. See Note 4 – Fair Value Measurements in
our Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements for further discussion on our available-for-sale debt securities.

As of December 31, 2023, our net contract assets – commissions receivable balance was $918.2 million. Our contracts with carriers
expose us to credit risk that a financial loss could be incurred if the counterparty does not fulfill its financial obligation. While we are exposed
to credit losses due to the non-performance of our counterparties, we consider the risk of this remote. We estimate our maximum credit risk
in determining the contract assets – commissions receivable balance recognized on the balance sheet. We had allowances for credit losses
of

(1)(2)

(2)

(1)

(2)
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$2.1 million and $2.4 million as of December 31, 2023 and 2022, respectively.

Our total contract assets and accounts receivable as of December 31, 2023 and December 31, 2022 are summarized as follows (in
thousands):

December 31,
2023

December 31,
2022

Contract assets – commissions receivable – current $ 244,663 $ 242,749 
Contract assets – commissions receivable – non-current 673,514 641,555 
Accounts receivable 3,993 2,633 
Total contract assets and accounts receivable $ 922,170 $ 886,937 

Foreign Currency Exchange Risk  

Substantially all of our revenue has been derived from transactions denominated in United States Dollars. We have exposure to
adverse changes in exchange rates associated with operating expenses of our foreign operations, which are denominated in Chinese Yuan
Renminbi. Foreign currency fluctuations have not had a material impact historically on our results of operations; however, they may in the
future. We have not engaged in any foreign currency hedging or other derivative transactions to date.  
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Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

To the Stockholders and the Board of Directors of eHealth, Inc.

Opinion on the Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of eHealth, Inc. (the Company) as of December 31, 2023 and 2022, the
related consolidated statements of comprehensive loss, stockholders’ equity and cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended
December 31, 2023, and the related notes (collectively referred to as the “consolidated financial statements”). In our opinion, the
consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Company at December 31, 2023 and
2022, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2023, in conformity
with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles.

We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States) (PCAOB), the
Company's internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2023, based on criteria established in Internal Control—Integrated
Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (2013 framework), and our report dated
February 29, 2024 expressed an unqualified opinion thereon.

Basis for Opinion
These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the
Company’s financial statements based on our audits. We are a public accounting firm registered with the PCAOB and are required to be
independent with respect to the Company in accordance with the U.S. federal securities laws and the applicable rules and regulations of the
Securities and Exchange Commission and the PCAOB.

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement, whether due to error or fraud. Our
audits included performing procedures to assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to error or fraud,
and performing procedures that respond to those risks. Such procedures included examining, on a test basis, evidence regarding the
amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. Our audits also included evaluating the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements. We believe that our audits
provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.

Critical Audit Matter
The critical audit matter communicated below is a matter arising from the current period audit of the financial statements that was
communicated or required to be communicated to the audit committee and that: (1) relates to accounts or disclosures that are material to the
financial statements and (2) involved our especially challenging, subjective or complex judgments. The communication of the critical audit
matter does not alter in any way our opinion on the consolidated financial statements, taken as a whole, and we are not, by communicating
the critical audit matter below, providing a separate opinion on the critical audit matter or on the accounts or disclosures to which it relates.
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Revenue recognition: Estimated constrained lifetime value of commission revenue

Description of
the Matter

The Company recognized commission revenue of approximately $403.9 million in 2023 and related
commissions receivable were approximately $918.2 million at December 31, 2023. As described in Notes 1
and 2 to its consolidated financial statements, the Company’s commission revenue is recognized as the
amount of the total estimated lifetime value (“LTV”) of the commissions expected to be received when a
member obtains a plan through the Company and is approved by a carrier.
Auditing management’s determination of the LTV of commission revenue was especially complex and highly
judgmental due to the complexity of the models used and the subjectivity required by the Company to
estimate the amount and timing of future cash flows, calculate the amount of commission revenue that is
probable of not being reversed, and determine the timing and amount of any adjustment revenue that results
from changes in the estimates of previously recorded LTV. The Company utilizes statistical tools and
methodologies to estimate member attrition, which is a key driver when estimating the amount and timing of
future cash flows and can be particularly volatile during the first several years. To determine the initial
constraint to be applied to LTV, the Company evaluates the difference between prior estimates of LTV and
actual cash received and applies judgment to determine the constraint to apply. For the ongoing evaluation of
the constraint, the Company also analyzes whether circumstances have changed and considers any known or
potential modifications to the inputs into LTV and the factors that can impact the amount of cash expected to
be collected in future periods such as commission rates, carrier mix, estimated average plan duration,
changes in laws and regulations, and cancellations of insurance plans offered by health insurance carriers
with which the Company has a relationship. The Company also compares actual versus expected cash
collections of previously recorded LTV and assesses qualitative and quantitative factors to determine whether
adjustment revenue should be recognized and, if so, the amount and timing of such.

How We
Addressed the
Matter in Our
Audit

We obtained an understanding, evaluated the design, and tested the operating effectiveness of controls over
the Company’s process to estimate the amount and timing of future cash flows and LTV. These processes and
controls include those covering the models and methods used to calculate LTV, the use of management
judgment to determine the constraint applied to LTV, management’s evaluation of any required adjustments to
previously recorded LTV estimates, and the completeness and accuracy of the data used in such estimates
and calculations.

Our audit procedures also included, among others, evaluating the methodology used and significant
assumptions discussed above, and testing the completeness and accuracy of the underlying data used by the
Company. We involved our valuation specialists to assist in our testing of the estimated average plan duration,
which includes member attrition assumptions, including performing certain corroborative calculations. We
inspected and compared the results of the Company’s retrospective review analysis of historical estimates for
certain plan effective years to historical cash collection experience, including reperforming the calculations
and validating the completeness and accuracy of the underlying data used. In addition, we performed inquiries
of key personnel regarding their evaluation of changes to LTV, the adjustments made to the constraint for
current and expected future economic conditions, and any decisions on the timing and amount of adjustment
revenue recognized. We also reviewed analyst reports, press releases, and other relevant third-party and/or
industry trends data for contrary evidence including competitor data.

/s/ Ernst & Young LLP

We have served as the Company's auditor since 2000.

San Francisco, California
February 29, 2024
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EHEALTH, INC.
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS

(In thousands, except per share amounts) 
December 31, 2023 December 31, 2022

Assets
Current assets:

Cash and cash equivalents $ 115,722 $ 144,401 
Short-term marketable securities 5,930 — 
Accounts receivable 3,993 2,633 
Contract assets – commissions receivable – current 244,663 242,749 
Prepaid expenses and other current assets 12,044 11,301 

Total current assets 382,352 401,084 
Contract assets – commissions receivable – non-current 673,514 641,555 
Property and equipment, net 4,864 5,501 
Operating lease right-of-use assets 22,767 26,516 
Restricted cash 3,090 3,239 
Other assets 26,758 34,716 

Total assets $ 1,113,345 $ 1,112,611 

Liabilities, convertible preferred stock and stockholders’ equity
Current liabilities:

Accounts payable $ 7,197 $ 6,732 
Accrued compensation and benefits 40,800 20,690 
Accrued marketing expenses 20,340 23,770 
Lease liabilities – current 7,070 6,486 
Other current liabilities 3,131 2,887 

Total current liabilities 78,538 60,565 
Long-term debt 67,754 66,129 
Deferred income taxes – non-current 29,687 32,359 
Lease liabilities – non-current 28,333 34,187 
Other non-current liabilities 4,949 5,132 

Total liabilities 209,261 198,372 
Commitments and contingencies (Note 8)
Convertible preferred stock, par value $0.001 per share; 2,250 issued and outstanding as of
December 31, 2023 and 2022 298,053 263,284 
Stockholders’ equity:

Preferred stock, par value $0.001 per share, other than convertible preferred stock; 7,750
authorized; none issued and outstanding as of December 31, 2023 and 2022 — — 
Common stock, par value $0.001 per share; 100,000 authorized; 41,457 and 39,977 issued as of
December 31, 2023 and 2022, respectively; 28,629 and 27,562 outstanding as of December 31,
2023 and 2022, respectively 41 40 
Additional paid-in capital 798,786 777,187 
Treasury stock, at cost: 12,828 and 12,415 shares as of December 31, 2023 and 2022,
respectively (199,998) (199,998)
Retained earnings 7,284 73,799 
Accumulated other comprehensive loss (82) (73)

Total stockholders’ equity 606,031 650,955 
Total liabilities, convertible preferred stock and stockholders’ equity $ 1,113,345 $ 1,112,611 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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EHEALTH, INC.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE LOSS

(In thousands, except per share amounts)
 Year Ended December 31,

 2023 2022 2021
Revenue   

Commission $ 403,924 $ 361,246 $ 493,119 
Other 48,947 44,110 45,080 

Total revenue 452,871 405,356 538,199 
Operating costs and expenses

Cost of revenue 1,771 1,647 1,992 
Marketing and advertising 173,326 195,088 271,300 
Customer care and enrollment 159,060 141,099 179,295 
Technology and content 61,027 78,809 83,800 
General and administrative 86,761 71,810 75,699 
Amortization of intangible assets — — 536 
Impairment, restructuring and other charges — 19,616 51,222 

Total operating costs and expenses 481,945 508,069 663,844 
Loss from operations (29,074) (102,713) (125,645)
Interest expense (10,974) (7,627) (845)
Other income, net 9,453 3,951 1,600 
Loss before income taxes (30,595) (106,389) (124,890)
Benefit from income taxes (2,381) (17,667) (20,515)
Net loss (28,214) (88,722) (104,375)
Preferred stock dividends (20,965) (19,357) (12,206)
Change in preferred stock redemption value (17,336) (11,335) (6,361)
Loss attributable to common stockholders $ (66,515) $ (119,414) $ (122,942)
Loss per share attributable to common stockholders:

Basic and diluted $ (2.37) $ (4.36) $ (4.59)
Weighted-average number of shares used in per share amounts:

Basic and diluted 28,016 27,359 26,781 
Comprehensive loss:
Net loss $ (28,214) $ (88,722) $ (104,375)

Unrealized holding gain (loss) on available-for-sale debt securities, net of tax 10 (29) (49)
Foreign currency translation adjustments (19) (434) 89 

Comprehensive loss $ (28,223) $ (89,185) $ (104,335)

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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EHEALTH, INC.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY

(In thousands)
 Common Stock

Additional
Paid-in

 Capital

Treasury Stock

Retained
Earnings

Accumulated
Other

Comprehensive
Income (Loss)

Total
Stockholders’

Equity
 

Shares Amount Shares Amount
Balance as of December 31, 2020 37,755 $ 38 $ 721,013 11,831 $ (199,998) $ 316,155 $ 350 $ 837,558 
Issuance of common stock in connection with equity
incentive plans 849 1 4,904 — — — — 4,905 
Repurchase of shares to satisfy employee tax withholding
obligations — — (9,333) 185 — — — (9,333)
Dividends and accretion related to convertible preferred
stock — — — — — (18,567) — (18,567)
Issuance of common stock for employee stock purchase
program 100 — 3,813 — — — — 3,813 
Stock-based compensation — — 35,478 — — — — 35,478 
Other comprehensive income, net of tax — — — — — — 40 40 
Net loss — — — — — (104,375) — (104,375)
Balance as of December 31, 2021 38,704 39 755,875 12,016 (199,998) 193,213 390 749,519 
Issuance of common stock in connection with equity
incentive plans 1,095 1 1,054 — — — — 1,055 
Repurchase of shares to satisfy employee tax withholding
obligations — — (3,102) 399 — — — (3,102)
Dividends and accretion related to convertible preferred
stock — — — — — (30,692) — (30,692)
Issuance of common stock for employee stock purchase
program 178 — 1,159 — — — — 1,159 
Stock-based compensation — — 22,201 — — — — 22,201 
Other comprehensive loss, net of tax — — — — — — (463) (463)
Net loss — — — — — (88,722) — (88,722)
Balance as of December 31, 2022 39,977 40 777,187 12,415 (199,998) 73,799 (73) 650,955 
Issuance of common stock in connection with equity
incentive plans 1,338 1 — — — — — 1 
Repurchase of shares to satisfy employee tax withholding
obligations — — (3,331) 413 — — — (3,331)
Dividends and accretion related to convertible preferred
stock — — — — — (38,301) — (38,301)
Issuance of common stock for employee stock purchase
program 142 — 677 — — — — 677 
Stock-based compensation — — 24,253 — — — — 24,253 
Other comprehensive loss, net of tax — — — — — — (9) (9)
Net loss — — — — — (28,214) — (28,214)
Balance as of December 31, 2023 41,457 $ 41 $ 798,786 12,828 $ (199,998) $ 7,284 $ (82) $ 606,031 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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EHEALTH, INC.
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS 

(In thousands)
 Year Ended December 31,
 2023 2022 2021
Operating activities:
Net loss $ (28,214) $ (88,722) $ (104,375)
Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash used in operating activities:

Depreciation and amortization 2,540 3,845 5,430 
Amortization of internally developed software 17,376 17,263 12,901 
Amortization of intangible assets — — 536 
Stock-based compensation expense 23,213 20,316 32,857 
Deferred income taxes (2,672) (18,436) (21,522)
Impairment charges — 12,102 46,344 
Other non-cash items 701 2,084 1,466 
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:

Accounts receivable (1,361) 3,118 (3,952)
Contract assets – commissions receivable (33,594) 23,760 (116,030)
Prepaid expenses and other assets (1,948) 13,473 (7,945)
Accounts payable 487 (7,029) (23,052)
Accrued compensation and benefits 20,110 4,232 (4,083)
Accrued marketing expenses (3,430) (12,614) 18,596 
Deferred revenue 1,278 175 20 
Accrued expenses and other liabilities (1,178) (436) 187 

Net cash used in operating activities (6,692) (26,869) (162,622)
Investing activities:

Capitalized internal-use software and website development costs (8,693) (15,292) (16,992)
Purchases of property and equipment and other assets (2,086) (214) (3,865)
Purchases of marketable securities (54,514) (8,402) (103,058)
Proceeds from redemption and maturities of marketable securities 49,400 49,769 111,284 

Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities (15,893) 25,861 (12,631)
Financing activities:

Proceeds from issuance of preferred stock, net of issuance costs — — 214,025 
Net proceeds from debt financing — 64,862 — 
Net proceeds from exercise of common stock options and employee stock purchases 677 2,214 8,699 
Repurchase of shares to satisfy employee tax withholding obligations (3,330) (3,102) (9,333)
Principal payments in connection with leases (38) (136) (150)
Payments of preferred stock dividends (3,533) — — 

Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities (6,224) 63,838 213,241 
Effect of exchange rate changes on cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash (19) (355) 64 
Net increase (decrease) in cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash (28,828) 62,475 38,052 
Cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash at beginning of period 147,640 85,165 47,113 
Cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash at end of period $ 118,812 $ 147,640 $ 85,165 
Supplemental disclosure of cash flows
Cash paid for interest $ 9,054 $ 5,031 $ — 
Cash refunds from (payments for) income taxes, net $ (327) $ (529) $ 103 

 
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Note 1 – Summary of Business and Significant Accounting Policies

Description of Business – eHealth, Inc., a Delaware corporation, and its consolidated subsidiaries (collectively, “eHealth”) is a
leading private online health insurance marketplace with a technology and service platform that provides consumer engagement, education
and health insurance enrollment solutions. Our mission is to expertly guide consumers through their health insurance enrollment and related
options, when, where and how they prefer. Our platform leverages technology to solve a critical problem in a large and growing market by
aiding consumers in what has traditionally been a complex, confusing, and opaque health insurance purchasing process. Our omnichannel
consumer engagement platform differentiates our offering from other brokers and enables consumers to use our services online, by
telephone with a licensed insurance agent, or benefit advisor, or through a hybrid online assisted interaction that includes live agent chat and
co-browsing capabilities. We have created a consumer-centric marketplace that offers consumers a broad choice of insurance products that
includes thousands of Medicare Advantage, Medicare Supplement, Medicare Part D prescription drug, individual, family, small business and
other ancillary health insurance products from over 180 health insurance carriers nationwide. Our plan recommendation tool curates this
broad plan selection by analyzing customer health-related information against plan data for insurance coverage fit. This tool is supported by a
unified data platform and is available to our ecommerce customers and our benefit advisors. We strive to be the most trusted partner to the
consumer in their life's journey through the health insurance market.

Unless otherwise specified or required by the context, references in this Annual Report on Form 10-K to “eHealth,” “the Company,”
“we,” “us” or “our” mean eHealth, Inc. and its consolidated direct and indirect wholly-owned subsidiaries.

Basis of Presentation – Our consolidated financial statements include the accounts of eHealth, Inc. and its wholly-owned
subsidiaries. All intercompany accounts and transactions have been eliminated in consolidation. The consolidated financial statements have
been prepared in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (“U.S. GAAP”). Certain prior period amounts have been
reclassified to conform with our current period presentation.

Subsequent to the issuance of our consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2020, we identified certain
errors, including a $3.0 million under-recognition of stock-based compensation expense and a $1.5 million over-recognition of licensing costs
for the year ended December 31, 2020. We adjusted for these items in the first quarter of 2021 and the adjustments increased our net loss
by approximately $1.5 million, or $0.06 per basic and diluted share, in our Condensed Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Loss for
the three months ended March 31, 2021. These items also increased our net loss by approximately $1.5 million, or $0.05 per basic and
diluted share, on our Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Loss for the year ended December 31, 2021. We evaluated the effects of
these out-of-period adjustments, both qualitatively and quantitatively, and concluded that the errors and the correction thereof were
immaterial both individually and in the aggregate to the current reporting period and the periods in which they originated, including quarterly
reporting.

Operating Segments – We report segment information based on how our chief executive officer, who is our chief operating decision
maker (“CODM”), regularly reviews our operating results, allocates resources and makes decisions regarding our business operations. The
performance measures of our segments include total revenue and profit (loss). Our business structure is comprised of two operating
segments:

• Medicare; and
• Employer and Individual

In the fourth quarter of 2023, the Individual, Family and Small Business segment was renamed “Employer and Individual” (“E&I”).
The Employer and Individual segment name change was to the name only and had no impact on our historical financial position, results of
operations, cash flow or segment level results previously reported.

The Medicare segment consists primarily of commissions earned from our sale of Medicare-related health insurance plans, including
Medicare Advantage, Medicare Supplement and Medicare Part D prescription drug plans,
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NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

and to a lesser extent, ancillary products sold to our Medicare-eligible customers, including but not limited to, dental and vision insurance, as
well as our advertising program that allows Medicare-related carriers to purchase advertising on a separate website developed, hosted and
maintained by us or pursuant to which we perform other services as marketing and our delivery and sale to third parties of Medicare-related
health insurance leads generated by our ecommerce platforms and our marketing activities.

The E&I segment consists primarily of commissions earned from our sale of individual and family and small business health
insurance plans and ancillary products sold to our non-Medicare-eligible customers, including but not limited to, dental, vision, short term
disability and long-term disability insurance. To a lesser extent, the E&I segment includes amounts earned from our online sponsorship
program that allows carriers to purchase advertising space in specific markets in a sponsorship area on our website, our licensing to third
parties the use of our health insurance ecommerce technology and our delivery and sale to third parties of individual and family health
insurance leads generated by our ecommerce platforms and our marketing activities.

Marketing and advertising, customer care and enrollment, technology and content and general and administrative operating
expenses that are directly attributable to a segment are reported within the applicable segment. Indirect marketing and advertising, customer
care and enrollment and technology and content operating expenses are allocated to each segment based on usage. Other indirect general
and administrative operating expenses are managed in a corporate shared services environment and, since they are not the responsibility of
segment operating management, are not allocated to the two operating segments and are presented as a reconciling item to our
consolidated financial results.

Segment profit (loss) is calculated as total revenue for the applicable segment less direct and allocated marketing and advertising,
customer care and enrollment, technology and content and general and administrative operating expenses, excluding stock-based
compensation expense, depreciation and amortization expense, amortization of intangible assets and impairment, restructuring and other
charges.

Estimates and Judgments – The preparation of consolidated financial statements and related disclosures in conformity with U.S.
GAAP requires management to make estimates, judgments and assumptions that affect the amounts reported and disclosed in the
consolidated financial statements and accompanying notes. On an ongoing basis, we evaluate our estimates, including those related to, but
not limited to, the fair value of investments, recoverability of intangible assets, the commissions we expect to collect for each approved
member cohort, valuation allowance for deferred income taxes, provision for (benefit from) income taxes and the assumptions used in
determining stock-based compensation. We base our estimates of the carrying value of certain assets and liabilities on historical experience
and on various other assumptions that we believe to be reasonable. Actual results may differ from these estimates.

Cash and Cash Equivalents – Our cash and cash equivalents were held in cash depository accounts with major financial
institutions or invested in high quality, short-term liquid investments having original maturities of 90 days or less from the date of purchase.
Cash and cash equivalents are stated at fair value.

Our restricted cash balances are not material and are primarily used to collateralize letters of credit related to certain lease
commitments.
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Property and Equipment – Property and equipment are stated at cost, less accumulated depreciation and amortization. Finance
lease amortization expenses are included in depreciation expense in our Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Loss. Maintenance
and minor replacements are expensed as incurred. Depreciation and amortization expenses are computed using the straight-line method
based on estimated useful lives as follows:

Computer equipment and software 3 to 5 years
Office equipment and furniture 5 years
Leasehold improvements* 5 to 10 years
_______

* Lesser of useful life or related lease term

See Note 3 – Supplemental Financial Statement Information of the Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements for additional
information regarding our property and equipment.

Leases – We account for leases in accordance with Accounting Standards Codification Topic 842, Leases. We determine if an
arrangement is a lease at inception. Our lease portfolio is primarily composed of operating leases for corporate offices and are included in
operating lease right-of-use (“ROU”) assets and lease liabilities on our Consolidated Balance Sheets. ROU assets represent our right to use
an underlying asset for the lease term and lease liabilities represent our obligation to make lease payments arising from the lease.

Operating lease ROU assets and lease liabilities are recognized at commencement date based on the present value of lease
payments over the lease term. As the Company's leases generally do not provide an implicit rate, we use our incremental borrowing rate
based on the information available at commencement date. In determining the present value of lease payments, we utilized the assistance of
third-party specialists to assist us in determining our yield curve based upon our credit rating, lease term and adjustment for security. The
operating lease ROU asset also includes any lease payments made and excludes lease incentives. Our lease terms may include options to
extend or terminate the lease when it is reasonably certain that we will exercise that option. Lease expense for lease payments is recognized
on a straight-line basis over the lease term.

Goodwill and Intangible Assets – Goodwill represents the excess of the consideration paid over the estimated fair value of assets
acquired and liabilities assumed in a business combination. Our goodwill is allocated among our two segments, (1) Medicare and (2) E&I. All
of our goodwill resulting from our prior business combinations was allocated to the Medicare segment. Goodwill and intangible assets are
considered non-financial assets and therefore, subsequent to their initial recognition are not revalued at fair value each reporting period
unless an impairment charge is recognized. We test our goodwill for impairment on an annual basis in the fourth quarter of each year or
whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the asset may be impaired. Factors that we consider in deciding when to perform
an impairment test include significant negative industry or economic trends or significant changes or planned changes in our use of the
intangible assets.

As of December 31, 2021, we performed a goodwill impairment assessment, which included both qualitative and quantitative
assessments. Our assessment included a comparison of carrying value to an estimated fair value using a market approach based on our
market capitalization. Based on this assessment, we concluded the fair value of our Medicare segment was below the carrying value
primarily due to the change in our market valuation and financial performance at the time and recorded a $40.2 million impairment of our
goodwill, which was recognized in the “Impairment, restructuring and other charges” line in our Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive
Loss. As a result of this impairment, we had no goodwill balance on our Consolidated Balance Sheets as of December 31, 2023 and 2022.

We must make subjective judgments in determining the independent cash flows that can be related to specific asset groupings. In
addition, we must make subjective judgments regarding the remaining useful lives of assets with finite useful lives. When we determine that
the useful life of an asset is shorter than we had originally estimated, we accelerate the rate of amortization over the assets’ new, remaining
useful life.
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Intangible assets are reviewed for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate a potential reduction in their
fair values below their respective carrying amounts. Intangible assets with finite useful lives, which include purchased technology, pharmacy
and customer relationships, trade names, and certain trademarks, are amortized over their estimated useful lives. See Note 3 –
Supplemental Financial Statement Information of the Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements for additional information regarding our
intangible assets and related impairment.

Other Long-Lived Assets – We evaluate other long-lived assets for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances
indicate that the carrying amount of an asset may not be recoverable. If such assets are considered to be impaired, the impairment to be
recognized is measured by the amount by which the carrying amount of the asset exceeds its fair value.

Revenue Recognition – We account for revenue under ASC 606 – Revenue from Contracts with Customers. Our revenue consists
of commission revenue and other revenue. The core principle of ASC 606 is to recognize revenue upon the transfer of promised goods or
services to customers in an amount that reflects the consideration the entity expects to be entitled to in exchange for those goods or
services. Accordingly, we recognize revenue for our services through the application of the following steps:

• Identification of the contract, or contracts, with a customer. 

• Identification of the performance obligations in the contract. 

• Determination of the transaction price. 

• Allocation of the transaction price to the performance obligations in the contract.

• Recognition of revenue when, or as, we satisfy a performance obligation. 

Commission Revenue. Our commission revenue results from approval of an application from health insurance carriers, which we
define as our customers under ASC 606. Our commission revenue is primarily comprised of commissions from health insurance carriers
which is computed using the estimated constrained lifetime value of commission payments that we expect to receive. We estimate
commission revenue for each insurance product by using a portfolio approach to a group of approved members by plan type and the
effective month of the relevant plan, which we refer to as “cohorts.” We recognize revenue for plans approved during the period by applying
the latest estimated constrained lifetime value (“LTV”) for that product. We recognize adjustment revenue for plans approved in prior periods
when changes in assumptions for constrained LTV calculations are made and when there is sufficient evidence demonstrating a trend that is
different from the estimated constrained LTV at the time of approval resulting in a change in estimate to expected cash collections. Net
adjustment revenue consists of increases in revenue for certain prior period cohorts as well as reductions in revenue for certain prior period
cohorts. We recognize positive adjustments to revenue to the extent that it is probable that a significant reversal in the amount of cumulative
revenue recognized will not occur. We assess the risk of significant revenue reversal based on statistical and qualitative analysis given
historical information and current market conditions.

Our commission revenue for each product line is based on a number of assumptions, which include, but are not limited to, estimating
conversion of an approved member to a paying member, forecasting average plan duration and forecasting the commission amounts likely to
be received per member. These assumptions are based on our analysis of historical trends for the different cohorts and incorporate
management’s judgment in interpreting those trends and applying the constraints discussed below. For our Medicare commission revenue,
which represented 89%, 88% and 86% of our total commission revenue for the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022 and 2021,
respectively, the estimated average plan duration, which is the average length of time paying members are active on their plans, used to
calculate Medicare health insurance plan LTVs has been approximately 2 to 3 years for Medicare Advantage plans, and approximately 4 to 5
years for both Medicare Supplement and Medicare Part D prescription drug plans. While the average plan duration has been approximately 2
to 3 years for Medicare Advantage plans, certain members can have a duration of up to approximately 14 years. The estimated average plan
duration used to calculate the LTV for major medical individual and family health insurance plans has been approximately 1.5 to 2 years. For
short term health insurance plan LTVs, the estimated average plan duration has
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been approximately six months. For all other ancillary health insurance plan LTVs, the estimated average plan duration has historically varied
from 1 to 6 years.

Constraints are applied to LTV for revenue recognition purposes to help ensure that the total estimated lifetime commissions
expected to be collected for an approved member’s plan are recognized as revenue only to the extent that it is probable that a significant
reversal in the amount of cumulative revenue recognized will not occur when the uncertainty associated with future commissions receivable
is subsequently resolved. Significant judgment can be involved in determining the constraint. To determine the constraints to be applied to
LTV, we compare cash collection patterns to our assumptions and analyze the drivers for variations. We then apply judgment in assessing
whether the variation between historical cash collections and LTV is representative of variations that can be expected in future periods. We
also analyze whether circumstances have changed and consider any known or potential modifications to the inputs into LTV in light of the
factors that can impact the amount of cash expected to be collected in future periods, including but not limited to commission rates, carrier
mix, plan duration, cancellations of insurance plans offered by health insurance carriers with which we have a relationship, changes in laws
and regulations, and changes in the economic environment. We evaluate the appropriateness of our constraints on an annual basis, at least,
and update our assumptions when we observe a sufficient amount of evidence that would suggest that the long-term expectation underlying
the assumptions has changed.

We re-compute LTVs for all outstanding cohorts on a quarterly basis. We continually review and monitor changes in the data used to
estimate LTV and compare the cash received for each cohort to our original estimates at the time of approval. The fluctuations of cash
received for each cohort as compared to our estimates and the fluctuations in LTV can be significant and may or may not be indicative of the
need to adjust revenue for prior period cohorts. Changes in LTV may result in an increase or a decrease to revenue and a corresponding
increase or decrease to contract assets – commissions receivable. We analyze these fluctuations and, to the extent we see changes in our
estimates of the cash commission collections that we believe are indicative of an increase or decrease to prior period LTVs, we adjust
revenue for the affected cohorts at the time such determination is made and when it is probable that a significant reversal in the amount of
cumulative revenue recognized will not occur. As we accumulate more historical data, we continue to enhance our LTV estimation models
using statistical tools to increase the accuracy of LTV estimates with an emphasis on improving member attrition forecasting. The
enhancements to the LTV estimation model provide greater statistical certainty on expected cash collections, particularly for earlier period
cohorts where there is more historical data available.

In the first effective plan year of a Medicare Advantage and Medicare Part D prescription drug plan, for which we are the broker of
record, we receive a fixed, annual commission payment from insurance carriers generally after the plan is approved by the carrier and
becomes effective. If applicable, after the health insurance carrier approves the application but during the effective year of the plan, we are
paid a fixed commission that is prorated for the number of months remaining in the calendar year. Additionally, if the plan is the first Medicare
Advantage or Medicare Part D prescription drug plan issued to the member, we may receive a higher commission rate that covers a full 12-
month period, regardless of the month the plan was effective. Beginning with the second plan year and for as long as the member remains
on that plan, we typically receive fixed, monthly commissions for Medicare Advantage and Medicare Part D prescription drug plans and
generally continue to receive commissions until either the plan is cancelled or we otherwise do not remain the agent on the plan. Our
commissions also include regular administrative payments related to administrative services we perform.

For individual and family, Medicare Supplement, small business and ancillary plans, our commissions generally represent a flat
amount per member per month or a percentage of the premium amount collected by the carrier during the period that a member maintains
coverage under a plan. Premium-based commissions are reported to us after the premiums are collected by the carrier, generally on a
monthly basis. We generally continue to receive the commission payment from the relevant insurance carrier until the health insurance plan
is cancelled or we otherwise do not remain the agent on the plan.

For Medicare-related, individual and family and ancillary health insurance plans, our services are complete once a submitted
application is approved by the relevant health insurance carrier. Accordingly, we recognize commission revenue based upon the total
estimated lifetime commissions we expect to receive for selling the plan after the carrier approves an application, net of an estimated
constraint. We refer to these as estimated and
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constrained LTVs for the plan. We provide annual services in selling and renewing small business health insurance plans; therefore, we
recognize small business health insurance plan commission revenue at the time the plan is approved by the carrier, and when it renews each
year thereafter, equal to the estimated commissions we expect to collect from the plan over the following 12 months.

For our Medicare segment, our commissions may also include certain bonus payments, which are generally based on attaining
predetermined target sales levels or other objectives, as determined by the health insurance carriers.

See Note 2 – Revenue of the Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements for additional information regarding our commission
revenue.

Other Revenue. Our non-Medicare plan related sponsorship and advertising program allows carriers to purchase advertising space
in specific markets in a sponsorship area on our website. In return, we are typically paid a fee, which is recognized over the period that
advertising is displayed, and often a performance fee based on metrics such as submitted health insurance applications, which is recognized
when the service has been performed. We also offer Medicare advertising and other services, which include, among other things, marketing
and website development, hosting and maintenance. In these instances, we are typically paid a fixed, up-front fee, which we recognize as
revenue ratably over the service period as service is performed.

In certain arrangements, we facilitate beneficiary enrollment in Medicare-related health insurance plans with health insurance carriers
without remaining the agent of record. Under these arrangements, we receive one-time fees determined by contract terms and our services
are complete once a submitted application is approved by the relevant health insurance carrier. Accordingly, we recognize fee income based
upon the fee we expect to receive for selling the plan after the carrier approves an application.

We also generate revenue from agreements with carriers to perform post enrollment services for members in Medicare-related
health insurance plans. We typically are paid a fixed fee upon completion of the specific service and the revenue is recognized in the period
the service was completed.

Our commercial technology licensing business allows carriers the use of our ecommerce platform to offer their own health insurance
policies on their websites and agents to utilize our technology to power their online quoting, content and application submission processes.
Typically, we are paid a one-time implementation fee, which we recognize on a straight-line basis over the estimated term of the customer
relationship, and a performance fee based on metrics such as submitted health insurance applications. The performance fees are based on
performance criteria. In instances where the performance criteria data is tracked by us, we recognize revenue in the period of performance
and when all other revenue recognition criteria has been met. In instances where the performance criteria data is tracked by the third party,
we recognize revenue when reversal of such amounts is probable to not occur.

Incremental Costs to Obtain a Contract. Our sales compensation plans, which are directed at converting leads into approved
members, represent fulfillment costs and not costs to obtain a contract with a customer. Additionally, we reviewed compensation plans
related to personnel responsible for identifying new health insurance carriers and entering into contracts with new health insurance carriers
and concluded that no incremental costs are incurred to obtain such contracts. Therefore, costs related these compensation plans are
expensed as incurred. 

Deferred Revenue – Deferred revenue includes deferred fees and amounts billed to or collected from advertising, sponsorship or
technology licensing customers in advance of our performing our service for such customers. It also includes the amount by which both
unbilled and billed services provided under our technology licensing arrangements exceed the revenue recognized to date.

Cost of Revenue – Included in cost of revenue are payments related to health insurance plans sold to members who were referred
to our website by marketing partners with whom we have revenue-sharing arrangements. In order to enter into a revenue-sharing
arrangement, marketing partners must be licensed to sell
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health insurance in the state where the policy is sold. Costs related to revenue-sharing arrangements are expensed as the related revenue is
recognized.

Marketing and Advertising Expenses – Marketing and advertising expenses consist primarily of member acquisition expenses
associated with our direct marketing and marketing partner channels, in addition to compensation and other expenses related to marketing,
business development, partner management, public relations and carrier relations personnel who support our offerings. We recognize direct
marketing expenses in our direct member acquisition channel in the period in which they are incurred, including in the period in which the
consumer clicks on the advertisement for direct online channels. Advertising costs incurred in the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022 and
2021 totaled $148.7 million, $169.1 million, and $240.4 million, respectively.

Our direct channel expenses primarily consist of costs for direct mail, email marketing, paid keyword search advertising on search
engines and paid social platforms, search engine optimization and television and radio advertising. Advertising costs for our direct channel
are expensed the first time the related advertising takes place and in the period in which the consumer clicks on the advertisement for direct
online channels. Our marketing partner channel expenses primarily consist of fees paid to marketing partners with which we have a
relationship. Advertising costs for our marketing partner channel are expensed as incurred.

Research and Development Expenses – Research and development expenses consist primarily of compensation and related
expenses incurred for employees on our engineering and technical teams, which are expensed as incurred. Research and development
costs, which totaled $13.7 million, $12.1 million and $10.4 million for the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022 and 2021, respectively, are
primarily included in the “Technology and content expense” line in the accompanying Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Loss.

Internal-Use Software and Website Development Costs – We capitalize costs of materials, consultants and compensation and
benefits costs of employees who devote time to the development of internal-use software and websites during the application development
stage. The amortization expenses of these assets are recorded in technology and content. Our judgment is required in determining the point
at which various projects enter the phases at which costs may be capitalized, in assessing the ongoing value of the capitalized costs and in
determining the estimated useful lives over which the costs are amortized, which is generally 3 years. For the years ended December 31,
2023, 2022 and 2021, we capitalized internal-use software and website development costs of $9.7 million, $17.2 million and $19.6 million
respectively, and recorded amortization expense of $17.4 million, $17.3 million, and $12.9 million, respectively. Capitalized internal-use
software and website development costs are included in other assets on our Consolidated Balance Sheets and were $23.6 million and $31.3
million as of December 31, 2023 and 2022, respectively. See Note 5 - Equity of the Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements for the
amount of stock-based compensation capitalized for internal-use software.

Stock-Based Compensation – We grant stock-based awards to officers, certain other employees of the Company and non-
employee directors of the Company. The stock-based awards have consisted of stock options, restricted stock units and performance-based
stock units. We recognize stock-based compensation expense in the accompanying Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Loss based
on the fair value of our stock-based awards over their respective requisite service periods, typically the vesting period, which is generally four
years for service-based awards for employees and one year for non-employee directors or the one-year anniversary of achieving
performance criteria for performance-based awards.

Stock Options. Our stock options have consisted of service, performance and market-based awards and have exercise prices equal
to the market price of the underlying common shares on the date of grant and a term of seven years. The estimated grant date fair value of
our stock options is estimated using the Black-Scholes option-pricing model and a single option award approach. The weighted-average
expected term for stock options granted is calculated using historical option exercise behavior. The dividend yield is determined by dividing
the expected per share dividend during the coming year by the grant date stock price. Through December 31, 2023, we had not declared or
paid any cash dividends to common stockholders. We base the risk-free interest rate on the implied yield currently available on U.S. Treasury
zero-coupon issues with a remaining term equal to the expected term of our stock options. Expected volatility is determined using a
combination of the implied volatility of publicly traded options in our stock and historical volatility of our stock price.
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Restricted and Performance-Based Stock Units. Our restricted stock units consist of service-based awards. Our performance-based
stock units are subject to certain performance metrics, which may be market-based or non-market-based financial metrics. Our market-based
performance stock units are contingent upon the attainment of certain stock prices generally over a four-year performance period while non-
market-based performance metrics are contingent upon attainment of certain financial performance metrics generally over a one-year
performance period. Performance-based stock units vest on the one-year anniversary of the date of achievement, subject to the employee’s
continued service through the vesting date. Each restricted and performance-based stock unit represents a contingent right to receive a
share of our common stock upon predetermined criteria.

The fair value for restricted and non-market-based performance stock units is estimated on the date of grant based on the current
market price of our common shares. The grant date fair value of market-based performance stock awards is determined using the Monte-
Carlo simulation model and requires the input of subjective assumptions. The weighted-average expected term is based on the likelihood of
achievement using historical behavior. The dividend yield is based on our dividend payment history and expectation of future dividend
payments. Through December 31, 2023, we had not declared or paid any cash dividends to common stockholders. We base the risk-free
interest rate on the implied yield currently available on U.S. Treasury zero-coupon issues with a remaining term equal to the length of the
remaining performance period. Expected volatility is determined using a combination of the implied volatility of publicly traded options in our
stock and historical volatility of our stock price.

The estimated attainment of performance-based awards and related expense are based on the achievement of certain financial
targets over a predetermined performance period, subject to continued service through the vesting date and ultimately are subject to the
discretion of the Company’s compensation committee. The assumptions used in calculating the fair value of stock-based payment awards
and expected attainment of performance-based awards represent our best estimates, but these estimates involve inherent uncertainties and
the application of management judgment. We will continue to use judgment in evaluating the expected term and volatility related to our own
stock-based awards on a prospective basis and incorporating these factors into the model. Changes in key assumptions could significantly
impact the valuation of such instruments.

Forfeiture Rate. We estimate a forfeiture rate to calculate the stock-based compensation for all of our awards. We evaluate the
appropriateness of the forfeiture rate based on historical forfeiture, analysis of employee turnover, and other factors. Forfeitures are
estimated at the time of grant and revised, if necessary, in subsequent periods if actual forfeitures differ from those estimates.

Earnings (Loss) Per Share – Our Series A Preferred Stock is considered a participating security which requires the use of the two-
class method for the computation of basic and diluted per share amounts. Under the two-class method, earnings available to common
stockholders for the period are allocated between common stockholders and participating securities according to dividends accumulated and
participation rights in undistributed earnings. Net loss attributable to common stockholders is not allocated to the convertible preferred stock
as the holder of the Series A Preferred Stock does not have a contractual obligation to share in losses. Basic net loss attributable to common
stockholders per share is computed by dividing net loss available to common stockholders by the weighted-average number of shares of
common stock outstanding for the period. Diluted net loss attributable to common stockholders per share is computed by dividing the net loss
available to common stockholders for the period by the weighted average number of common and common equivalent shares outstanding
during the period. Diluted net loss attributable to common stockholders per share reflects all potential dilutive common stock equivalent
shares, including conversion of preferred stock, stock options, restricted stock units and shares to be issued under our employee stock
purchase program.

401(k) Plan – Our Board of Directors adopted a defined contribution retirement plan (“401(k) Plan”) in 1998, which qualifies under
Section 401(k) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. Participation in the 401(k) Plan is available to substantially all employees in the United
States. Employees may contribute up to 85% of their salary, subject to applicable annual Internal Revenue Code limits and are permitted to
make both pre-tax and after-tax contributions. Employee contributions are fully vested when contributed. We contribute a maximum of 100%
of the first 3% of compensation a participant contributes to the 401(k) Plan, which vests immediately. Our matching contributions to the
401(k) Plan are discretionary and are expensed as incurred. We recognized expense of $3.6
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million, $3.8 million and $4.2 million for the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022 and 2021, respectively, related to 401(k) matching
contributions.

Income Taxes – We account for income taxes using the liability method. Deferred income taxes are determined based on the
differences between the financial reporting and tax bases of assets and liabilities, using enacted statutory tax rates in effect for the year in
which the differences are expected to reverse.

We utilize a two-step approach for evaluating uncertain tax positions. Step one, Recognition, requires a company to determine if the
weight of available evidence indicates that a tax position is more likely than not to be sustained upon audit, including resolution of related
appeals or litigation processes, if any. Step two, Measurement, is based on the largest amount of benefit, which is more likely than not to be
realized on ultimate settlement. We record interest and penalties related to uncertain tax positions as income tax expense in the consolidated
financial statements.

Recently Adopted Accounting Pronouncements

We did not adopt any new accounting pronouncements during the year ended December 31, 2023.

Recently Issued Accounting Pronouncements Not Yet Adopted

Segment Reporting (Topic 280) — In November 2023, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”) issued Accounting
Standards Update (“ASU”) 2023-07, Segment Reporting (Topic 280): Improvements to Reportable Segment Disclosures. This ASU updates
reportable segment disclosure requirements by requiring disclosures of significant reportable segment expenses that are regularly provided
to the CODM and included within each reported measure of a segment’s profit or loss. The ASU is effective for fiscal years beginning after
December 15, 2023 and interim periods beginning after December 15, 2024. Adoption of the ASU should be applied retrospectively to all
prior periods presented in the financial statements and early adoption is permitted. We are currently evaluating the impact of adopting this
ASU on our consolidated financial statements and related disclosures.

Income Taxes (Topic 740) — In December 2023, the FASB issued ASU 2023-09, Income Taxes (Topic 740) Improvements to
Income Tax Disclosures, which requires public entities, on an annual basis, to provide disclosure of specific categories in the rate
reconciliation, as well as additional disclosure on income taxes paid. The ASU is effective on a prospective basis for fiscal years beginning
after December 15, 2024 for public entities and early adoption is permitted. We are currently evaluating the impact of adopting of this ASU on
our consolidated financial statements and related disclosures.
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Note 2 – Revenue

Disaggregation of Revenue – The table below depicts the disaggregation of revenue by product and is consistent with how we
evaluate our financial performance (in thousands):

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022 2021

Medicare
Medicare Advantage $ 335,849 $ 293,562 $ 393,868 
Medicare Supplement 13,825 17,419 24,272 
Medicare Part D 11,180 7,171 7,361 

Total Medicare 360,854 318,152 425,501 
Individual and Family 

Non-Qualified Health Plans 10,640 12,430 23,579 
Qualified Health Plans 6,020 5,435 9,295 

Total Individual and Family 16,660 17,865 32,874 
Ancillary

Short-term 3,319 4,419 6,112 
Dental 3,151 3,489 10,216 
Vision 1,627 1,050 2,250 
Other 2,657 2,508 2,776 

Total Ancillary 10,754 11,466 21,354 
Small Business 17,669 11,842 10,720 
Commission Bonus and Other (2,013) 1,921 2,670 
Total Commission Revenue 403,924 361,246 493,119 
Other Revenue

Sponsorship and Advertising Revenue 42,530 40,960 40,560 
Other 6,417 3,150 4,520 

Total Other Revenue 48,947 44,110 45,080 
Total Revenue $ 452,871 $ 405,356 $ 538,199 

_______

We define our individual and family plan offerings as major medical individual and family health insurance plans, which do not include Medicare-related, small
business or ancillary plans. Individual and family health insurance plans include both qualified and non-qualified plans. Qualified health plans meet the requirements of
the Affordable Care Act and are offered through the government-run health insurance exchange in the relevant jurisdiction. Non-qualified health plans do not meet the
requirements of the Affordable Care Act and are not offered through the government-run health insurance exchange in the relevant jurisdiction. Individuals that
purchase non-qualified health plans cannot receive a subsidy in connection with the purchase of non-qualified plans.

Commission Revenue

Since the adoption of ASC 606, we have evaluated changes in estimated cash collections and compare these to the initial estimates
of LTV at the time of approval. We record adjustment revenue in the period when the risk of significant reversal is not probable and continue
to enhance our LTV estimation models to improve the accuracy and to reduce the fluctuations of our LTV estimates.

(1)

(1)
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Commission revenue by segment is presented in the table below (in thousands):
Year Ended December 31,

2023 2022 2021
Medicare

Commission revenue from members approved during the period $ 326,087 $ 322,506 $ 437,738 
Net commission revenue from members approved in prior periods 33,544 (2,326) (8,414)

Total Medicare segment commission revenue $ 359,631 $ 320,180 $ 429,324 
Employer and Individual

Commission revenue from members approved during the period $ 19,789 $ 22,358 $ 25,078 
Commission revenue from renewals of small business members during the period 9,973 9,981 8,564 
Net commission revenue from members approved in prior periods 14,531 8,727 30,153 

Total Employer and Individual segment commission revenue $ 44,293 $ 41,066 $ 63,795 

Total commission revenue from members approved during the period $ 345,876 $ 344,864 $ 462,816 
Commission revenue from renewals of small business members during the period 9,973 9,981 8,564 
Total net commission revenue from members approved in prior periods 48,075 6,401 21,739 
Total commission revenue $ 403,924 $ 361,246 $ 493,119 

_______

These amounts reflect our revised estimates of cash collections for certain members approved prior to the relevant reporting period that are recognized as adjustments
to revenue within the relevant reporting period. The net adjustment revenue includes both increases as well as reductions in revenue for certain prior period cohorts.

     The impact of total net commission revenue from members approved in prior periods for the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022 and 2021 was $1.72, $0.23 and
$0.81 per basic and per diluted share, respectively. The total reductions to revenue from members approved in prior periods were $4.3 million, $16.5 million and $28.8
million for the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022 and 2021, respectively. These reductions to revenue primarily relate to the Medicare segment.

Enhancement to LTV Estimation Model

During 2023, we observed stronger member retention rates and commission rate increases for our Medicare segment. Based on our
evaluation of the updated LTV models and retention and commission rate trends, we recorded $33.5 million of net adjustment revenue for the
year ended December 31, 2023. In addition, we continued to observe stronger member retention rates in our LTV assessments for the
majority of the earlier period cohorts of certain products in our E&I segment and as a result, we recognized $14.5 million of net adjustment
revenue for the year ended December 31, 2023. We will continue to monitor our member retention rates as compared to our forecasts and
other market factors and evaluate whether any addition or reduction of adjustment revenue shall be recorded as we continue to assess our
LTV models in future periods.

During 2022, we continued to observe stronger member retention rates in our LTV assessments for the majority of the earlier period
cohorts of certain products in our E&I segment. Based on our evaluation of the updated LTV models and retention trends, we recognized
$8.7 million of net adjustment revenue for the E&I segment for the year ended December 31, 2022. In addition, we evaluated various market
factors related to our Medicare segment and recorded a net adjustment of $(2.3) million for the year ended December 31, 2022, primarily due
to declines in LTV in all Medicare products.

(1)

(1)

(1)(2)

(1)    

(2)
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During 2021, despite the extension of the COVID-19 related special enrollment period through August 15, 2021 and an increase in
subsidies to certain individuals who purchase qualified health plans, we continued to observe stronger member retention rates in our LTV
assessments for the majority of the earlier period cohorts of certain products in our E&I segment. We recognized $30.2 million of net
adjustment revenue for the E&I segment for the year ended December 31, 2021. In addition, we evaluated various market factors related to
our Medicare segment and recorded a net adjustment of $(8.4) million for the year ended December 31, 2021, primarily due to decline in LTV
of Medicare Supplement and Medicare Part D prescription drug plans.

Note 3 – Supplemental Financial Statement Information

Cash, Cash Equivalents and Restricted Cash

Our cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash balances are summarized as follows (in thousands):
December 31, 2023 December 31, 2022

Cash $ 7,114 $ 17,776 
Cash equivalents 108,608 126,625 

Cash and cash equivalents 115,722 144,401 
Restricted cash 3,090 3,239 

Total cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash $ 118,812 $ 147,640 

As of December 31, 2023 and 2022, we had $3.1 million and $3.2 million of restricted cash which was classified as a non-current
asset on our Consolidated Balance Sheets. This amount collateralizes letters of credit related to certain lease commitments.

Contract Assets and Accounts Receivable

We do not require collateral or other security for our contract assets and accounts receivable. We believe the potential for collection
issues with any of our customers was minimal as of December 31, 2023.

We estimate an allowance for credit losses using relevant available information from internal and external sources, related to past
events, current conditions, and reasonable and supportable forecasts. Specifically, for the purpose of measuring the probability of default
parameters, we utilize Capital IQ’s, Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s analytics. Our estimates of loss given default are determined by using
our historical collections data as well as historical information obtained through our research and review of other insurance related
companies. Our estimated exposure at default is determined by applying these internal and external data sources to our commissions
receivable balances. As such, we apply an immediate reversion method and revert to historical loss information when computing our credit
loss exposure. Credit loss expenses are assessed quarterly and included in the “General and administrative” line in our Consolidated
Statements of Comprehensive Loss. There were no write-offs during the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022 and 2021.

The change in the allowance for credit losses is summarized as follows (in thousands):
December 31, 2023 December 31, 2022

Beginning balance $ 2,398 $ 2,198 
Change in allowance (280) 200 
Ending balance $ 2,118 $ 2,398 
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Our contract assets – commissions receivable activities, net of credit loss allowances, are summarized as follows (in thousands):
Year Ended December 31, 2023

Medicare
Segment E&I Segment Total

Beginning balance $ 817,043 $ 67,261 $ 884,304 
Commission revenue from members approved during the period 326,087 19,789 345,876 
Commission revenue from renewals of small business members during the period — 9,973 9,973 
Net commission revenue from members approved in prior periods 33,544 14,531 48,075 
Cash receipts (329,600) (40,731) (370,331)
Net change in credit loss allowance 258 22 280 
Ending balance $ 847,332 $ 70,845 $ 918,177 

Year Ended December 31, 2022
Medicare
Segment E&I Segment Total

Beginning balance $ 837,474 $ 70,788 $ 908,262 
Commission revenue from members approved during the period 322,506 22,358 344,864 
Commission revenue from renewals of small business members during the period — 9,981 9,981 
Net commission revenue from members approved in prior periods (2,326) 8,727 6,401 
Cash receipts (340,426) (44,578) (385,004)
Net change in credit loss allowance (185) (15) (200)
Ending balance $ 817,043 $ 67,261 $ 884,304 

Credit Risk

Our financial instruments that are exposed to concentrations of credit risk principally consist of cash, cash equivalents, marketable
securities, contract assets – commissions receivable and accounts receivable. We invest our cash and cash equivalents with major banks
and financial institutions and, at times, such investments are in excess of federally insured limits. We also have deposits with major banks in
China that are denominated in both U.S. dollars and Chinese Yuan Renminbi and are not insured by the U.S. federal government. The
deposits in China were $3.2 million as of December 31, 2023. See Note 4 – Fair Value Measurements for more information regarding our
marketable securities.

We do not require collateral or other security for either our contract assets or accounts receivable. Carriers that represented 10% or
more of our total contract assets – commissions receivable and accounts receivable balances are summarized as follows:
 December 31, 2023 December 31, 2022
Humana 27 % 26 %
UnitedHealthcare 26 % 24 %
Aetna 16 % 16 %
_______

Percentages include the carriers' subsidiaries.

(1)

(1)

(1)
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Prepaid Expenses and Other Current Assets – Our prepaid expenses and other current assets are summarized as follows (in
thousands):

December 31, 2023 December 31, 2022
Prepaid software and maintenance contracts $ 5,328 $ 5,211 
Prepaid licenses 2,739 1,116 
Prepaid expenses 1,808 2,858 
Prepaid insurance 1,436 1,893 
Other current assets 733 223 

Prepaid expenses and other current assets $ 12,044 $ 11,301 

Property and Equipment – Our property and equipment are summarized as follows (in thousands):
 December 31, 2023 December 31, 2022
Computer equipment and software $ 9,008 $ 8,727 
Office equipment and furniture 2,875 3,556 
Leasehold improvements 4,124 5,992 
Property and equipment, gross 16,007 18,275 
Less: accumulated depreciation and amortization (11,143) (12,774)

Property and equipment, net $ 4,864 $ 5,501 

Depreciation and amortization expense related to property and equipment for the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022 and 2021
was $2.5 million, $3.8 million and $5.4 million, respectively. During 2022, we recognized impairment charges of $2.2 million related to
computer equipment, office equipment and furniture and leasehold improvements as a result of our sublease and vacating of certain leased
office spaces in the “Impairment, restructuring and other charges” line in our Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Loss.

Intangible Assets – As of December 31, 2023 and 2022, our intangible assets subject to amortization had a gross carrying value of
$17.2 million and life-to-date accumulated amortization and impairment charges of $17.2 million. As of December 31, 2023 and 2022, our
indefinite-lived intangible assets had a gross carrying value of $5.1 million and life-to-date impairment charges of $3.2 million. We had no
amortization expense related to intangible assets for the years ended December 31, 2023 and 2022. Amortization expense related to
intangible assets for the year ended December 31, 2021 was $0.5 million. We recorded $6.1 million of impairment charges related to our
intangible assets in the “Impairment, restructuring and other charges” line in our Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Loss for the
year ended December 31, 2021. See Note 11 - Impairment, Restructuring and Other Charges for further discussion on our impairment
charge in 2021.
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Note 4 – Fair Value Measurements

We define fair value as the price that would be received for an asset or paid to transfer a liability (an exit price) in the principal or
most advantageous market for the asset or liability in an orderly transaction between market participants on the measurement date. Valuation
techniques we use to measure fair value maximize the use of observable inputs and minimize the use of unobservable inputs. We classify
the inputs used to measure fair value into the following hierarchy:
Level 1  Unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities.
Level 2  Unadjusted quoted prices in active markets for similar assets or liabilities; unadjusted quoted prices for identical or similar

assets or liabilities in markets that are not active; inputs other than quoted prices that are observable for the asset or liability.
Level 3  Unobservable inputs for the asset or liability.

Our financial assets measured at fair value on a recurring basis are summarized below by their classification within the fair value
hierarchy as follows (in thousands):
 December 31, 2023
 Carrying Value Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total
Assets
Cash equivalents

Money market funds $ 11,576 $ 11,576 $ — $ — $ 11,576 
Commercial paper 86,090 — 86,090 — 86,090 
Agency bonds 10,942 — 10,942 — 10,942 

Short-term marketable securities
Agency bonds 5,930 — 5,930 — 5,930 

Total assets measured at fair value $ 114,538 $ 11,576 $ 102,962 $ — $ 114,538 

December 31, 2022
Carrying Value Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total

Assets
Cash equivalents

Money market funds $ 13,015 $ 13,015 $ — $ — $ 13,015 
Commercial paper 112,268 — 112,268 — 112,268 
Agency bonds 1,342 — 1,342 — 1,342 

Total assets measured at fair value $ 126,625 $ 13,015 $ 113,610 $ — $ 126,625 

We endeavor to utilize the best available information in measuring fair value. Our money market funds are measured at fair value
based on quoted prices in active markets and are classified as Level 1 within the fair value hierarchy. Our available for sale marketable
securities, which include commercial paper and agency bonds with maturities of less than one year, are measured at fair value using quoted
market prices to the extent available or alternative pricing sources and models utilizing market observable inputs and are classified as Level
2 within the fair value hierarchy. There were no transfers between the hierarchy levels during either of the years ended December 31, 2023
or 2022.
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The following table summarizes our cash equivalents and available-for-sale debt securities by contractual maturity (in thousands):
As of December 31, 2023 As of December 31, 2022

Amortized Cost Fair Value Amortized Cost Fair Value
Due in 1 year $ 114,577 $ 114,538 $ 126,664 $ 126,625 

Unrealized gains and losses on available-for-sale debt securities that are not credit related are included in accumulated other
comprehensive loss and summarized as follows (in thousands):

December 31, 2023
Amortized Cost Unrealized Gains Unrealized Losses Fair Value

Cash equivalents
Money market funds $ 11,576 $ — $ — $ 11,576 
Commercial paper 86,132 — (42) 86,090 
Agency bonds 10,940 2 — 10,942 

Short-term marketable securities
Agency bonds 5,929 1 — 5,930 

Total $ 114,577 $ 3 $ (42) $ 114,538 

December 31, 2022
Amortized Cost Unrealized Gains Unrealized Losses Fair Value

Cash equivalents
Money market funds $ 13,015 $ — $ — $ 13,015 
Commercial paper 112,307 — (39) 112,268 
Agency bonds 1,342 — — 1,342 

Total $ 126,664 $ — $ (39) $ 126,625 

As of December 31, 2023 and 2022, we had 20 and 26 securities in net loss positions, respectively, and their unrealized losses were
immaterial individually and in aggregate. We did not record any credit losses regarding our available-for-sale debt securities during the year
ended December 31, 2023 or 2022. We do not intend to sell these securities and it is more likely than not that we will not be required to sell
these securities before the recovery of their amortized cost basis. We incurred interest income of $8.4 million, $2.8 million and $0.2 million for
the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022 and 2021, respectively.

Note 5 – Equity

Common Stock – On all matters submitted to our stockholders for vote, our common stockholders are entitled to one vote per
share, voting together as a single class, and do not have cumulative voting rights. Accordingly, the holders of a majority of the shares of
common stock entitled to vote in any election of directors can elect all of the directors standing for election, if they so choose. Subject to
preferences that may apply to any shares of preferred stock outstanding, the holders of common stock are entitled to share equally in any
dividends, when and if declared by our Board of Directors. Upon the occurrence of a liquidation, dissolution or winding-up, the holders of
common stock are entitled to share equally in all assets remaining after the payment of any liabilities and the liquidation preferences on any
outstanding preferred stock. Holders of common stock have no preemptive or conversion rights or other subscription rights and there are no
redemption or sinking funds provisions applicable to the common stock.
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Stock Repurchase Programs – We had no stock repurchase activity during the years ending December 31, 2023, 2022 or 2021. As
of December 31, 2023 and 2022, we had a total of 12.8 million and 12.4 million shares, respectively, held in treasury. As of December 31,
2023 and 2022, we had 2.1 million and 1.7 million shares, respectively, in treasury that were previously surrendered by employees to satisfy
tax withholding due in connection with the vesting of certain restricted stock units as well as 10.7 million shares previously repurchased under
our past repurchase programs.

For accounting purposes, common stock repurchased under our stock repurchase programs is recorded based upon the settlement
date of the applicable trade. Such repurchased shares are held in treasury and are presented using the cost method.

2020 Employee Share Purchase Plan – Our Board of Directors adopted in March 2020 and our stockholders approved in June
2020 the 2020 Employee Stock Purchase Plan (“ESPP”). A total of 0.5 million shares of our common stock are available for sale under the
ESPP. Eligible employees can purchase shares of our common stock based on a percentage of their compensation subject to certain limits.
The purchase price per share is equal to the lower of 85% of the fair market value of our common stock on the offering date or the purchase
date.

Employees purchased 0.1 million, 0.2 million and 0.1 million shares of common stock under our ESPP during the years ended
December 31, 2023, 2022 and 2021, respectively. There were 0.1 million shares remaining for purchase under our ESPP as of December
31, 2023. As of December 31, 2023, there was $0.2 million of unrecognized compensation cost related to our employee stock purchase
program, expected to be recognized over a weighted average period of 0.4 years.

Equity Plans – On June 12, 2014, upon approval at the Annual Meeting of Stockholders, we adopted the 2014 Equity Incentive Plan
(the “2014 Plan”) with 4.5 million shares authorized for issuance. The 2014 Plan does not include an evergreen provision to automatically
increase the number of shares available under it, and any increase in the number of shares authorized for issuance under the 2014 Plan
requires stockholder approval. Also, under the 2014 Plan the following shares are not recycled for future grant under the 2014 Plan: (i)
shares used in connection with the exercise of an option and/or stock appreciation right to pay the exercise price or purchase price of such
award or satisfy applicable tax withholding obligations; and (ii) the gross number of shares subject to stock appreciation rights that are
exercised. Furthermore, the 2014 Plan included a provision that prohibits repricing of outstanding stock options or stock appreciation rights
and formalized and updated procedures to qualify awards as “performance-based” compensation under Section 162(m) of the Internal
Revenue Code in order to preserve full tax deductibility of such awards. Our stockholders approved an amendment to the 2014 Plan to
increase the maximum number of shares that may be issued by 2.5 million shares in 2019 and by 3.0 million in 2022. The 2014 Plan was
further amended on September 29, 2022 to remove certain provisions permitting the Company to provide a reload option (as amended and
restated, the “A&R 2014 Plan”).

On September 22, 2021, the Company adopted an inducement plan (the “2021 Inducement Plan”), pursuant to which the Company
reserved 0.4 million shares of its common stock (subject to customary adjustments in the event of a change in capital structure of the
Company) to be used exclusively for grants of awards to individuals who were not previously employees or directors of the Company, other
than following a bona fide period of non-employment, as an inducement material to the individual's entry into employment with the Company
within the meaning of Rule 5635(c)(4) of the Nasdaq Listing Rules (“Nasdaq Rules”). In March 2022 and September 2022, the Company
amended and restated its 2021 Inducement Plan to reserve an additional 0.5 million and 1.5 million shares of its common stock, respectively
(as amended and restated, the “A&R 2021 Inducement Plan”). The 2021 Inducement Plan and its amendments were approved by our Board
of Directors without stockholder approval pursuant to Rule 5635(c)(4) of the Nasdaq Rules, and the terms and conditions of the A&R 2021
Inducement Plan and awards to be granted thereunder are substantially similar to our stockholder-approved A&R 2014 Plan. As of
December 31, 2023, 2.0 million shares were issued under the A&R 2021 Inducement Plan.

Shares Reserved – We generally issue previously unissued common stock upon the exercise of stock options, the vesting of
restricted and performance-based stock units and upon granting of restricted common stock awards; however, we may reissue previously
acquired treasury shares to satisfy these future issuances.
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Shares of authorized but unissued common stock reserved for future issuance were as follows (in thousands):
 December 31, 2023 December 31, 2022
Stock options issued and outstanding 218 226 
Restricted stock units issued and outstanding 3,105 2,238 
Performance-based stock units issued and outstanding 400 242 
Shares available for grant 2,810 5,165 

Total shares reserved 6,533 7,871 

The following table summarizes activity under our A&R 2014 Plan and A&R 2021 Inducement Plan for the year ended December 31,
2023 (in thousands):

Balance at December 31, 2022 5,165 
Restricted stock units granted (2,413)
Performance-based stock units granted (337)
Restricted stock units cancelled 283 
Performance-based stock units cancelled 104 
Options cancelled 8 

Balance at December 31, 2023 2,810 

_______ 
Shares available for grant do not include treasury stock shares that could be granted if we determined to do so.

Stock-Based Compensation Expense – The following table summarizes stock-based compensation expense recognized for the
years presented below (in thousands):

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022 2021

Restricted stock units $ 19,151 $ 17,837 $ 23,645 
Performance-based stock units 2,422 876 6,867 
Common stock options 1,254 1,154 707 
Employee stock purchase program 386 449 1,638 

Total stock-based compensation expense $ 23,213 $ 20,316 $ 32,857 
Related tax benefit recognized $ 5,488 $ 4,747 $ 7,746 

(1)

(1)
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The following table summarizes stock-based compensation expense by operating function for the years presented below (in
thousands):
 Year Ended December 31,
 2023 2022 2021
Marketing and advertising $ 2,201 $ 1,901 $ 8,660 
Customer care and enrollment 2,287 2,096 2,836 
Technology and content 4,498 6,015 10,013 
General and administrative 14,227 10,304 11,348 

Total stock-based compensation expense 23,213 20,316 32,857 
Amount capitalized for internal-use software 1,040 1,885 2,621 

Total stock-based compensation $ 24,253 $ 22,201 $ 35,478 

For the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022 or 2021, there was a total of $1.0 million, $1.9 million and $2.6 million, respectively,
of stock-based compensation expense capitalized in the internal-use software and website development costs classified under Other assets,
which represents a noncash investing activity.

Stock Options – The following table summarizes stock option activity (in thousands, except weighted-average exercise price and
weighted-average remaining contractual life data):

 
Number of

Stock Options
Weighted
Average

Exercise Price

Weighted-
Average

Remaining
Contractual Life

(years)
Aggregate

Intrinsic Value

Outstanding as of December 31, 2022 226 $ 39.07 5.3 $ — 
Granted — $ — 
Exercised — 
Forfeited (8) $ 23.34 

Outstanding balance as of December 31, 2023 218 $ 39.65 4.5 $ — 
Vested and expected to vest as of December 31, 2023 194 $ 39.48 4.5 $ — 
Exercisable as of December 31, 2023 74 $ 36.98 4.0 $ — 
_______ 

Includes certain stock options with service, performance-based or market-based vesting criteria.
The aggregate intrinsic value is calculated as the product between eHealth’s closing stock price as of December 31, 2023 and 2022 and the exercise price of in-the-
money options as of those dates. 

The following table provides information pertaining to our stock options for the years presented below (in thousands, except
weighted-average fair values):
 Year Ended December 31,
 2023 2022 2021
Weighted average fair value of options granted  n/a n/a $ 41.03 
Total fair value of options vested $ 534 $ 835 $ 797 
Intrinsic value of options exercised n/a $ 694 $ 5,182 

(1) (2)

(1)

(2)
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There were no options granted during the years ended December 31, 2023 and 2022. For the options granted during the year ended
December 31, 2021, the fair value of stock options granted to employees was estimated using the Black-Scholes option-pricing model and
with the following weighted average assumptions for the year presented below:

 
Year Ended

December 31,
 2021

Expected term (years) 7.0
Expected volatility 69.1%
Expected dividend yield —%
Risk-free interest rate 1.3%

As of December 31, 2023, there was $1.2 million of total unamortized compensation cost, net of estimated forfeitures, related to
stock options, expected to be recognized over a weighted average period of 1.1 years.

Restricted Stock Units – The following table summarizes restricted stock unit activity (in thousands, except weighted-average grant
date fair value and weighted-average remaining service period data):

Number of
Restricted

Stock Units

Weighted-
Average Grant
Date Fair Value

Weighted-
Average

Remaining
Service Period

(years)
Aggregate

Intrinsic Value

Outstanding as of December 31, 2022 2,238 $ 19.13 1.4 $ 10,832 
Granted 2,413 $ 8.33 
Vested (1,263) $ 16.88 
Forfeited (283) $ 22.80 

Outstanding as of December 31, 2023 3,105 $ 11.31 1.3 $ 27,083 
_______

The aggregate intrinsic value is calculated as the difference of the grant date price and our closing stock price as of December 31, 2023 and 2022 multiplied by the
number of restricted stock units outstanding as of December 31, 2023 and 2022, respectively.   

As of December 31, 2023, there was $22.8 million of total unamortized compensation cost, net of estimated forfeitures, related to
restricted stock units, expected to be recognized over a weighted average period of 2.6 years.

Performance-based Stock Units – The following table summarizes performance-based stock unit activity (in thousands, except
weighted-average grant date fair value and weighted-average remaining service period data):

Number of
Performance-
based Stock

Units

Weighted-
Average Grant
Date Fair Value

Weighted-
Average

Remaining
Service Period

(years)
Aggregate

Intrinsic Value

Outstanding as of December 31, 2022 242 $ 20.55 1.1 $ 1,172 
Granted 337 $ 7.56 
Vested (75) $ 4.42 
Forfeited (104) $ 14.08 

Outstanding as of December 31, 2023 400 $ 14.32 0.6 $ 3,486 
_______

The aggregate intrinsic value is calculated as the difference of the grant date price and our closing stock price as of December 31, 2023 and 2022 multiplied by the
number of performance stock units outstanding as of December 31, 2023 and 2022, respectively.

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)
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The weighted-average fair value of the market-based restricted stock units was determined using the Monte Carlo simulation model
using the following weighted average assumptions:

Year Ended December 31,
 2023 2022 2021

Expected term (years) 1.1 2.1 2.0
Expected volatility 76.3% 68.7% 66.0%
Expected dividend yield —% —% —%
Risk-free interest rate 4.0% 2.5% 0.9%
Weighted-average grant date fair value $4.79 $9.66 $46.36

As of December 31, 2023, there was $0.9 million of total unamortized compensation cost, net of estimated forfeitures, related to
performance-based stock units, expected to be recognized over a weighted average period of 0.6 years.

Note 6 – Convertible Preferred Stock

Pursuant to an investment agreement dated February 17, 2021 with Echelon Health SPV, LP (“H.I.G.”), an investment vehicle of
H.I.G. Capital (the “H.I.G. Investment Agreement”), we issued and sold to H.I.G., in a private placement, 2,250,000 shares of our newly
designated Series A convertible preferred stock (the “Series A Preferred Stock”), par value $0.001 per share, at an aggregate purchase price
of $225.0 million on April 30, 2021 (the “Closing Date”). We received $214.0 million in net proceeds from the private placement with H.I.G.,
net of sales commissions and certain transaction fees totaling $11.0 million. Our Series A Preferred Stock is considered temporary equity in
our Consolidated Balance Sheets and we have determined there are no material embedded features that require recognition as a derivative
asset or liability. The Series A Preferred Stock ranks senior to all other equity securities of the Company with respect to dividend rights and
rights on the distribution of assets on any voluntary or involuntary liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the affairs of the Company.

Dividends – Dividends initially accrued on the Series A Preferred Stock daily at 8% per annum on the stated value of $100 per share
(the “Stated Value”), and were payable in kind (“PIK”) beginning on June 30, 2021 through the second anniversary of the Closing Date.
Subsequent to the second anniversary of the Closing Date, dividends continue to accrue at 8% per annum, with 6% PIK and 2% payable in
cash in arrears beginning on June 30, 2023. Dividends compound semiannually and are PIK and payable in cash in arrears, as applicable,
on June 30 and December 31 of each year (each a “Dividend Payment Date”). PIK dividends are cumulative and are added to the Accrued
Value. “Accrued Value” means, as of any date, with respect to any share of Series A Preferred Stock, the sum of the Stated Value per share
plus, on each Dividend Payment Date, on a cumulative basis, all accrued PIK dividends that have accrued on such share but that have not
previously been added to the Accrued Value. During the year ended December 31, 2023, we made cash dividend payments in the aggregate
amount of $3.5 million. The Series A Preferred Stock participates, on an as-converted basis in all dividends paid to the holders of our
common stock.

Conversion Rights – The Series A Preferred Stock is convertible at any time into common stock at a conversion rate equal to (i) the
Accrued Value plus accrued PIK dividends that have not yet been added to the Accrued Value, (ii) divided by the conversion price as of the
applicable conversion date (the “Conversion Price”). As of December 31, 2023, the Conversion Price is equal to $79.5861 per share. This
Conversion Price is subject to further adjustment and the number of shares of common stock issuable upon conversion of the Series A
Preferred Stock is subject to certain limitations, each as set forth in the Certificate of Designations of Series A Preferred Stock, as filed with
the Secretary of State of the State of Delaware on April 30, 2021 (the “Certificate of Designations”).

Redemption Put Right – At any time on or after the sixth anniversary of the Closing Date, holders of the Series A Preferred Stock
will have the right to cause the Company to redeem all or any portion of the Series A Preferred Stock in cash at an amount equal to the
greater of (i) 135% of the Accrued Value per share as of the redemption date, plus accrued PIK dividends that have not yet been added to
the Accrued Value and (ii) the amount per share that would be payable on an as-converted basis on such Series A Preferred Stock at the
then-current
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Accrued Value, plus accrued PIK dividends that have not yet been added to the Accrued Value, and in either case of (i) or (ii) plus any unpaid
cash dividends that would have otherwise been settled in cash in connection with such conversion (the greater of (i) and (ii), the “Redemption
Price”).

Redemption Call Right – At any time on or after the sixth anniversary of the Closing Date, the Company will have the right (but not
the obligation) to redeem out of legally available funds and for cash consideration all (but not less than all) of the Series A Preferred Stock
upon at least 30 days prior written notice at an amount equal to the Redemption Price.

Board Nomination Rights – H.I.G. is entitled to nominate one individual for election to our Board of Directors so long as it continues
to own at least 30% of the common stock issuable or issued upon conversion of the Series A Preferred Stock originally issued to it in the
private placement. Under certain circumstances, H.I.G. also has the right to nominate an additional individual to our Board of Directors if we
fail to maintain certain levels of commissions receivable or liquidity as further discussed below.

Voting Rights – The Series A Preferred Stock will vote together with the common stock as a single class on all matters submitted to
a vote of the holders of the common stock (subject to certain voting limitations set forth in, and the terms and conditions of, the Certificate of
Designations). Each holder of Series A Preferred Stock shall be entitled to the number of votes, rounded down to the nearest whole number,
equal to the product of (i) the aggregate Accrued Value of the issued and outstanding shares of Series A Preferred Stock divided by $69.684,
which is the “Minimum Price” computed in accordance with the Certificate of Designations (as further described below), multiplied by (ii) a
fraction, the numerator of which is the number of shares of Series A Preferred Stock held by such holder and the denominator of which is the
aggregate number of issued and outstanding shares of Series A Preferred Stock. “Minimum Price” means the lower of: (i) the Nasdaq Official
Closing Price per share of common stock on the Closing Date; or (ii) the average Nasdaq Official Closing Price per share of common stock
for the five trading days immediately prior to the Closing Date. Holders of Series A Preferred Stock will have one vote per share on any
matter on which the holders of the Series A Preferred Stock are entitled to vote separately as a class (subject to certain voting limitations set
forth in the Certificate of Designations).

Mandatory Conversion of the Series A Preferred Stock – At any time on or after the third anniversary of the Closing Date, if the
volume-weighted average price per share of our common stock is greater than 167.5% of the then-current Conversion Price for 20
consecutive trading days in a 30-day trading day period, the Company will have the right to convert all, but not less than all, of the Series A
Preferred Stock into common stock at a conversion rate with respect to each share of Series A Preferred Stock of (i) the Accrued Value plus
accrued PIK dividends that have not yet been added to the Accrued Value, (ii) divided by the then applicable Conversion Price.

Covenants and Liquidity Requirements – As long as H.I.G. continues to own at least 30% of the Series A Preferred Stock
originally issued to it in the private placement, the consent of H.I.G. will be required for the Company to incur certain indebtedness and to
take certain other corporate actions as set forth in the H.I.G. Investment Agreement. In addition, the Company is required to maintain an
Asset Coverage Ratio (as defined in the H.I.G. Investment Agreement) of at least 2.0x, (the “Minimum Asset Coverage Ratio”), which
increased to 2.5x in August of 2023. The first measurement date of the 2.5x Minimum Asset Coverage Ratio was September 30, 2023.
Additionally, the H.I.G. Investment Agreement requires the Company to maintain a Minimum Liquidity Amount (as defined in the H.I.G.
Investment Agreement) for certain periods that ranges from $65.0 million to $125.0 million. Failure to maintain the Minimum Asset Coverage
Ratio or the Minimum Liquidity Amount as of the date or for the time period required by the H.I.G. Investment Agreement for as long as H.I.G.
continues to own at least 30% of the Series A Preferred Stock originally issued to it in the private placement, entitles H.I.G., subject to
conditions and restrictions specified therein, to additional rights, including the right to nominate one additional member to the Company’s
Board of Directors, the right to approve the Company's annual budget, the right to approve hiring or termination of certain key executives,
and the right to approve the incurrence of certain indebtedness. As of December 31, 2023, we complied with the Minimum Liquidity Amount.
As of September 30, 2023, we failed to maintain the Minimum Asset Coverage Ratio, which entitles H.I.G. to the additional rights set forth
above.

As of December 31, 2023, the estimated Series A Preferred Stock redemption value equals 135% of the Accrued Value per share as
of the redemption date, plus accrued PIK dividends, that have not yet been added to the Accrued Value, which is significantly in excess of the
fair value of the common stock into which the Series A Preferred Stock is convertible as of December 31, 2023. We have elected to apply the
accretion method to adjust the carrying value of the Series A Preferred Stock to its redemption value at the earliest date of redemption, April
30,
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2027. Amounts recognized to accrete the Series A Preferred Stock to its estimated redemption value are treated as a deemed dividend and
are recorded as a reduction to retained earnings. The estimated redemption value will vary in subsequent periods due to the redemption put
right described above and we have elected to recognize such changes prospectively. No shares of Series A Preferred Stock have been
converted and the Series A Preferred Stock was convertible into 3.4 million shares of common stock as of December 31, 2023.

The following table summarizes the proceeds and changes to our Series A Preferred Stock (in thousands):

Gross proceeds $ 225,000 
Less: issuance costs (10,975)
Net proceeds $ 214,025 

Balance as of December 31, 2021 $ 232,592 
Accrued paid-in-kind dividends 19,357 
Change in preferred stock redemption value 11,335 
Balance as of December 31, 2022 263,284 
Accrued paid-in-kind dividends 17,433 
Change in preferred stock redemption value 17,336 
Balance as of December 31, 2023 $ 298,053 

Note 7 – Net Loss Per Share Attributable to Common Stockholders

The following table sets forth the computation of basic and diluted net loss attributable to common stockholders per share (in
thousands, except per share amounts):

 Year Ended December 31,
 2023 2022 2021
Basic    
Net loss attributable to common stockholders $ (66,515) $ (119,414) $ (122,942)
Shares used in per share calculation – basic 28,016 27,359 26,781 
Net loss attributable to common stockholders per share – basic $ (2.37) $ (4.36) $ (4.59)

Diluted:   
Net loss attributable to common stockholders $ (66,515) $ (119,414) $ (122,942)
Shares used in per share calculation – basic 28,016 27,359 26,781 
Dilutive effect of common stock — — — 
Shares used in per share calculation – diluted 28,016 27,359 26,781 
Net loss attributable to common stockholders per share – diluted $ (2.37) $ (4.36) $ (4.59)
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For each of the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022 and 2021, we had securities outstanding that could potentially dilute net loss
per share, but the shares from the assumed conversion or exercise of these securities were excluded in the computation of diluted net loss
per share as their effect would have been anti-dilutive. The number of weighted-average outstanding anti-dilutive shares that were excluded
from the computation of diluted net loss per share consisted of the following (in thousands):

 Year Ended December 31,
 2023 2022 2021
Convertible preferred stock 3,340 3,102 1,905 
Restricted stock units 2,255 1,551 1,075 
Performance-based stock units 154 — 3 
Common stock options 221 271 333 
Employee stock purchase program 51 65 29 

Total 6,021 4,989 3,345 

Note 8 – Commitments and Contingencies

Service and Licensing Obligations

We have entered into service and licensing agreements with third party vendors to provide various services, including network
access, equipment maintenance, and software licensing. As the benefits of these agreements are experienced uniformly over the applicable
contractual periods, we record the related service and licensing expenses on a straight-line basis, although actual cash payment obligations
under certain of these agreements fluctuate over the terms of the agreements.

 Our future minimum payments under non-cancellable contractual service and licensing obligations as of December 31, 2023 were
as follows (in thousands):
For the Years Ending December 31,
2024 $ 6,180 
2025 1,141 
2026 — 
2027 — 
2028 — 
Thereafter — 

Total $ 7,321 

Operating Leases

Refer to Note 10 – Leases for commitments related to our operating leases.

Self-Insurance

We provide comprehensive major medical benefits to our employees. Effective January 1, 2023, we began maintaining a substantial
portion of our U.S. employee health insurance benefits on a self-insured basis with up to $0.3 million per individual per year and a maximum
claim liability of $13.6 million. As a result, we record a self-insurance liability based on claims filed and an estimate of claims incurred but not
yet reported. As of December 31, 2023, we had a self-insurance liability balance of $2.5 million in the “Accrued compensation and benefits”
line on our Consolidated Balance Sheet. We had no liability on our Consolidated Balance Sheet as of December 31, 2022 as our employee
health insurance coverage was not self-insured at the time.
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Contingencies

From time to time, we receive inquiries from governmental bodies and also may be subject to various legal proceedings and claims
arising in the ordinary course of business. We assess contingencies to determine the degree of probability and range of possible loss for
potential accrual in our consolidated financial statements. An estimated loss contingency is accrued in the consolidated financial statements
if it is probable that a liability has been incurred and the amount of the loss can be reasonably estimated. Legal proceedings or other
contingencies could result in material costs, even if we ultimately prevail, and we may from time to time enter into settlements to resolve such
litigation. Legal costs incurred in connection with the resolution of claims, lawsuits and other contingencies generally are expensed as
incurred. There were no material litigation-related accruals recorded during the years ended or as of December 31, 2023, 2022 and 2021.
The following discussion is limited to the Company's material on-going legal proceedings:

Legal Proceedings

Securities Class Action – On April 8, 2020 and April 30, 2020, two purported class action lawsuits were filed against the Company,
its then-chief executive officer, Scott N. Flanders, its then-chief financial officer, Derek N. Yung, and its then-chief operating officer, David K.
Francis in the United States District Court for the Northern District of California. The cases are captioned Patel v. eHealth, Inc., et al., Case
No. 5:20-cv-02395 (N.D. Cal.) and Bertrand v. eHealth, Inc. et al., Case No. 4:20-cv-02967 (N.D. Cal.). The complaints allege, among other
things, that the Company and Messrs. Flanders, Yung and Francis made materially false and misleading statements and/or failed to disclose
material information regarding the Company’s accounting and modeling assumptions, rate of member churn and the Company’s profitability
during the alleged class period of March 19, 2018 to April 7, 2020. The complaints allege that the specified defendants violated Sections
10(b) and 20(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (as amended, the “Exchange Act”) and Rule 10b-5 promulgated thereunder. The
complaints seek compensatory and (in the Patel lawsuit) punitive damages, attorneys’ fees and costs, and such other relief as the court
deems proper. On June 24, 2020, the Court consolidated the above-referenced matters under the caption In re eHealth Securities Litig.,
Master File No. 4:20-cv-02395-JST (N.D. Cal.). The Court also appointed a lead plaintiff and lead counsel for the consolidated matter. An
Amended Complaint was filed on August 25, 2020, which Defendants moved to dismiss on October 23, 2020. Defendants’ motion, which
Plaintiff opposed, was granted in part and denied in part on August 12, 2021. The Court dismissed Plaintiff’s claims to the extent premised
upon alleged misrepresentations or omissions relating to churn, but denied Defendants’ motion with respect to alleged misstatements
regarding purported operating costs. On October 1, 2021, the Company filed an Answer denying in part and admitting in part the remaining
allegations and denying any wrongdoing. On November 11, 2021, Plaintiff’s counsel filed a suggestion of death with respect to the lead
plaintiff Billy White. Plaintiff’s counsel published notice regarding the appointment of a new lead plaintiff on January 17, 2022. On November
9, 2022, the Court appointed Chicago & Vicinity Laborers’ District Council Pension Fund as the new lead plaintiff and approved plaintiff’s
selection of counsel. On November 29, 2022, the new lead plaintiff and lead plaintiff’s counsel filed a supplement to the amended complaint,
replacing the names of the prior lead plaintiff and counsel and incorporating new lead plaintiff’s previously filed certification. On December
22, 2022, the Company, Mr. Flanders, and Mr. Yung moved for judgment on the pleadings as to the remaining claims. Mr. Francis also moved
for judgment on the pleadings the same day, and joined the motion by the Company, Mr. Flanders, and Mr. Yung. The motions for judgment
on the pleadings were fully briefed by February 9, 2023, and were scheduled for a hearing on April 13, 2023. On April 5, 2023, the Court
vacated the hearing on the motions and stated its intent to issue a decision based on the parties’ written briefing. On April 25, 2023, a
consortium of putative class members (the “Alger Funds”) filed a motion to intervene in the case, prior to the expiration of the applicable
statute of repose, to preserve their individual rights. On May 5, 2023, a defendants’ statement of non-opposition to Alger Funds’ limited
motion to intervene and a stipulation with Alger Funds regarding same were filed. On September 28, 2023, the Court granted, with leave to
amend, the Company’s motion for judgment on the pleadings as to all remaining claims, along with the similar motions of Mr. Flanders and
Mr. Yung. The Court simultaneously dismissed, with prejudice and without leave to amend, all claims against Mr. Francis. On October 23,
2023, plaintiff filed a stipulation of dismissal order and notice, indicating that lead plaintiff would not file an amended complaint or appeal (a)
the order granting in part and denying in part the motion to dismiss or (b) the order granting the motion for judgment on the pleadings. On
October 25, 2023, the court
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entered the stipulated order, dismissing the case without leave to amend, and on November 29, 2023, the Court entered judgment in the
Company’s favor.

Derivative Actions – On July 7, 2020, a derivative lawsuit captioned Chernet v. Flanders et al., Case No. 3:20-cv-04477-SK (N.D.
Cal.) (the “Chernet” matter) was filed in the United States District Court for the Northern District of California. On October 13, 2020, a
derivative lawsuit captioned Lincolnshire Police Pension Fund v. Flanders et al., Case No. 20CV371555 (Cal. Super. Ct.) (the “Lincolnshire”
matter) was filed in the Superior Court of California, County of Santa Clara. The complaints were brought against the Company's then-chief
executive officer, Mr. Flanders, its then-chief financial officer, Mr. Yung, its then-chief operating officer, Mr. Francis, and the then-current
members of the Board of Directors (collectively, the “Individual Defendants”), and name the Company as a nominal defendant. The
complaints allege, among other things, that the Individual Defendants made or caused the Company to make materially false and misleading
statements and/or failed to disclose material information regarding the Company’s accounting and modeling assumptions, rate of member
churn, profitability and internal controls for the period of March 2018 through the present. The Chernet and Lincolnshire complaints purport to
assert claims for breach of fiduciary duty, unjust enrichment and waste of corporate assets. The Chernet lawsuit also alleges that the
Individual Defendants violated Sections 14(a), 10(b) and 20(a) of the Exchange Act and asserts claims for abuse of control and gross
mismanagement. The Chernet and Lincolnshire complaints seek damages, restitution, attorneys’ fees and costs, and certain measures with
respect to the Company's corporate governance and internal procedures, and (in the Lincolnshire lawsuit) equitable and/or injunctive relief.
On August 12, 2020, the court stayed the Chernet matter pending the resolution of the then-anticipated motion to dismiss the consolidated
securities class action. On December 11, 2020, the court stayed the Lincolnshire matter, also pending the resolution of the motion to dismiss
in the consolidated securities class action.

On October 5, 2021, a third derivative lawsuit, captioned Badwal v. Flanders et al., Case No. 4:21-cv-07795 (N.D. Cal.) (the “Badwal”
matter) was filed in the United States District Court for the Northern District of California. The Badwal complaint purports to assert a claim for
breach of fiduciary duty, an insider trading claim, and violations of Section 14(a), 10(b) and 21D of the Exchange Act. The Badwal complaint
seeks damages, declaratory relief, corporate governance measures, equitable and injunctive relief, restitution and disgorgement, and
attorneys' fees and costs. On November 29, 2021, the federal court consolidated the Chernet and Badwal matters under the caption In re
eHealth, Inc. Stockholder Derivative Litigation (the “Federal Derivative Action”). On August 12, 2021, the court granted-in-part and denied-in-
part defendants’ motion to dismiss the securities class action. In December 2021, the parties entered into a stipulation to further stay
the Federal Derivative Action pending the appointment of a new lead plaintiff in the securities class action, which was so ordered by the court
on December 14, 2021. As discussed above, on November 9, 2022, the court appointed a new lead plaintiff in the securities class action. On
December 9, 2022, plaintiffs in the Federal Derivative Action filed a verified consolidated stockholder derivative complaint on behalf of the
Company against certain current and former members of its Board of Directors and certain of its officers. The complaint alleges breaches of
fiduciary duties, insider trading, and violations of Sections 14(a), 10(b) and 21D of the Exchange Act. The complaint seeks damages,
declaratory relief, corporate governance measures, equitable and injunctive relief, restitution and disgorgement, and attorneys’ fees and
costs. On January 3, 2023, pursuant to a joint stipulation, the court ordered all proceedings in the Federal Derivative Action stayed pending
the resolution of the securities class action. On July 28, 2023, the Lincolnshire matter was stayed pending the resolution of the securities
class action, pursuant to the parties’ stipulation. On January 10, 2024, the Court entered the parties’ stipulated order voluntarily dismissing
the Federal Derivative Action.
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Note 9 – Segment and Geographic Information

Operating Segments

The results of our operating segments are summarized for the periods presented below (in thousands):
Year Ended December 31,

 2023 2022 2021
Revenue:
Medicare $ 406,467 $ 361,687 $ 471,217 
Employer and Individual 46,404 43,669 66,982 

Total revenue $ 452,871 $ 405,356 $ 538,199 
Segment profit (loss):
Medicare $ 54,748 $ (9,873) $ (12,079)
Employer and Individual 25,841 21,438 45,705 

Segment profit 80,589 11,565 33,626 
Corporate (66,534) (53,238) (56,325)
Stock-based compensation expense (23,213) (20,316) (32,857)
Depreciation and amortization (19,916) (21,108) (18,331)
Impairment, restructuring and other charges — (19,616) (51,222)
Amortization of intangible assets — — (536)
Interest expense (10,974) (7,627) (845)
Other income, net 9,453 3,951 1,600 

Loss before income taxes $ (30,595) $ (106,389) $ (124,890)

There were no inter-segment revenue transactions for the periods presented. With the exception of contract assets – commissions
receivable, which is presented by segment in Note 3 – Supplemental Financial Statement Information, our CODM does not separately
evaluate assets by segment, and therefore assets by segment are not presented.

Geographic Information

Our long-lived assets primarily consist of property and equipment, net and internally developed software. Our long-lived assets are
attributed to the geographic location in which they are located. Long-lived assets by geographical area are summarized as follows (in
thousands):

December 31, 2023 December 31, 2022
United States $ 29,419 $ 37,915 
China 281 381 

Total $ 29,700 $ 38,296 
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Significant Customers

Substantially all revenue for the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022 and 2021 was generated from customers located in the
United States. Carriers representing 10% or more of our total revenue are summarized as follows:

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022 2021

Humana 27 % 23 % 19 %
UnitedHealthcare 23 % 22 % 20 %
Aetna 15 % 12 % 18 %
Centene 4 % 8 % 12 %

_______

Percentages include the carriers' subsidiaries. 

Note 10 – Leases

Our lease portfolio primarily consists of operating leases for office space and our leases have remaining lease terms of less than 1 to
6 years. Certain of these leases have free or escalating rent payment provisions. We recognize lease expense on a straight-line basis over
the terms of the leases, although actual cash payment obligations under certain of these agreements fluctuate over the terms of the
agreements. Most leases include options to renew, and the exercise of these options is at our discretion.

Subsequent to becoming a remote first workplace in the third quarter of 2022, we executed several subleases of our office space in
the United States. The subleases run through the remaining term of the primary leases. As of December 31, 2023, we expect to generate a
total of $14.2 million in future sublease income through January 31, 2030. Sublease income is recorded on a straight-line basis as a
reduction of lease expense in our Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Loss.

We test right-of-use assets when impairment indicators are present in accordance with the asset impairment provisions of
Accounting Standards Codification 360, Property, Plant and Equipment (“ASC 360”). Our decision to sublease or to vacate a number of our
leased office space triggered impairment testing for the underlying right-of-use assets. We evaluated these right-of-use assets, including
leasehold improvements, furniture and fixtures and computer equipment for impairment under ASC 360. For our impairment tests, we utilized
an income approach to value the asset group by performing a discounted cash flow analysis and determined that the net carrying value
exceeded the estimated discounted future cash flows based on current market conditions. As a result, we recorded an $11.8 million
impairment charge related to operating lease right-of-use assets and property, plant and equipment, which was reflected in the “Impairment,
restructuring and other charges” line in our Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Loss for the year ended December 31, 2022. See
Note 11 — Impairment, Restructuring and Other Charges for further discussion about our asset impairment charges. We recorded no
impairment charge related to operating lease right-of-use assets and property, plant and equipment during the years ended December 31,
2023 and 2021.

The components of operating lease costs were as follows (in thousands):
 Year Ended December 31,
 2023 2022 2021
Operating lease expense $ 7,912 $ 7,782 $ 7,650 
Operating sublease income (2,210) (1,048) (1,222)
Total operating lease cost $ 5,702 $ 6,734 $ 6,428 

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)
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Supplemental information related to our leases are as follows (in thousands):
Year Ended December 31,

2023 2022
Cash paid for amounts included in the measurement of operating lease liabilities $ 9,489 $ 7,697
Non-cash investing activities relating to operating lease right-of-use assets $ 1,285 $ 3,493

December 31, 2023 December 31, 2022
Weighted-average remaining lease term of operating leases 4.8 years 5.7 years
Weighted-average discount rate used to recognize operating lease right-of-use-assets 5.7 % 5.6 %

As of December 31, 2023, maturities of our operating lease liabilities are as follows (in thousands):

Year ending December 31,
2024 $ 8,904 
2025 9,110 
2026 7,771 
2027 6,773 
2028 4,998 
Thereafter 3,204 

Total lease payments 40,760 
Less imputed interest (5,357)

Total $ 35,403 

_______

(1) Non-cancellable sublease rent payments for the years ending December 31, 2024, 2025, 2026, 2027, 2028 and thereafter of $2.4 million, $2.6 million, $2.7 million,
$2.8 million, $2.8 million, and $1.0 million, respectively, are not included in the table above.

Note 11 – Impairment, Restructuring and Other Charges

The following table details impairment, restructuring and other charges for each of the periods presented (in thousands):

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022 2021

Asset impairment charges $ — $ 12,102 $ — 
Restructuring and reorganization charges — 7,514 4,878 
Goodwill and intangible assets impairment — — 46,344 
Impairment, restructuring and other charges $ — $ 19,616 $ 51,222 

(1)
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Our restructuring and reorganization costs and liabilities consist primarily of severance, transition and other related costs. The
following table summarizes the cash-based restructuring and reorganization related liabilities (in thousands):

Balance at December 31, 2022 $ 366 
Restructuring and reorganization charges — 
Payments (366)
Balance at December 31, 2023 $ — 

Asset Impairments

For the year ended December 31, 2022, we recognized a non-cash, pre-tax asset impairment charge of $12.1 million related to the
subleasing and vacating of several of our office spaces in the “Impairment, restructuring and other charges” line in our Consolidated
Statements of Comprehensive Loss. The charge primarily consisted of $9.6 million of operating lease right-of-use assets impairment and
$2.2 million of property, plant and equipment impairment.

Restructuring

In the first half of 2022, we eliminated 339 full-time positions, which represented approximately 14% of our workforce, primarily within
our customer care and enrollment group, and to a lesser extent, in our marketing and advertising, technology and content, and general and
administrative groups, and, as a result, recorded pre-tax restructuring charges of $6.2 million in the “Impairment, restructuring and other
charges” line in our Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Loss. In the second half of 2022, we incurred pre-tax restructuring charges
of $1.3 million for additional eliminated positions. Substantially all of the restructuring charges have been settled in cash and no equity
awards were modified. As of December 31, 2022, the restructuring accrual of $0.4 million was recorded in the “Other current liabilities” line in
our Consolidated Balance Sheets. During the year ended December 31, 2023, we incurred no pre-tax restructuring charges. As of December
31, 2023, we had no restructuring accrual on our Consolidated Balance Sheets.

In September 2021, we announced the transition of our chief executive officer. Mr. Scott Flanders resigned as a member of our board
of directors and chief executive officer, effective October 31, 2021. We recognized $2.4 million in severance costs related to his separation in
2021. Stock-based compensation expense for the year ended December 31, 2021 was impacted by a $4.1 million credit related to forfeited
equity awards due to Mr. Flanders' separation, which was included in the “General and administrative” line in our Consolidated Statements of
Comprehensive Loss.

In February 2021, we eliminated 89 full-time positions, primarily in the United States, representing approximately 5% of our
workforce, primarily within our customer care and enrollment group, and to a lesser extent, in our marketing and advertising, technology and
content, and general and administrative groups. Total pre-tax restructuring charges were $2.4 million for the year ended December 31, 2021,
which primarily related to employee termination benefits. Substantially all of the restructuring charges resulted in cash expenditures. The
restructuring activities were completed by March 31, 2021.

Goodwill and Intangible Asset Impairments

For the year ended December 31, 2021, we performed an impairment analysis over our goodwill, which included both qualitative and
quantitative assessments. Our goodwill assessment included a comparison of carrying value to an estimated fair value using a market
approach based on our market capitalization. Based on this assessment, we concluded the fair value of our Medicare segment was below
the carrying value primarily due to the change in our market valuation at the time and financial performance and recorded a $40.2 million
impairment of goodwill to write-off our entire goodwill balance.
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For the year ended December 31, 2021, we performed an impairment analysis over our intangible assets. Our analysis included a
recoverability test for definite-lived intangible assets and a comparison of carrying value to the estimated fair value. The fair value of our
intangible assets as of December 31, 2021 was estimated using a market approach for certain indefinite-lived intangible assets as well as
using the expected future cash flow approach for our definite-lived intangible assets. Based our assessment, we determined that the fair
value of our Medicare segment was below the carrying value as of December 31, 2021 primarily due to the recent change in our market
valuation and financial performance. Therefore, we recorded a $6.1 million impairment charge on our Consolidated Statements of
Comprehensive Loss related to our intangible assets. No intangible asset impairment was identified during the years ended December 31,
2023 or 2022.

Note 12 – Debt

On February 28, 2022, we entered into a term loan credit agreement with Blue Torch Finance LLC, as administrative agent and
collateral agent, and other lenders party thereto (the “Original Credit Agreement”). On August 16, 2022, we entered into an Amendment (the
“Amendment”) to the Original Credit Agreement (as amended by the Amendment, the “Credit Agreement”). The Amendment replaced the
LIBOR-based Adjusted Euro currency Rate (as defined in the Original Credit Agreement) with Adjusted Term SOFR (as defined in the
Amendment) as a reference rate for loans under the Credit Agreement. The proceeds of the loans under the Credit Agreement may be used
for working capital and general corporate purposes, to refinance our credit agreement with Royal Bank of Canada (“RBC”) and to pay fees
and expenses in connection with the entry into the Credit Agreement.

The Credit Agreement provides for a $70.0 million secured term loan credit facility. We incurred closing costs totaling $5.1 million,
which were recorded as a direct deduction from the face amount of the loan on our Consolidated Balance Sheets. Total amortization of
closing costs, or debt issuance costs, was $1.6 million and $1.3 million for the years ended December 31, 2023 and 2022, respectively, and
is recorded in the “Interest expense” line in our Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Loss. There were $2.2 million of unamortized
issuance costs as of December 31, 2023. The carrying value of the term loan approximates the fair value, based on Level 2 inputs
(observable market prices in less than active markets), as the interest rate is variable over the selected interest period and is similar to
current rates at which we can borrow funds. The carrying value of the loan was $67.8 million as of December 31, 2023.

The Original Credit Agreement bore interest, at our option, at either a rate based on the LIBOR for the applicable interest period or a
base rate, in each case plus a margin. The base rate was the highest of the prime rate, the federal funds rates plus 0.50% and one month
adjusted LIBOR plus 1.00%. The margin was 7.50% for LIBOR loans and 6.50% for base rate loans. After the Amendment, the loans under
the Credit Agreement bear interest, at our option, at either a rate based on the Adjusted Term SOFR or a base rate, in each case plus a
margin. The base rate is the highest of the prime rate, the federal funds rate plus 0.50% and three-month Adjusted Term SOFR plus 1.00%.
The margin is 7.50% for Adjusted Term SOFR loans and 6.50% for base rate loans. As of December 31, 2023, the interest rate was 13.15%.
For the years ended December 31, 2023 and 2022, we incurred interest expense of $9.1 million and $5.9 million, respectively. We incurred
no interest expense in relation to the Credit Agreement for the year ended December 31, 2021.

Furthermore, as part of the Credit Agreement, we incur a $0.3 million fee per annum, payable annually. The outstanding obligations
under the Credit Agreement are payable in full on the maturity date. The Credit Agreement matures in February 2025. We have the right to
prepay the loans under the Credit Agreement in whole or in part at any time, subject, in the case of certain mandatory prepayments or any
voluntary prepayment of the loans under the Credit Agreement after February 28, 2023, to an exit fee, which right we did not exercise. Our
obligations under the Credit Agreement are guaranteed by certain of our material domestic subsidiaries and substantially all of our assets
and the assets of such guarantors, in each case, subject to customary exclusion.

Financial covenants in the Credit Agreement require that we maintain Liquidity (as defined in the Credit Agreement) at or above
$25.0 million as of the last calendar day of any month. The Credit Agreement also requires that the outstanding amount as of the last
calendar day of any month be less than 50% of our total contract assets -
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commissions receivable (i.e., both current and non-current commissions receivable). As of December 31, 2023, we were in compliance with
our loan covenants.

On September 17, 2018, we entered into a $40.0 million credit agreement with RBC as administrative agent and collateral agent and
incurred $1.2 million of issuance costs which were capitalized as part of other assets on our Consolidated Balance Sheets. On December 20,
2019, we amended our revolving credit facility agreement with RBC which increased the borrowing amount from $40.0 million to $75.0 million
and incurred $0.5 million of issuance costs which were capitalized in “Other assets” on our Consolidated Balance Sheets. The maturity date
was extended to December 20, 2022. Total amortization of debt issuance costs for the year ended December 31, 2021 was $0.4 million,
which was recorded in the “Interest expense” line in our Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Loss. As of December 31, 2021, the
remaining balance of unamortized issuance costs was $0.4 million and we had no outstanding borrowings under our agreement with RBC. In
the first quarter of 2022, in connection with entering into the Credit Agreement, we terminated our credit agreement with RBC and wrote off
our remaining related debt issuance cost of $0.4 million. We had no outstanding borrowings under our agreement with RBC at the time of
termination.

Note 13 – Income Taxes

The components of our loss before income taxes were as follows (in thousands):
 Year Ended December 31,
 2023 2022 2021
United States $ (31,972) $ (108,006) $ (125,876)
Foreign 1,377 1,617 986 

Loss before income taxes $ (30,595) $ (106,389) $ (124,890)

The federal, state and foreign income tax benefit is summarized as follows (in thousands):
 Year Ended December 31,
 2023 2022 2021
Current:

Federal $ — $ — $ — 
State 68 514 858 
Foreign 221 256 148 

Total current 289 770 1,006 
Deferred:

Federal (2,164) (16,382) (20,696)
State (506) (2,055) (825)
Foreign — — — 

Total deferred (2,670) (18,437) (21,521)
Benefit from income taxes $ (2,381) $ (17,667) $ (20,515)
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The effective tax rate of our benefit from income taxes differs from the federal statutory rate as follows:
Year Ended December 31,

2023 2022 2021
Statutory rate 21.0 % 21.0 % 21.0 %
State income taxes, net of federal benefit 2.8 2.1 0.4 
Stock-based compensation shortfalls, net (6.8) (4.5) (1.5)
Non-deductible stock-based compensation (4.7) (0.7) (0.8)
Non-deductible lobbying expenses (0.9) (0.3) (0.3)
Research and development credits 1.7 0.8 1.0 
Changes in valuation allowance (2.0) (1.0) (0.6)
Foreign income tax and income inclusion (1.5) (0.2) (0.1)
Goodwill impairment — — (2.4)
Other permanent differences (1.8) (0.6) (0.3)

Effective tax rate 7.8 % 16.6 % 16.4 %

Deferred income taxes reflect the net tax effects of temporary differences between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities for
financial reporting purposes and the amounts used for income tax purposes, together with operating losses and tax credit carryforwards.

The tax effects of significant items comprising our deferred taxes as of December 31, 2023 and 2022 were as follows (in thousands):
December 31, 2023 December 31, 2022

Deferred tax assets:
Net operating losses $ 154,607 $ 154,832 
Intangible assets 21,232 13,618 
Research and development credits carryovers 12,493 11,384 
Operating lease liabilities 8,458 10,015 
Accruals and reserves 6,352 3,411 
Stock-based compensation 1,283 1,387 
Fixed assets 1,069 636 
Other 2,279 1,093 

Total deferred tax assets 207,773 196,376 
Valuation allowance (4,888) (4,287)

Total deferred tax assets net of valuation allowance 202,885 192,089 
Deferred tax liabilities:
Commissions receivable (227,242) (217,919)
Right-of-use assets (5,330) (6,529)

Total deferred tax liabilities (232,572) (224,448)
Net deferred tax liabilities $ (29,687) $ (32,359)
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Assessing the realizability of our deferred tax assets is dependent upon several factors, including the likelihood and amount, if any, of
future taxable income in relevant jurisdictions during the periods in which those temporary differences become deductible. We forecast
taxable income by considering all available positive and negative evidence, including our history of operating income and losses and our
financial plans and estimates that we use to manage the business. These assumptions require significant judgment about future taxable
income. As a result, the amount of deferred tax assets considered realizable is subject to adjustment in future periods if estimates of future
taxable income change.

As of December 31, 2023, a valuation allowance of $4.9 million was recorded against California net deferred tax assets. The
valuation allowance was recorded as a result of increased uncertainty regarding our future taxable income and a lack of sources of other
taxable income to realize our net deferred tax assets in California. The remaining deferred tax assets are supported by the reversal of
deferred tax liabilities.

The change in our valuation allowance is summarized as follows for the years ended (in thousands):

Deferred Tax Assets - Valuation
Allowance

Balance at beginning
of year

Provision for income
taxes

Write-offs and
Deductions

Balance at 
end of year

December 31, 2023 $ 4,287 $ 643 $ (42) $ 4,888 
December 31, 2022 3,214 1,103 (30) 4,287 
December 31, 2021 2,479 3,150 (2,415) 3,214 

The net operating loss and tax credit carryforwards as of December 31, 2023 are summarized as follows (in thousands):
Amount Expires

Net operating losses, federal (with expiration) $ 39,166 2034-2037
Net operating losses, federal (without expiration) 587,020 Indefinite
Net operating losses, state (with expiration) 408,112 2024-2043
Tax credits, federal 11,582 2024-2043
Tax credits, state 11,859 n/a

Utilization of the net operating loss carryforwards and credits may be subject to a substantial annual limitation due to ownership
changes that may have occurred or that could occur in the future, as required by Section 382 of the Internal Revenue Code and similar state
provisions. These ownership change limitations may limit the amount of net operating loss carryforwards and other tax attributes that can be
utilized annually to offset future taxable income and tax, respectively.

A reconciliation of the beginning and ending amount of our unrecognized tax benefits is as follows (in thousands):
Year Ended December 31,

 2023 2022 2021
Beginning balance $ 9,875 $ 8,551 $ 6,330 
Additions for tax positions of prior years — 162 646 
Lapse of statute of limitations (36) (86) (64)
Additions based on tax positions related to the current year 800 1,248 1,639 
Ending balance $ 10,639 $ 9,875 $ 8,551 
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As of December 31, 2023, the total amount of gross unrecognized tax benefits was $10.6 million, of which $9.4 million, if recognized,
would affect our effective tax rate. As of December 31, 2022, the total amount of gross unrecognized tax benefits was $9.9 million, of which
$8.7 million, if recognized, would affect our effective tax rate.

We record interest and penalties related to unrecognized tax benefits in benefit from income taxes. As of December 31, 2023, the
amount accrued for estimated interest related to uncertain tax positions was immaterial. We did not record an accrual for penalties.

As of December 31, 2023, we had an immaterial amount related to tax positions for which it is reasonably possible that the statute of
limitations will expire in various jurisdictions and income tax exams will close within the next 12 months.

We are subject to taxation in various jurisdictions, including federal, state and foreign. Our federal and state income tax returns are
generally not subject to examination by taxing authorities for fiscal years before 2003 due to our credit carryforwards.
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ITEM 9. CHANGES IN AND DISAGREEMENTS WITH ACCOUNTANTS ON ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE

None.

ITEM 9A.    CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES 

Evaluation of Our Disclosure Controls and Procedures 

Our management, with the participation of our chief executive officer and chief financial officer, evaluated the effectiveness of our
disclosure controls and procedures as defined in Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e) under the Exchange Act, as of the end of the period
covered by this Annual Report on Form 10-K. 

Based on management’s evaluation, our chief executive officer and chief financial officer concluded that our disclosure controls and
procedures are effective to provide reasonable assurance that information we are required to disclose in reports that we file or submit under
the Exchange Act is recorded, processed, summarized and reported within the time periods specified in Securities and Exchange
Commission rules and forms, and that such information is accumulated and communicated to our management, including our chief executive
officer and chief financial officer, as appropriate, to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosure. 

Management’s Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting

Our management is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting, as such term is
defined in Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f) under the Exchange Act. Under the supervision and with the participation of our management,
including our chief executive officer and chief financial officer, we conducted an evaluation of the effectiveness of our internal control over
financial reporting as of December 31, 2023 based on the guidelines established in Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by the
Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (2013 framework). Our internal control over financial reporting
includes policies and procedures that provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external reporting purposes in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles.

Based on the results of our evaluation, our management concluded that our internal control over financial reporting was effective as
of December 31, 2023. We reviewed the results of management’s assessment with our Audit Committee.

Ernst & Young LLP, our independent registered public accounting firm, has issued a report on the Company’s internal control over
financial reporting as of December 31, 2023, which is presented below.

Changes in Internal Control Over Financial Reporting 

There were no changes in our internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the three months ended December 31,
2023 that have materially affected, or are reasonably likely to materially affect, our internal control over financial reporting.

Inherent Limitations on Effectiveness of Controls 

Our management, including our chief executive officer and chief financial officer, believes that our disclosure controls and our internal
control over financial reporting are designed to provide reasonable assurance of achieving their objectives and are effective at the
reasonable assurance level. However, our management does not expect that our disclosure controls or our internal control over financial
reporting will prevent all errors and all fraud. A control system, no matter how well conceived and operated, can provide only reasonable, not
absolute, assurance that the objectives of the control system are met. Further, the design of a control system must reflect the fact that there
are resource constraints, and the benefits of controls must be considered relative to their costs. Because of the inherent limitations in all
control systems, no evaluation of controls can provide absolute assurance that all control issues and instances of fraud, if any, have been
detected. These inherent limitations include the
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realities that judgments in decision-making can be faulty, and that breakdowns can occur because of a simple error or mistake. Additionally,
controls can be circumvented by the individual acts of some persons, by collusion of two or more people or by management override of the
controls. The design of any system of controls also is based in part upon certain assumptions about the likelihood of future events, and there
can be no assurance that any design will succeed in achieving its stated goals under all potential future conditions; over time, controls may
become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or the degree of compliance with policies or procedures may deteriorate. Because of
the inherent limitations in a cost-effective control system, misstatements due to error or fraud may occur and not be detected. 
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Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

To the Stockholders and the Board of Directors of eHealth, Inc.

Opinion on Internal Control over Financial Reporting
We have audited eHealth, Inc.’s internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2023, based on criteria established in Internal
Control—Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (2013 framework) (the
COSO criteria). In our opinion, eHealth, Inc. (the Company) maintained, in all material respects, effective internal control over financial
reporting as of December 31, 2023, based on the COSO criteria.

We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States) (PCAOB), the
2023 consolidated financial statements of the Company and our report dated February 29, 2024 expressed an unqualified opinion thereon.

Basis for Opinion
The Company’s management is responsible for maintaining effective internal control over financial reporting and for its assessment of the
effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting included in the accompanying Management’s Report on Internal Control over
Financial Reporting. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the Company’s internal control over financial reporting based on our audit.
We are a public accounting firm registered with the PCAOB and are required to be independent with respect to the Company in accordance
with the U.S. federal securities laws and the applicable rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission and the PCAOB.

We conducted our audit in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether effective internal control over financial reporting was maintained in all material respects.

Our audit included obtaining an understanding of internal control over financial reporting, assessing the risk that a material weakness exists,
testing and evaluating the design and operating effectiveness of internal control based on the assessed risk, and performing such other
procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

Definition and Limitations of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
A company’s internal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of
financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles. A company’s internal control over financial reporting includes those policies and procedures that (1) pertain to the maintenance of
records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the company; (2) provide
reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the company are being made only in accordance with authorizations of
management and directors of the company; and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized
acquisition, use, or disposition of the company’s assets that could have a material effect on the financial statements.

Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Also, projections of any
evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions,
or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.
 
/s/ Ernst & Young LLP

San Francisco, California
February 29, 2024
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ITEM 9B. OTHER INFORMATION

Securities Trading Plans of Directors and Executive Officers

During our fiscal quarter ended December 31, 2023, no director or officer, as defined in Rule 16a-1(f) of the Exchange Act, adopted
or terminated a “Rule 10b5-1 trading arrangement” or any “non-Rule 10b5-1 trading arrangement,” each as defined in Item 408 of Regulation
S-K.

ITEM 9C.    DISCLOSURE REGARDING FOREIGN JURISDICTIONS THAT PREVENT INSPECTIONS

Not applicable.

PART III

ITEM 10. DIRECTORS, EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

The information concerning our directors, executive officers, compliance with Section 16(a) of the Exchange Act, and corporate
governance required by this Item 10 of Form 10-K is incorporated by reference from the information contained in the Definitive Proxy
Statement for the Annual Meeting of Stockholders, which is expected to be filed within 120 days after our fiscal year ended December 31,
2023.

 
ITEM 11.    EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION

The information required by Item 11 of Form 10-K is incorporated herein by reference from the information contained in the Definitive
Proxy Statement for the Annual Meeting of Stockholders, which is expected to be filed within 120 days after our fiscal year ended December
31, 2023.

ITEM 12. SECURITY OWNERSHIP OF CERTAIN BENEFICIAL OWNERS AND MANAGEMENT AND RELATED STOCKHOLDER
MATTERS

The information required by Item 12 of Form 10-K is incorporated herein by reference from the information contained in the Definitive
Proxy Statement for the Annual Meeting of Stockholders, which is expected to be filed within 120 days after our fiscal year ended December
31, 2023.

ITEM 13. CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS, AND DIRECTOR INDEPENDENCE

The information required by Item 13 of Form 10-K is incorporated herein by reference from the information contained in the Definitive
Proxy Statement for the Annual Meeting of Stockholders, which is expected to be filed within 120 days after our fiscal year ended December
31, 2023.

ITEM 14. PRINCIPAL ACCOUNTANT FEES AND SERVICES

The information required by Item 14 of Form 10-K is incorporated herein by reference from the information contained in the Definitive
Proxy Statement for the Annual Meeting of Stockholders, which is expected to be filed within 120 days after our fiscal year ended December
31, 2023.
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PART IV

ITEM 15. EXHIBITS AND FINANCIAL STATEMENT SCHEDULES

(a) We have filed the following documents as part of this Annual Report on Form 10-K:

1. Consolidated Financial Statements

Information in response to this Item is included in Item 8 of Part II of this Annual Report on Form 10-K.
 

2. Financial Statement Schedules

All schedules are omitted because they are not applicable, not required or because the required information is included in the
consolidated financial statements or notes thereto.

3. Exhibits

See Item 15(b) below.
 

(b) Exhibits – We have filed, or incorporated into this Annual Report on Form 10-K by reference, the exhibits listed on the accompanying
Index to Exhibits of this Annual Report on Form 10‑K.

 
(c) Financial Statement Schedule – See Item 15(a) above. 

ITEM 16. FORM 10-K SUMMARY

None.
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SIGNATURES 

Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this
report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.

February 29, 2024

eHealth, Inc.

 

/s/ FRANCIS SOISTMAN  /s/ JOHN STELBEN

Francis Soistman
Chief Executive Officer

 John Stelben
Chief Financial Officer

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this report has been signed below by the following persons on
behalf of the registrant and in the capacities indicated on February 29, 2024.

Signature Title

/s/ FRANCIS SOISTMAN Chief Executive Officer 
 (Principal Executive Officer) and DirectorFrancis Soistman

/s/ JOHN STELBEN Chief Financial Officer
John Stelben (Principal Financial Officer)

/s/ JOHN DOLAN Chief Accounting Officer
John Dolan (Principal Accounting Officer)

/s/ ANDREA C. BRIMMER Director
Andrea C. Brimmer

/s/ BETH A. BROOKE Director
Beth A. Brooke

/s/ A. JOHN HASS Director
A. John Hass

/s/ ERIN L. RUSSELL Director
Erin L. Russell

/s/ CESAR M. SORIANO Director
Cesar M. Soriano

/s/ AARON C. TOLSON Director
Aaron C. Tolson

/s/ DALE B. WOLF Director
Dale B. Wolf
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EXHIBIT INDEX

Exhibit
Number

Incorporation by Reference Herein

 Description of Exhibit Form Date
3.1 Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation of the Registrant Registration Statement on 

Form S-1, as amended 
 (File No. 333-133526)

April 25, 2006

3.2 Amended and Restated Bylaws of the Registrant Current Report on Form 8‑K
(File No. 001-33071)

December 19, 2022

3.3 Certificate of Designations of Series A Preferred Stock, par value $0.001, of
eHealth, Inc.

Current Report on Form 8‑K
(File No. 001-33071)

May 3, 2021

4.1 Form of the Registrant’s Common Stock Certificate Registration Statement on 
Form S-1, as amended

 (File No. 333-133526)

June 28, 2006

4.2 Description of Capital Stock Annual Report on Form 10-K
(File No. 001-33071)

March 1, 2022

10.1 Investment Agreement, dated as of February 17, 2021, by and between eHealth,
Inc. and Echelon Health SPV, LP

Current Report on Form 8-K 
(File No. 001-33071)

February 18, 2021

10.2 Credit Agreement, dated February 28, 2022, by and among eHealth, Inc., Blue
Torch Finance LLC and the other lenders identified therein

Current Report on Form 8-K
(File No. 001-33071)

February 28, 2022

10.2.1 First Amendment to Credit Agreement, dated August 16, 2022, by and among
eHealth, Inc., Blue Torch Finance LLC and the lenders identified therein

Current Report on Form 8-K
(File No. 001-33071)

August 22, 2022

10.3* Form of Indemnification Agreement Annual Report on Form 10-K
(File No. 001-33071)

February 26, 2021

10.4* Executive Bonus Plan Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q 
(File No. 001-33071)

November 7, 2017

10.5* Employment Agreement, dated December 13, 2021, between Fran Soistman and
eHealth, Inc.

Current Report on Form 8-K 
(File No. 001-33071)

December 17, 2021

10.6* Severance Agreement, dated September 29, 2022 between Gavin Galimi and
eHealth, Inc.

Annual Report on Form 10-K
(File No. 001-33071)

March 1, 2023

10.7* Severance Agreement, dated October 20, 2022 between John Stelben and eHealth,
Inc.

Annual Report on Form 10-K
(File No. 001-33071)

March 1, 2023

10.8* Form of Deferral Election Form for Newly Eligible Individual with Existing Awards Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q 
(File No. 001-33071)

November 6, 2015

10.9* Form of Deferral Election Form for Eligible Individual for Award to be Granted in the
Next Calendar Year

Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q 
(File No. 001-33071)

November 6, 2015

10.10* Amended and Restated 2014 Equity Incentive Plan
 

Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q
(File No. 001-33071)

November 8, 2022

10.10.1* Form of Notice of Stock Option Grant and Stock Option Agreement (Time-Based
Vesting) under the Amended and Restated 2014 Equity Incentive Plan

Registration Statement on 
Form S-8 

 (File No. 333-196675)

June 11, 2014

10.10.2* Form of Notice of Stock Option Grant and Stock Option Agreement (People’s
Republic of China) under the Amended and Restated 2014 Equity Incentive Plan

Registration Statement on 
Form S-8 

 (File No. 333-196675)

June 11, 2014

10.10.3* Form of Notice of Stock Unit Grant and Stock Unit Agreement (Initial Director Grant)
under the Amended and Restated 2014 Equity Incentive Plan

Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q 
(File No. 001-33071)

August 8, 2023

10.10.4* Form of Notice of Stock Unit Grant and Stock Unit Agreement (Annual Director
Grant) under the Amended and Restated 2014 Equity Incentive Plan

Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q 
(File No. 001-33071)

August 8, 2023
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http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1333493/000133349321000061/exhibit31certificateofdesi.htm
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10.10.5* Form of Notice of Stock Unit Grant and Stock Unit Agreement (Time-Based Vesting)
under the Amended and Restated 2014 Equity Incentive Plan

Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q 
(File No. 001-33071)

August 9, 2021

10.10.6* Form of Notice of Stock Unit Grant and Stock Unit Agreement (People’s Republic of
China) under the Amended and Restated 2014 Equity Incentive Plan

Registration Statement on 
Form S-8 

 (File No. 333-196675)

June 11, 2014

10.10.7* Form of Notice of Stock Option Grant and Stock Option Agreement (Performance-
Based Vesting) under the Amended and Restated 2014 Equity Incentive Plan

Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q 
(File No. 001-33071)

August 8, 2016

10.10.8* Form of Notice of Stock Unit Grant and Stock Unit Agreement (Performance-Based
Vesting) under the Amended and Restated 2014 Equity Incentive Plan

Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q 
(File No. 001-33071)

August 8, 2016

10.11* 2020 Employee Stock Purchase Plan Current Report on Form 8-K 
(File No. 001-33071)

June 15, 2020

10.12* Amended and Restated 2021 Inducement Plan Current Report on Form 8-K 
(File No. 001-33071)

October 5, 2022

10.12.1* Form of Notice of Stock Option Grant and Stock Option Agreement (Time-Based
Vesting) under the Amended and Restated 2021 Inducement Plan

Current Report on Form 8-K 
(File No. 001-33071)

September 23, 2021

10.12.2* Form of Notice of Stock Unit Grant and Stock Unit Agreement (Time-Based Vesting)
under the Amended and Restated 2021 Inducement Plan

Current Report on Form 8-K 
(File No. 001-33071)

September 23, 2021

10.12.3* Form of Notice of Stock Option Grant and Stock Option Agreement (Performance-
Based Vesting) under the Amended and Restated 2021 Inducement Plan

Current Report on Form 8-K 
(File No. 001-33071)

September 23, 2021

10.12.4* Form of Notice of Stock Unit Grant and Stock Unit Agreement (Performance-Based)
Vesting under the Amended and Restated 2021 Inducement Plan

Current Report on Form 8-K 
(File No. 001-33071)

September 23, 2021

21.1* List of Subsidiaries Annual Report on Form 10-K
(File No. 001-33071)

March 19, 2018

23.1 † Consent of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
31.1 † Certification of Francis Soistman, Chief Executive Officer of eHealth, Inc., pursuant

to Exchange Act Rule 13a-14(a) and 15d-14(a), as adopted pursuant to Section 302
of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

31.2 † Certification of John Stelben, Chief Financial Officer of eHealth, Inc., pursuant to
Exchange Act Rule 13a‑14(a) and 15d‑14(a), as adopted pursuant to Section 302 of
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

32.1 ‡ Certification of Francis Soistman, Chief Executive Officer of eHealth, Inc., pursuant
to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-
Oxley Act of 2002

32.2 ‡ Certification of John Stelben, Chief Financial Officer of eHealth, Inc., pursuant to 18
U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act of 2002

97 † Compensation Recovery Policy
101.INS † Inline XBRL Instance Document - The instance document does not appear in the

Interactive Data File because its XBRL tags are embedded within the Inline XBRL
document

101.SCH † Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Schema Document
101.CAL † Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Calculation Linkbase Document
101.DEF † Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Definition Linkbase Document
101.LAB † Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Label Linkbase Document
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Exhibit 23.1

Consent of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

We consent to the incorporation by reference in the following Registration Statements:

(1) Registration Statements (Forms S-3 No. 333-267048 and No. 333-257571) of eHealth, Inc.,
(2) Registration Statement (Form S-8 No. 333-248129) pertaining to the 2020 Employee Stock Purchase Plan of eHealth, Inc.,
(3) Registration Statements (Forms S-8 No. 333-266682, No. 333-232252 and No. 333-196675) pertaining to the 2014 Equity Incentive Plan of eHealth,

Inc., and
(4) Registration Statements (Forms S-8 No. 333-268253, No. 333-263760 and No. 333-260144) pertaining to the 2021 Inducement Plan of eHealth, Inc.;

of our reports dated February 29, 2024, with respect to the consolidated financial statements of eHealth, Inc. and the effectiveness of internal control over
financial reporting of eHealth, Inc. included in this Annual Report (Form 10-K) of eHealth, Inc. for the year ended December 31, 2023.  

/s/ Ernst & Young LLP

San Francisco, California
February 29, 2024



Exhibit 31.1

CERTIFICATION
I, Francis Soistman, certify that:

1. I have reviewed this Annual Report on Form 10-K of eHealth, Inc.;

2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the
statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this
report;

3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the
financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;

4. The registrant’s other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in
Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f))
for the registrant and have:

a. Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our supervision, to
ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those
entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;

b. Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our
supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external
purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;

c. Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the
effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and

d. Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant’s most recent
fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially
affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting; and

5. The registrant’s other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to the
registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):

a. All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are reasonably
likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and

b. Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant’s internal control
over financial reporting.

Date: February 29, 2024 /s/    FRANCIS SOISTMAN
Francis Soistman
Chief Executive Officer

 (Principal Executive Officer)



Exhibit 31.2

CERTIFICATION
I, John Stelben, certify that:

1. I have reviewed this Annual Report on Form 10-K of eHealth, Inc.;

2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the
statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this
report;

3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the
financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;

4. The registrant’s other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in
Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f))
for the registrant and have:

a. Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our supervision, to
ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those
entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;

b. Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed under our
supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external
purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;

c. Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the
effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and

d. Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant’s most recent
fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially
affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting; and

5. The registrant’s other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to the
registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):

a. All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting which are reasonably
likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and

b. Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant’s internal control
over financial reporting.

 

Date: February 29, 2024 /s/ JOHN STELBEN
John Stelben
Chief Financial Officer 

 (Principal Financial Officer)



Exhibit 32.1

Certification of Chief Executive Officer, Pursuant to
18 U.S.C. Section 1350,

As Adopted Pursuant to

Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 
 

In connection with the Annual Report of eHealth, Inc. on Form 10-K (the “Form 10-K”) for the year ended December 31, 2023, as filed with the Securities
and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the “Report”), I, Francis Soistman, Chief Executive Officer of eHealth, Inc., certify, pursuant to 18
U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that, to my knowledge:  

(1) The Form 10-K, to which this certification is attached as Exhibit 32.1, fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and  

(2) The information contained in the Form 10-K fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of eHealth,
Inc.

/s/    FRANCIS SOISTMAN
Francis Soistman
Chief Executive Officer

 (Principal Executive Officer)
February 29, 2024

 
A signed original of this written statement required by Section 906 has been provided to eHealth, Inc. and will be retained by eHealth, Inc. and furnished to
the Securities and Exchange Commission or its staff upon request.



Exhibit 32.2

Certification of Chief Financial Officer, Pursuant to

18 U.S.C. Section 1350,
As Adopted Pursuant to

Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 

 

In connection with the Annual Report of eHealth, Inc. on Form 10-K (the “Form 10-K”) for the year ended December 31, 2023, as filed with the Securities
and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the “Report”), I, John Stelben, Chief Financial Officer of eHealth, Inc., certify, pursuant to 18
U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that, to my knowledge:

(1) The Form 10-K, to which this certification is attached as Exhibit 32.2, fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and  

(2) The information contained in the Form 10-K fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of eHealth,
Inc.

/s/ JOHN STELBEN
John Stelben
Chief Financial Officer

 (Principal Financial Officer)
February 29, 2024

 
A signed original of this written statement required by Section 906 has been provided to eHealth, Inc. and will be retained by eHealth, Inc. and furnished to
the Securities and Exchange Commission or its staff upon request.



EHEALTH, INC.

COMPENSATION RECOVERY POLICY

As adopted on September 28, 2023

eHealth, Inc. (the “Company”) is committed to strong corporate governance. As part of this commitment, the Company’s Board of
Directors (the “Board”) has adopted this Compensation Recovery Policy (the “Policy”). The Policy is intended to further the Company’s
pay-for-performance philosophy and to comply with applicable law by providing for the reasonably prompt recovery of certain incentive
compensation received by Executive Officers in the event of an Accounting Restatement.

The application of the Policy to Executive Officers is not discretionary, except to the limited extent provided below, and applies
without regard to whether an Executive Officer was at fault. Capitalized terms used in the Policy are defined below.

The Policy is intended to comply with, and will be interpreted in a manner consistent with, Section 10D of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934 (the “Exchange Act”), with Exchange Act Rule 10D-1 and with the listing standards of the national securities exchange (the
“Exchange”) on which the securities of the Company are listed, including any interpretive guidance provided by the Exchange.

Persons Covered by the Policy

The Policy is binding and enforceable against all Executive Officers. “Executive Officer” means each individual who is or was
designated as an “officer” by the Board in accordance with Exchange Act Rule 16a-1(f). See “Compensation Covered by the Policy” below
for incentive compensation received by an Executive Officer that may be subject to recovery under the Policy. Each Executive Officer to
whom this Policy applies will be required to sign and return to the Company an acknowledgement that such Executive Officer will be bound
by the terms and comply with the Policy. The failure to obtain such acknowledgement will have no impact on the applicability or
enforceability of the Policy.

Administration of the Policy

The Compensation Committee (the “Committee”) of the Board has full delegated authority to administer the Policy. The Committee
is authorized to interpret and construe the Policy and to make all determinations necessary, appropriate, or advisable for the administration of
the Policy. In addition, if determined in the discretion of the Board, the Policy may be administered by the independent members of the Board
or another committee of the Board made up of independent members of the Board, in which case all references to the Committee will be
deemed to refer to the independent members of the Board or the other Board committee. All determinations of the Committee will be final
and binding and will be given the maximum deference permitted by law.

Accounting Restatements Requiring Application of the Policy

If the Company is required to prepare an accounting restatement due to the material noncompliance of the Company with any
financial reporting requirement under the securities laws, including any required accounting restatement to correct an error in previously
issued financial statements that is material to the previously issued financial statements, or that would result in a material misstatement if the
error were corrected in the current period or left uncorrected in the current period (an “Accounting Restatement”), then the Committee must
determine the Excess Compensation (as defined below), if any, that must be recovered. The Company’s obligation to recover Excess
Compensation is not dependent on if or when the restated financial statements are filed.



Compensation Covered by the Policy

The Policy applies to certain Incentive-Based Compensation (as defined below) that is Received on or after October 2, 2023 (the
“Effective Date”), during the Covered Period (as defined below) while the Company has a class of securities listed on a national securities
exchange. This Incentive-Based Compensation is considered “Clawback Eligible Incentive-Based Compensation” if the Incentive-Based
Compensation is Received by a person after such person became an Executive Officer and the person served as an Executive Officer at any
time during the performance period to which the Incentive-Based Compensation applies. The “Excess Compensation” that is subject to
recovery under the Policy is the amount of Clawback Eligible Incentive-Based Compensation that exceeds the amount of Clawback Eligible
Incentive-Based Compensation that otherwise would have been Received had such Clawback Eligible Incentive-Based Compensation been
determined based on the restated amounts (this is referred to in the listings standards as “erroneously awarded incentive-based
compensation”). Excess Compensation must be computed without regard to any taxes paid.

To determine the amount of Excess Compensation for Incentive-Based Compensation based on stock price or total shareholder
return, where it is not subject to mathematical recalculation directly from the information in an Accounting Restatement, the amount must be
based on a reasonable estimate of the effect of the Accounting Restatement on the stock price or total shareholder return upon which the
Incentive-Based Compensation was Received and the Company must maintain documentation of the determination of that reasonable
estimate and provide the documentation to the Exchange.

“Incentive-Based Compensation” means any compensation that is granted, earned, or vested based wholly or in part upon the
attainment of a Financial Reporting Measure (as defined below). For the avoidance of doubt, no compensation that is potentially subject to
recovery under the Policy will be earned until the Company’s right to recover under the Policy has lapsed.

The following items of compensation are not Incentive-Based Compensation under the Policy: salaries, bonuses paid solely at the
discretion of the Compensation Committee or Board that are not paid from a bonus pool that is determined by satisfying a Financial
Reporting Measure, bonuses paid solely upon satisfying one or more subjective standards and/or completion of a specified employment
period, non-equity incentive plan awards earned solely upon satisfying one or more strategic measures or operational measures, and equity
awards for which the grant is not contingent upon achieving any Financial Reporting Measure performance goal and vesting is contingent
solely upon completion of a specified employment period (e.g., time-based vesting equity awards) and/or attaining one or more non-Financial
Reporting Measures.

“Financial Reporting Measures” are measures that are determined and presented in accordance with the accounting principles used
in preparing the Company’s financial statements, and any measures that are derived wholly or in part from such measures. Stock price and
total shareholder return are also Financial Reporting Measures. A Financial Reporting Measure need not be presented within the financial
statements or included in a filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

Incentive-Based Compensation is “Received” under the Policy in the Company’s fiscal period during which the Financial Reporting
Measure specified in the Incentive-Based Compensation award is attained, even if the payment, vesting, settlement or grant of the Incentive-
Based Compensation occurs after the end of that period. For the avoidance of doubt, the Policy does not apply to Incentive-Based
Compensation for which the Financial Reporting Measure is attained prior to the Effective Date.

“Covered Period” means the three completed fiscal years immediately preceding the Accounting Restatement Determination Date
(as defined below). In addition, Covered Period can include certain transition periods resulting from a change in the Company’s fiscal year.
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“Accounting Restatement Determination Date” means the earliest to occur of: (a) the date the Board, a committee of the Board, or
one or more of the officers of the Company authorized to take such action if Board action is not required, concludes, or reasonably should
have concluded, that the Company is required to prepare an Accounting Restatement; and (b) the date a court, regulator, or other legally
authorized body directs the Company to prepare an Accounting Restatement.

Repayment of Excess Compensation

The Company must recover Excess Compensation reasonably promptly and Executive Officers are required to repay Excess
Compensation to the Company. Subject to applicable law, the Company may recover Excess Compensation by requiring the Executive
Officer to repay such amount to the Company by direct payment to the Company or such other means or combination of means as the
Committee determines to be appropriate (these determinations do not need to be identical as to each Executive Officer). These means may
include:

(a) requiring reimbursement of cash Incentive-Based Compensation previously paid;

(b) seeking recovery of any gain realized from or equity held following the vesting, exercise, settlement, sale, transfer, or other
disposition of any equity-based awards;

(c) offsetting the amount to be recovered from any unpaid or future compensation to be paid by the Company or any affiliate of
the Company to the Executive Officer;

(d) cancelling outstanding vested or unvested equity awards; and/or

(e) taking any other remedial and recovery action permitted by law, as determined by the Committee.

The repayment of Excess Compensation must be made by an Executive Officer notwithstanding any Executive Officer’s belief
(whether or not that belief is legitimate) that the Excess Compensation had been previously earned under applicable law and therefore is not
subject to clawback.

In addition to its rights to recovery under the Policy, the Company or any affiliate of the Company may take any legal actions it
determines appropriate to enforce an Executive Officer’s obligations to the Company or to discipline an Executive Officer, including (without
limitation) termination of employment, institution of civil proceedings, reporting of misconduct to appropriate governmental authorities,
reduction of future compensation opportunities or change in role. The decision to take any actions described in the preceding sentence will
not be subject to the approval of the Committee and can be made by the Board, any committee of the Board, or any duly authorized officer of
the Company or of any applicable affiliate of the Company.

Limited Exceptions to the Policy

The Company must recover Excess Compensation in accordance with the Policy except to the limited extent that the conditions set
forth below are met, and the Committee determines that recovery of the Excess Compensation would be impracticable:

(a) The direct expense paid to a third party to assist in enforcing the Policy would exceed the amount to be recovered. Before
reaching this conclusion, the Company must make a reasonable attempt to recover such Excess Compensation, document
such reasonable attempt(s) to recover, and provide that documentation to the Exchange; or

(b) Recovery would likely cause an otherwise tax-qualified retirement plan, under which benefits are broadly available to
employees of the Company, to fail to meet the legal requirements as such.
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Other Important Information in the Policy

The Policy is in addition to the requirements of Section 304 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 that are applicable to the Company’s
Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, as well as any other applicable laws, regulatory requirements, or rules.

Notwithstanding the terms of any of the Company’s organizational documents (including, but not limited to, the Company’s bylaws),
any corporate policy or any contract (including, but not limited to, any indemnification agreement), neither the Company nor any affiliate of
the Company will indemnify or provide advancement for any Executive Officer against any loss of Excess Compensation. Neither the
Company nor any affiliate of the Company will pay for or reimburse insurance premiums for an insurance policy that covers potential
recovery obligations. In the event that pursuant to this Policy the Company is required to recover Excess Compensation from an Executive
Officer who is no longer an employee, the Company will be entitled to seek such recovery in order to comply with applicable law, regardless
of the terms of any release of claims or separation agreement such individual may have signed.

The Committee or Board may review and modify the Policy from time to time.

If any provision of the Policy or the application of any such provision to any Executive Officer is adjudicated to be invalid, illegal or
unenforceable in any respect, such invalidity, illegality or unenforceability will not affect any other provisions of the Policy or the application
of such provision to another Executive Officer, and the invalid, illegal or unenforceable provisions will be deemed amended to the minimum
extent necessary to render any such provision or application enforceable.

The Policy will terminate and no longer be enforceable when the Company ceases to be listed issuer within the meaning of Section
10D of the Exchange Act.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

• I acknowledge that I have received and read the Compensation Recovery Policy (the “Policy”) of eHealth, Inc. (the “Company”).

• I understand and acknowledge that the Policy applies to me, and all of my beneficiaries, heirs, executors, administrators or other
legal representatives and that the Company’s right to recovery in order to comply with applicable law will apply, regardless of the
terms of any release of claims or separation agreement I have signed or will sign in the future.

• I agree to be bound by and to comply with the Policy and understand that determinations of the Committee (as such term is used in
the Policy) will be final and binding and will be given the maximum deference permitted by law.

• I understand and agree that my current indemnification rights, whether in an individual agreement or the Company’s organizational
documents, exclude the right to be indemnified for amounts required to be recovered under the Policy.

• I understand that my failure to comply in all respects with the Policy is a basis for termination of my employment with the Company
and any affiliate of the Company as well as any other appropriate discipline.

• I understand that neither the Policy, nor the application of the Policy to me, gives rise to a resignation for good reason (or similar
concept) by me under any applicable employment agreement or arrangement.

• I acknowledge that if I have questions concerning the meaning or application of the Policy, it is my responsibility to seek guidance
from the Legal Department, the Compliance Officer, Human Resources or my own personal advisers.

• I acknowledge that neither this Acknowledgement nor the Policy is meant to constitute an employment contract.

Please review, sign and return this form to Human Resources.

Executive Officer

__________________________
(print name)

__________________________
(signature)

__________________________
(date)


